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Abstract 
Recent studies and systems have made it possible to measure respiratory rate 

comfortably and non-invasively; however, these methods do not particularly focus on 

their convenience. Specifically, either patient mobility is decreased because they are 

confined within the respiratory sensor’s effective range or the wireless apparatus attached 

to them necessitates battery replacements every few days. A solution to this problem is to 

utilize the attachment solution, but remove the battery component. The overall project of 

this thesis proposes that this can be done by using the respiratory effort itself to power the 

apparatus. However, with current portable harvesting technology, respiratory effort does 

not yield more than a couple milliwatts of power at best, thus the apparatus must be 

optimized for minimum power consumption. Beyond low-power hardware selection, lies 

the need for low-power software implementation of the respiratory signal’s digital 

processing. This thesis investigates a handful of algorithms and their suitability for this 

power-restricted environment, and ultimately demonstrates the feasibility of measuring 

respiratory rate with less than 100 µW of average power by utilizing a low-power 

system-on-chip. Rather than utilizing the chip’s analog-to-digital converter, as is normal 

convention, a simple comparator approach was adopted. Although rather simplistic and 

atypical, the minimalistic attitude towards signal processing presented in this thesis is 

necessary for the development of systems tailored to incredibly low-power environments. 
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1. Introduction 
Strong evidence suggests that an abnormal respiratory rate is a precursor to 

serious events, such as the immediate admission to an intensive care unit (ICU), and fatal 

health conditions, such as cardiac arrest. For the former event, respiratory rate has even 

been considered a more reliable indicator than blood pressure and heart rate, and for the 

latter, it has been recognized as being able to predict the event up to 72 hours or more in 

advance. [1,2] 

However, until recently and despite its stature as one of humanity’s four major 

vital signs, respiratory rate has not been given the same amount of attention by medical 

personnel as the other three vital signs of blood pressure, heart rate, and temperature [3]. 

Such neglect could be due to the fact that there was not an easy and quick way to non-

invasively measure it in the past. Whatever the reason may be, obtaining an accurate, 

non-invasive respiratory rate measurement has become a popular engineering query 

within recent years. Regardless of many advances, several of these non-invasive methods 

require that the patient sacrifice mobility or convenience; for instance, they are obligated 

to reside within range of a large immovable sensor; or, if the patient is able to move, they 

must attach a unit to themselves that might require its battery to be refreshed every 

couple of days. 

Remaining within a certain area or changing or recharging a battery every so 

often is neither convenient nor comfortable. The guiding research project behind this 

thesis’s study has proposed a solution to this problem by suggesting the utilization of 

human energy harvesting to power a wearable wireless unit. Normally, this might be 

associated with a person jogging around or participating in another event that requires 

active physical exertion to produce power; however, the overall project encompassing 

this study proposes the passive harvesting of energy, where the respiratory effort itself 

will be used to power the system used to measure it. 

Such a self-sustaining system requires that the combined components of the 

system use less energy than what can be produced by the subject being harvested. 

Therefore, when designing a system powered by a low-energy source, such as respiratory 
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effort, each component must be analyzed and designed for its maximum power efficiency. 

One of these components is the digital processing unit, which is expected to calculate the 

respiratory rate from the respiratory signal and transmit it wirelessly to a base station. 

Power optimization for this unit is highly dependent on the algorithm it uses to process 

data as well as the implementation of that algorithm; it is this algorithmic element that is 

the topic of this thesis. 

1.1. Thesis Organization 

This rest of this thesis is organized generally in chronological order, where the 

remainder of Chapter 1 provides background information about the medical, energy 

harvesting, and overall project aspects of this study and also details the specific goals of 

this thesis. In Chapter 2, a handful of algorithms are considered for implementation, and 

two were selected to become the center of this study. Details of the implementations and 

their limitations are covered in Chapter 3, and the power consumption measurements and 

calculations are presented in Chapter 4. The conclusion and directions of future work 

reside in Chapter 5, and following them are the appendices, which contain code, figures, 

calculations, encountered problems and issues, and terminology clarifications. 

1.2. Background 

Many different fields of interest are united by this study, each with their own 

importance and contribution. This subchapter provides background material on these 

fields, which include the medical and energy harvesting aspects of this study and also the 

overall project that this study is a part of. 

1.2.1. Medical Background 

The end product to which this thesis’s results will apply is ultimately a device that 

will be used in the medical field to measure respiratory rate. The following two 

subchapters discuss the importance of this, sometimes overlooked, vital sign and explain 

the current methods and technologies utilized to measure it. 
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1.2.1.1. Respiratory Rate 

Often a glazed-over vital sign, respiratory rate, abbreviated as RR, is the rate at 

which a person breathes. It is normally measured in breaths per minute, notated as br/min 

in this study. Accurate monitoring of RR can indicate respiratory dysfunction, disease, 

general ailments, or the increasing potential for a life-threatening event, such as cardiac 

arrest; however, despite its significance to a patient’s health, RR is not generally 

appreciated in the medical community as much as other vitals signs, such as heart rate 

[3,4]. This disenchantment with RR might be caused by the great variability in the 

breathing action, whether it is a variation from person-to-person or a variation from 

breath-to-breath. To acquire an idea of the vastness of these variations, Table 1.1 

provides descriptions and illustrations of several types of breathing patterns. 
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Table 1.1: Breathing Patterns [5,6]. 

Breathing Pattern Description Illustration 
Normal Breathing Breathing within the following ranges 

(br/min): 
• Newborn: 30 – 60 
• Early Childhood: 20 – 40 
• Late Childhood: 15 – 25 
• Adult: 14 – 20 

 

Apnea A period of 10 seconds or more without 
breathing. 

 

Tachypnea  Rapid shallow breathing with the following 
ranges (br/min): 
• Infants 0 – 2 months: > 60 
• Infants 2 – 12 months: > 50 
• Children > 12 months: > 40 

 

Hyperpnea 
(Hyperventilation) 

Rapid deep breathing. 

 

Bradypnea Slow breathing. 

 

Cheyne-Stokes 
Breathing 

Deep breathing interspersed with apnea. 

 

Ataxic Breathing 
(Biot’s Breathing) 

Unpredictable irregular breathing, which 
can be deep, shallow, and/or interspersed 
with apnea. 

 
Sighing Respiration Breathing punctuated by sighs. 

 

Obstructive 
Breathing 

Breathing caused by blockage or tightening 
of airways. 
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1.2.1.2. Modern Technology 

Current technology used for measuring respiratory rate can be divided into two 

categories, direct and indirect, depending on the type of sensor utilized to detect a breath. 

The former indicates that a breath will be sensed by placing the sensor within the 

patient’s airway, whereas, the latter is inclusive for all other devices which do not come 

into contact with the patient’s airflow [4]. Table 1.2 contains a short list of some of these 

current sensor technologies, provides a brief description of how each functions, and 

specifies whether the sensor is direct or indirect. 

Table 1.2: Modern Sensor Technology Used To Measure Respiratory Rate. 

Sensor 
Technology 

Description Direct/ 
Indirect 

Pneumotachometer When certain-shaped objects are placed into the airway, they can 
create known differences in pressure related to the airflow through 
and/or around them. In the case of a pneumotachometer, a pressure 
sensor, positioned in the airway, measures pressure differences caused 
by the flow pattern and translates them into signals ready for 
electrical processing. The relationship between the flow and pressure 
difference may be linear or nonlinear, depending on the exact sensor 
used [4]. 

Direct 

Temperature 
Sensor 

Airflow into the body is usually cooler than that heading outward. 
With a temperature sensor, this inhale versus exhale temperature 
difference is used to electrically distinguish each breath [4].  

Direct 

Humidity Sensor When a patient breathes, air exhaled has a higher humidity than air 
inhaled. In recent research, the intensity of this humidity was 
monitored based on the water condensation, absorption, and 
evaporation around the humidity sensor [7]. 

Direct 

Carbon Dioxide 
(CO2) Monitor 

Under normal circumstances, the amount of CO2 expelled from the 
body is less than the amount admitted. Measuring CO2 concentration 
levels can assist in monitoring a patient’s breathing patterns by 
converting the amount of CO2 detected into electrical signals for 
processing [4]. 

Direct 

Displacement 
Sensor 

While breathing, a patient’s chest and abdomen expands and 
contracts. The displacement between the fully expanded and fully 
contracted states of these body parts can be transformed by a 
displacement sensor signal into a signal convenient for electrical 
processing. This category of sensor is very broad and encompasses 
strain gages, piezoelectric sensors, linear variable differential 
transformers, and variable reluctance magnetic sensors [4,8]. 

Indirect 

Inductance 
Plethysmograph 

Similar to displacement sensors, inductance plethysmographs depend 
on the action of the patient’s chest or abdomen expanding or 
contracting when breathing. However, instead of measuring the actual 
displacement, the plethysmograph electronically measures the change 
of inductance of a wire looped around the chest or abdomen. The 
difference between an inductance plethsymograph and a general 
displacement sensor is that the former requires a loop of wire for 
proper functionality [4]. 

Indirect 
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Table 1.2 (Continued): Modern Sensor Technology Used To Measure Respiratory Rate. 

Sensor 
Technology 

Description Direct/ 
Indirect 

Transthoracic 
Electrical 
Impedance Sensor 

Every breath a patient takes alters the volume of air within their 
lungs. This alteration changes the electrical impedance of the lungs, 
which can be measured electronically, usually through the same 
electrodes used for an electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement [4,9]. 

Indirect 

Acoustic Sensor As a patient breathes, the flow of air causes low-frequency sound 
waves. With acoustic sensors, these “breathing sounds” can be 
characterized into an electrical signal ready for analysis [4,10]. 

Indirect 

Contact Motion 
Sensor 

Movement of the chest or abdomen while breathing can be detected 
through various types of sensors provided they are in contact with the 
patient. Some examples are a pressure-sensing pad [4], which is 
placed under the patient, and an accelerometer [11], which is mounted 
to the patient’s torso. These motions are interpreted for breathing 
patterns through electrical processing. 

Indirect 

Non-Contact 
Motion Sensor 

Unlike contact motion sensors, non-contact motion sensors do not 
rely on any physical connection to the patient. In recent years, there 
have been several studies into using electromagnetic waves, such as 
microwaves and radio waves, to capture the breathing motion. Some 
of these methods rely on characterizing the motion using the Doppler 
Effect [12,13,14,15,16], whereas another very recent method encircles 
the patient with a network of off-the-shelf transceivers and measures 
how chest and abdominal motion impedes the radio signals 
[17,18,19]. 

Indirect 

 

Technological development of respiratory monitors has tended toward utilizing 

indirect sensors because they are less invasive, less obtrusive, less obstructive, and, thus, 

more comfortable to the patient. This effort for a more pleasing hospital stay has also 

prompted devices that do not require the patient to be wired to large pieces of medical 

equipment. Current implementations of these wire-free technologies include systems that 

either require the patient to have a small local unit attached to them that transmits data to 

a larger apparatus, or require the patient to remain within the effective area of one of the 

non-contact motion sensors mentioned in Table 1.2. 

“Wire-free” technology for any medical device does not necessarily imply 

“wireless”; for instance, some devices may act as data loggers by locally storing data. 

After collection, this data must be uploaded to a more complex monitoring apparatus 

through a physical connection for proper access. Implementation of wire-free devices can 

be separated into two categories: non-portable and portable. In general, wire-free devices, 

as any other medical device, have four basic data handling and processing stages: sensing, 

signal conversion, interpretation, and display. 
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For non-portable devices, the sequence of the stages is straightforward; the non-

contact sensor translates a physical trait into an electrical signal, the signal is converted 

from the analog to the digital domain, the data is interpreted for specific features, and the 

pertinent information is displayed for human readability. All of these stages are executed 

by a single device in real-time without much deviation, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, and 

there remains a great amount of freedom as to what signal features the device interprets. 

For the specific case of respiration, the system may desire to assess all or any 

combination of respiration features, such as breathing pattern, tidal volume (i.e., 

amplitude), and respiratory rate. 

 

Figure 1.1: Non-portable “Wire-free” Device Data Handling and Processing Stage Diagram 

On the contrary, portable devices handle information in several different 

implementation flavors due to their unique circumstance of limited power availability. 

Most portable devices generally function as a sensor node and are partnered with a non-

portable device that handles the more complex operations. Although the data handling 

and processing stages remain the same as non-portable devices, portable data handling 

and processing stages are sometimes executed out of their typical order (ex., the 

physician looks at a display and does the interpretation himself or herself) or have their 

complexity sacrificed based on power-saving techniques and the device’s specific 

functionality requirements (ex., only the respiratory rate is obtained versus the breathing 

pattern). 

More specifically, portable device implementations differ with regard to the 

freshness of data, the fashion in which data is displayed, and at what point in the 

information flow the data is interpreted and/or stored. With regards to respiratory rate as 
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the data of interest, some devices will either display the rate value in real-time, display it 

after-the-fact, or utilize a combination of the two. The display itself can either be on a 

local unit, on a separate unit linked by physical connection or wireless technology, or on 

both. The rate value itself can either be extracted from the waveform and interpreted 

locally, sent to another unit for processing, or partially handled locally and partially 

handled remotely. There are several combinations that can be made, and Table 1.3 

contains some depictions of common ones; Dotted lines notate optional or temporary 

connections. Particularly, this thesis’s overall project plans to realize the second 

implementation presented in the table. 
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Table 1.3: Portable Device Stage Data Handling and Processing Variations. 

Implementation Diagram 
Real-time analog information 
is locally converted to digital 
information and displayed 
locally. 

 

 
 

Real-time analog information 
is locally interpreted and 
transmitted to a separate 
display. 

 

 
 

Real-time analog information 
is transmitted to a separate 
unit for interpretation and 
display. 

 

 
 

Analog information is locally 
interpreted and stored for 
later viewing on a separate 
display.  

 

 
 

 

Despite the advantage of comfort, being wire-free comes at a slight cost: patient 

mobility and convenience. The issue with current iterations of wire-free technology is 

that the patient either needs to be bed-ridden or have their local unit’s battery replenished 

every couple of days [9]. Constant battery replacement or recharging is quite 

inconvenient in particular situations, especially if the device is used in an at-home 

monitoring application. A relatively new solution that is under research and addresses the 
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problem of decreased mobility and convenience is the objective of this thesis’s overall 

project. Details of this project are discussed in Subchapter 1.2.3.1. 

1.2.2. Energy Harvesting Background 

Energy harvesting can be defined as utilizing ambient energy provided by natural 

occurrences. Some well-known examples include solar energy, wind energy, and 

hydropower [20]. Recently, mankind has enhanced its determination to utilize these kinds 

of energy resources as opposed to finite fuels, which cannot be replenished within a 

lifetime. Part of this effort is mankind’s desire to reduce portable-device battery waste by 

utilizing what Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) calls “micro-harvesting”. Unlike solar 

energy and other resources that are “macro-harvested”, micro-harvested energy is 

produced from relatively feint activities, such as vibrations and body heat [21]. This sort 

of harvesting is required for wireless devices that do not have the option of being 

connected to a large generator. 

1.2.3. Study Background 

The scope of this study is limited to a subsystem of a more complex overall 

project. The relationship and goals of both the overall project and the subsystem are 

described in the following subchapters. 

1.2.3.1. Overall System Overview 

The goal of the overall project presiding over this study is to develop a wireless, 

battery-free monitoring unit powered by the physiological signals that it monitors [22]. In 

particular, the project concentrates on harvesting a person’s respiratory effort and 

electrocardiogram potentials. The monitoring “on-patient” unit will also have a sister 

“off-patient” unit to which it will communicate data utilizing radio frequency (RF) 

technology. This method of “zero-net energy” monitoring allows for the patient to move 

around without wires and removes the need for frequent battery replacement or 

recharging. It, thus, avoids the issues with modern respiratory monitoring technology 

mentioned in Subchapter 1.2.1.2. 

For the “on-patient” unit, a passive displacement sensor and electrode-array will 

be used to convert the respiratory effort and biopotentials, respectively, into two analog 
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voltage waveforms. These waveforms will then be directed to a power module, which 

will rectify the signal into direct current (DC), making it usable by the DC components of 

the system. Simultaneously, the waveforms are also conditioned and fed to a data 

processing module, most likely a digital signal processor (DSP) or a system-on-chip 

(SoC), which prepares the analog signal for digital processing, digitally processes the 

signal, and sends the pertinent data to an RF radio that handles the wireless transmission 

to the “off-patient” unit [23].  

The end product should be a system in which the monitored patient is comfortable 

and does not feel inconvenienced by the monitoring unit; it is planned that the “on-patient” 

unit will be sewn into clothing that will generate the power required to monitor the 

wearer [24,25,26,27]. Also, the “off-patient” unit will most likely be integrated into a 

larger health monitoring system for convenience and to enhance mobility [28,27]. Figure 

1.2 depicts a block diagram of the overall system with respect to the respiratory rate 

monitoring portion. This particular aspect is the premise of this thesis, and the greyed 

SoC is the digital processing unit, which will be the focus of this study. Details 

concerning the SoC are discussed in the next subchapter. 

 

Figure 1.2: Overall Project System Block Diagram With Respect To The Respiratory 
Monitoring Portion. 

1.2.3.2. Subsystem Overview 

As mentioned in the previous subchapter, this study pertains to the digital data 

processing unit of the respiratory rate monitoring subsystem of an overall project. More 
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specifically, the module of interest is the SoC utilized to digitally extract the respiratory 

data from the output of the signal-conditioning ASP (analog signal processor). 

Like every other “on-patient” component of the overall system, the SoC must 

function while drawing the least amount of power in order to preserve and guarantee 

functionality if the patient’s breathing pattern begins to yield less energy. Typically, 

power optimization for wireless biological monitoring systems is achieved through the 

use and/or development of low power hardware components. These systems include 

architectures that involve unconventional wireless circuitry and/or protocol [29] or an 

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) [30,31,32]. 

However, unlike the other “on-patient” components, the SoC must not only be 

optimal in hardware efficiency; it must also have optimal software efficiency. Even if a 

top-of-the-line-energy-efficient SoC is utilized, its value is harshly degraded if the 

software logic is not coded with power conservation in mind. Published wireless medical 

software techniques acquire low power consumption in at least one of two ways: (1) 

avoidance of wireless transmissions, and (2) adaptive sampling and power allocation.  

With current technology, the action of wireless transmission has communally 

been deemed the most power inefficient component of wireless applications. Thus, to 

avoid this action, systems tend to implement either a data compression technique and/or 

depend on infrequent transmissions. Data compression relies particularly on extracting 

and transmitting only pertinent information from the biological signal [33,34,35,36], 

whereas infrequent transmission may imply an adaptive transmission rate [37,38], 

transmission on-demand [39], or simply transmission at a slower rate. 

Other inventive methods of minimizing power consumption include monitoring 

the system’s and/or input signal’s current state in order to execute dynamic sampling and 

power allocation. Specific features such as signal curvature [40] or the surpassing of a 

threshold can be used as indicators to alter the way the system functions. Some systems 

implement dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), in which clock frequency and supply voltage 

are allocated based on computational load [39]. An interesting wireless non-medical low-

power application developed a magnetic disturbance wake-up [41], which could also be 

applicable to other applications. 
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Since this thesis focuses on the efficiency of an SoC, it concentrates on the 

varying aspect of software versus the concrete nature hardware. Therefore, the major 

goals of this study are: (1) to explore the power efficiency of simple respiratory rate 

monitoring algorithms and evaluate which ones are efficient enough to warrant 

implementation on the “on-patient” unit of the overall project, and (2) to implement those 

suitable algorithms in the most energy efficient manner. 

The SoC chosen for the overall project was Texas Instrument’s (TI) CC430 chip, 

which combines the company’s low-power MSP430 microcontroller with its low-power 

CC1101 sub-1-GHz RF transceiver [42]. In order to become acquainted with the 

CC340’s capabilities regarding low-power processing and wireless communication, an 

evaluation kit was ordered. The kit came with two EM430F6137RF900 evaluation boards 

and two 868/915 MHz antennas; however, an additional purchase of the MSP-

FET430UIF was required for programming the chip via the JTAG interface [43]. 

Informational materials, such as the CC430’s datasheet and user’s guide, were found on 

the CC430’s product page [44]. Also available on the product page were code examples 

and schematic symbols and footprints. Additionally, the EM430F6137RF900 webpage 

[45] contained a schematic of the evaluation board as well as CC430 RF examples and 

design guides. 

A simplified block diagram of the test subsystem is depicted in Figure 1.3. Since 

patient participation was unnecessary for this study, the EM430F6137RF900 substituting 

as the “on-patient” unit was deemed the ”transmitter”, and the EM430F6137RF900 

substituting as the “off-patient” unit was deemed the “receiver”. These designations were 

based on each board’s assigned unidirectional wireless function in the subsystem. The 

reasons for this unidirectional communication assumption are discussed in Subchapter 

3.1. 
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Figure 1.3: Study Subsystem Block Diagram. 

The general flow of the subsystem begins with the transmitter SoC extracting 

pertinent data from the conditioned respiratory signal it receives from the overall system 

ASP. After digital extraction, the data is then sent to the antenna module for transmission 

via RF waves. Following the reception of the data through its corresponding antenna 

module, the receiver SoC prepares the data for human readability and forwards the 

information to a display. 

As previously mentioned, this study’s primary interest lies in evaluating the 

power efficiency of a few simple respiratory rate monitoring algorithms and their 

implementations. In particular, these transmitter SoC algorithms are composed of two 

parts: the digital extraction logic and the RF settings and packet handling. Unfortunately, 

the RF portion of the algorithm depends heavily on what antenna hardware will be used, 

what range of RF communication is required, and what wireless protocol must be 

implemented; all these parameters have yet to be solidified in the overall project. 

Therefore, this study only concentrates on optimizing the digital extraction portion of the 

algorithm. Fortunately, the RF portion and the digital extraction portion of the algorithm 

can be isolated from each other by proper modularization of the code. This isolation is 

explained further in Chapter 3, but it essentially means that the transmission related lines 

of the code were commented out when measuring the energy characteristics of the digital 

extraction portions and left in when the code needed to be functionally validated. 

Although this thesis focuses on minimizing the power consumption of the digital 

extraction portion, power measurements for both the digital extraction portion and the RF 

portion were conducted. Measuring the power consumption of the RF portion is 

unnecessary in relation to optimizing the digital extraction portion; however, it was 

conducted in order to perform two things: (1) illustrate that the RF portion is the 
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dominant energy hoarder, and (2) provide a baseline overall picture of the order of 

magnitude of power required for full SoC functionality. Thus, the goal of checking the 

feasibility of using the CC430 is achieved by acquiring these measurements in Section 4. 

In addition to illustrating the CC430’s suitability for the overall project, this thesis 

proposes the utilization of the SoC’s comparator module rather than its ADC (analog-to-

digital converter) module as its analog interface to the respiratory signal. This selection is 

atypical of modern low-power portable wire-free respiratory monitoring systems since 

much information can be obtained with an ADC analog interface. In fact, it is also 

uncommon for the more commonly measured vital sign of heart rate [46,47,48]. 

However, in some cases, the decision to use an ADC may not be left to the 

developer; many of the current microcontroller-based systems are fundamentally bound 

to utilizing the ADC, since the particular sensor and/or technique that they use produces 

noisy or asymmetric data that is difficult to condense into a sensible digital representation 

by any other readily available means. Some examples of sensors that do not easily loan 

themselves to utilizing a simple comparator are acoustic sensors [49,50,51], motion 

sensors, temperature sensors [52], and humidity sensors [7]. 

Other studies that used sensors with less noise such as inductance 

plethysmographs and displacement sensors did not specifically discuss their reasoning for 

utilizing the ADC in their respiratory signal processing [53,54]; one cause may be that it 

is assumed obvious that their application environment is too prone to noise and requires 

intensive algorithmic filtering for accurate measurement, while another cause may be that 

there is no other analog interface within their digital processing chip. 

In addition to the uncontrollable aspects, which may govern the selection of the 

ADC, there also exist the functional requirements of the system; for example, the main 

purpose of the system may not be to capture the rate of a signal, but it may be to capture 

the actual waveform [55]. Although the reasons for utilizing the ADC may be vast and/or 

unclear, its prominence in mixed signal processing is unquestionable. 

This thesis’s overall system has a low power budget and is currently only 

concerned with the rate of respiration and not the tidal volume or respiratory waveform 

shape; therefore, instead of requiring an accurate capture of respiratory amplitude 

provided by an ADC, the distinction between one breath and another is all that is needed. 
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In this sense, there are only two states of the respiratory signal that must be tracked: (1) a 

breath has been detected, and (2) a breath has not been detected. This binary trait is what 

prompts the proposed use of the comparator versus the ADC. 

The general idea is that since the comparator only does a single comparison with 

little computational effort, it will utilize less power, making it the more ideal option for 

analog-to-digital conversion in this thesis’s particular situation. It essentially operates as 

1-bit ADC. Successful use of a comparator as a rate detector for a biological signal has 

been previously done for both heart rate and respiratory rate [8,56]. However, as opposed 

to this thesis, both studies did not elaborate on how the rate is extracted from the digitized 

output of the comparator, did not explain power dependency on the algorithm, and did 

not utilize a comparator that is embedded into a microcontroller. There is some literature 

that seems to imply that it used the on-chip comparator to measure the RR-interval (i.e., 

time between two R-waves) of a heart signal in a similar fashion to one of the algorithms 

in this thesis [37]; however, other literary sources of implementations using the 

comparator to monitor specifically respiratory rate are scarce. 

In addition to analyzing the connection between power consumption and 

algorithmic complexity, this thesis wishes to illustrate utilization of the comparator 

already embedded in the SoC’s microcontroller to decrease the number of components in 

the respiratory monitoring system. Figure 1.4 illustrates how this thesis’s implementation 

will differ from previous published work; the first diagram depicts the ADC 

implementation that most modern technology uses, the second diagram depicts the 

previous implementation with the comparator, and the third diagrams depicts the 

implementation that will be pursued in this study. 
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Figure 1.4: Analog Interface Implementation Variations. 

The comparator claim of this thesis is not made to prove that the particular SoC 

comparator used in this study is the most power efficient analog-to-digital conversion 

method for all biomedical applications. The main focus of this thesis is to illustrate that, 

for environments where it is crucial that minimal energy be wasted, there is a careful 

balance required between accuracy, complexity, and power consumption specific to the 

application environment itself. 

The decision for utilizing the comparator was a decision based on this balance and 

sacrifices complexity for power-savings. This decision is relative to the overall system 

and is not based on absolute hardware abilities. For instance, there exists an 8-bit ADC 

circuitry separate from the CC430 that uses as little as 3.1 µW for a 100 kHz sampling 

frequency at 1-V supply voltage [57,58]. The power consumption for this ADC is 

inherently less than that of the CC430. However, there will always be smaller, faster, 

smarter, and less-power-consuming technology; what is more important are the relative 

decisions made for the given situation. 

The comparator used in this study may not utilize less power than the ultra-low-

power 8-bit ADC mentioned, but it is considered much more power-efficient relative to 

the ADC that is available to this thesis. Also, although it is possible to utilize a separate 

low-power ADC, there becomes an issue of how that ADC interfaces with the SoC’s 
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microcontroller. For mixed signal processing, the balance of power-consumption must be 

harmonized between the analog and digital portions. 

Although an off-chip ADC may require lower power, how does it affect the logic 

of the microcontroller that must obtain the value and calculate a respiratory rate from it 

[59]? Instead of utilizing only one analog pin of the SoC, more digital pins must be 

utilized, and the SoC and the ADC must be synchronized for proper sampling. These are 

only two contingencies out of many that may arise and cause unexpected power results. It 

is for this reason that this thesis proposes the use of the SoC’s own comparator over its 

ADC; integration between the analog and digital realms will be both seamless and less 

complex, resulting in less wasted energy for the algorithms implemented. 

In summary, this thesis proposes an untraditional SoC on-chip comparator 

approach to achieve the most energy efficient implementation of qualified respiratory rate 

extraction and transmission algorithms. The criterion of success with respect to the 

overall project is that the algorithms implemented utilize less power than is available 

from the respiratory effort.  
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2. Data Extraction Algorithms 
Given an ideal sinusoidal respiratory signal, there exist multitudes of methods 

with which the transmitter SoC can obtain the rate of that signal; however, it is nearly 

impossible to produce an exhaustive list of this plethora of possibilities, and therefore, 

this thesis only visits a few simple ones that the author believes might offer the reader 

intrigue to explore the topic of algorithm power optimization. The simplicity of these 

algorithms also makes it possible to draw a conclusion of whether or not it is feasible to 

measure respiratory rate at all given the power constraints of the overall system. 

If the algorithms are too complex and the power measured is beyond what is 

available in the system, then no knowledge has been gained as to whether it is even 

possible for the overall system to function with a low-power SoC. However, if the 

algorithms are simple, several different conclusions can be made depending on the 

outcome. If the power consumption is too great, then it can be hypothesized that it is not 

possible to gather the respiratory rate under the system constraints with the technology 

proposed. On the other hand, if the power consumption is within the specifications that 

are desired, then the possibility of system integration has been proved and the developer 

can systematically increase the complexity of the algorithm where needed until the power 

budget is at its limit. 

In general, the algorithms discussed are separated into two categories with respect 

to the RF transmission operation: pre-RF calculation and post-RF calculation. Pre-RF 

calculation algorithms gather data from the respiratory signal and process this data “on-

chip” before transmitting the end respiratory rate result to the receiving module, whereas 

post-RF calculation algorithms gather the data and transfer it “raw” to the receiving 

module in expectation that the receiving module will handle the data processing of the 

rate. Making this RF-transmission-based distinction is actually very important with 

regards to analyzing the power consumption of the algorithms. 

RF transmissions are known to be the energy bottleneck of most SoC systems [60] 

and keeping this trait in mind allowed argumentative filtering of which algorithms were 

worth implementation and further study. In total, this thesis proposes and discusses the 

advantages and disadvantages of two pre-RF calculation algorithms: breath counting and 

breath interval timing; and three post-RF calculation algorithms: real-time data transfer, 
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delayed data set transfer, and dummy data transfer. However, in the end, only the two 

pre-RF calculation algorithms were implemented based on reasons discussed here. 

The first pre-RF calculation algorithm, breath counting, is a simple technique 

used to measure respiratory rate and is normally what is performed by the nurse or doctor 

during a regular physical exam. The general idea is to count the number of breaths that 

occur within a certain time interval; if the time interval used is one minute, then the 

number can be taken straight as the respiratory rate in breaths per minute (br/min). 

Sometimes the medical practitioner will choose a smaller time interval, like 30 seconds, 

and will convert it to the proper units by multiplying by some factor, which is 2 in the 30-

second case. This multiplication is referred to as “rate projection” in this study and an 

example is shown in Figure 2.1. The basic block diagram of this algorithm is pictured in 

Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1: Breath Counting Algorithm Rate Projection Example. 
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Figure 2.2: Breath Counting Algorithm Block Diagram. 

There are three advantages to breath counting: (1) the algorithm is mathematically 

simple, (2) the technique has an inherent averaging effect over the time interval selected, 

and (3) the rate of RF transmission is generally controllable. From a code implementation 

perspective, the first advantage, the simplicity of the math, translates to saved CPU 

(central processing unit) processing time and space. The maximum-sized data required to 

be stored is the respiratory rate value, which, as will be explained in Chapter 3, has a 

range of 2 to 90 br/min. This means that the data only requires one byte for storage and 

also means that only one byte of data needs to be sent via costly RF transmission. The 

actual calculations to acquire the rate are very easy for the CPU since, at the very least, it 

only involves an addition of 1 every time a breath is detected. If rate projection is used, 

the math becomes a little more complicated; however, if the multiplication factor is a 

power of 2, then a the simpler operation of a left bit-shift may be used. Another 

advantage is that all of these calculations require only integer math. 

The second advantage is the algorithm’s ability for inherent averaging. Since the 

time from one breath to another can vary drastically depending on the breathing pattern 

of the individual patient, counting the number of breaths over a certain interval allows 

immunity from this detail. Figure 2.3 illustrates two remarkably different breathing 

patterns that would yield the same respiratory rate with the breath counting algorithm. 
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Figure 2.3: Inherent Averaging in Breath Counting Algorithm. 

The last implementation advantage is that the RF transmission can occur at any 

time at or beyond the projection time interval selected. This means that a transmission 

occurrence is predictable and controllable, and, therefore, the expensive RF action can be 

postponed until transmission is absolutely required. For instance, in the case of counting 

for 30 seconds, RF transmission can either occur every 30 seconds or be withheld until a 

later time; a delay in transmission does not affect the accuracy of the calculated rate 

result. 

On the other hand, the aforementioned advantages also have the following 

opposing disadvantages: (1) improved accuracy depends on the rate of respiratory signal 

and its phase shift with respect to CPU timing, and (2) the rate accuracy is directly 

proportional to the length of the time interval chosen. The first disadvantage is illustrated 

by Figure 2.4, which depicts what respiratory rates would be calculated for a rate of 6 

br/min using a few different rate projection schemes and assuming that each peak denotes 

when a breath should be counted. 
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Figure 2.4: Breath Counting Inaccuracy with Respect To Respiratory Input. 

If the respiratory rate is a multiple of the multiplication factor used for rate 

projection, or, in other words, the respiratory signal and the time interval frequency are 

relatively in-phase, then the signal is perfectly accurate with respect to one minute. This 

can be seen in the first and third plots in Figure 2.4, which illustrate a 10-second interval 

and a 30-second interval, respectively. Since 6 br/min is both a multiple of 6 and a 

multiple of 2, the rate calculations for each interval are the equal to each other and correct. 

In contrast, 6 br/min is not a multiple of 4, and therefore, there is a discrepancy in 

calculation in the second plot illustrating a 15-second interval. Where the discrepancy lies 

with respect to the one-minute window depends on its phase shift; for instance, if the 

wave were “advanced” by a few seconds, the first calculation would be 4 br/min and the 

second would be 8 br/min. This phase shift is inconsequential in relation to a long 

expanse of time, but the inaccuracy based on the “in-phase”-ness of respiratory signal and 
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the time interval frequency is not, since the input to the system is uncontrollable and 

unpredictable. 

This “in-phase” inaccuracy is also the root of the second breath counting 

disadvantage, where the rate accuracy is directly proportional to the time interval chosen. 

This behaviour can also be stated in the following fashion: The advantage of the 

averaging effect lessens as the time to average over decreases. This means that the greater 

the multiplication we do on an already inaccurate measurement, the greater the 

magnification of error. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 illustrate this concept and depict rates of 7 

br/min and 13 br/min, respectively. Neither of these rates are a multiple of the 

multiplication factor of any of the three projection schemes utilized. 

 

Figure 2.5: Breath Counting Consecutive Calculation Relative Inaccuracy with Respect To 
Time Interval Chosen. 
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Figure 2.6: Breath Counting Maximum Inaccuracy with Respect To Time Interval Chosen. 

Notice that both figures illustrate that the difference between successive 

calculations can be as large as the multiplication factor of the projection scheme chosen. 

For each of them, the estimates for the 10-s (i.e., first) and 30-s (i.e., third) projection 

interval plots are 6 br/min and 2 br/min, respectively. Figure 2.7, below, also illustrates 

that input signals with respiratory rates lower than the multiplication factor of the 

projection cause calculation results to fluctuate between a rate of zero and a rate of the 

multiplication factor. 
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Figure 2.7: Breath Counting Fluctuations To 0 br/min. 

Although it is possible to average out these errors over a full minute, such 

averaging mitigates the ability to transmit respiratory data at intervals less than one 

minute. This means that amount of tolerable error of the system determines the shortest 

acceptable interval. Also, taking into account the randomness of nature, a patient is 

highly unlikely to breath in an exact sinusoidal fashion to yield a breathing rate that is an 

integer value; they most likely will have some averaged out rate that has a fractional part, 

like 15.5 br/min. With respect to the SoC code, averaging creates more complex math 

and introduces the possibility of truncation and rounding errors. However, complex math 

may not necessarily be too much of a disadvantage, as is the case with the second pre-RF 

calculation algorithm of this thesis, breath interval timing. 
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Utilizing the inverse operation of breath counting, breath interval timing uses the 

breath itself as the basis versus a set interval of time. In this approach, the interval 

between two consecutive breaths is timed and then inverted by dividing the single breath 

by the interval measured. Figure 2.8 provides an example of this process, and Figure 2.9 

presents a block diagram of the breath interval timing algorithm. 
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Figure 2.8: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm Example. 

 

Figure 2.9: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm Block Diagram. 

The advantages of breath interval timing are: (1) better accuracy in rate projection 

as compared to breath counting for normal breathing, and (2) the potential for faster 
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results than in breath counting. For the first advantage, “rate projection”, in this case, 

does not imply a multiplication towards the estimated respiratory rate, as was the case 

with breath counting. Instead, rate projection is more of a rate assumption where it is 

assumed that every breath occurs in a generally uniform periodic pattern and the time 

variations between each breath are miniscule and, thus, negligible in the overall picture. 

This assumption means that the rate between any two consecutive breaths is fairly close 

to the overall rate; in effect, the technique inherently projects the breath-to-breath rate to 

become the overall rate. Given normal respiratory function and no multiplication of 

inaccuracy, breath interval timing has a fairly good chance for accuracy. The actual rate 

of the respiratory signal does not directly affect the accuracy of the rate calculation as 

with breath counting. 

The second advantage of breath interval timing is that it does not need to wait a 

set amount of time before its result is transmitted; data availability occurs after a single 

breath. Thus, transmission can occur after any breath or it can be set to occur at a specific 

frequency, resulting in a wider range of control over when the data is transferred via RF. 

For example, if the patient breathes at 40 br/min, which equates to 1.5 seconds between 

each breath, RF transmission can occur every 1.5 seconds or be withheld until 

transmission is required. As opposed to breath counting, the accuracy of the rate 

calculation is not degraded as the rate of RF transmission increases. 

Unfortunately, the advantages of breath interval timing are also its disadvantages; 

(1) the inherent rate prediction makes the algorithm susceptible to the larger breath-to-

breath variations that breath counting was immune to, and (2) the math that increases the 

accuracy of the result is more complex than a simple addition. The first drawback is 

illustrated in Figure 2.10, in which the interval between breaths 1 and 2 is quite different 

than the interval between breaths 2 and 3. Therefore, two very different results can occur 

depending on which breaths are chosen for the calculation. However, in the overall 

picture, this may still be an advantage over breath counting, because there is a higher 

likelihood of informing the medical practitioner of abnormal breathing patterns. 
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Figure 2.10: Variance in Interval Timing Algorithm Results Caused by Breath-to-Breath 
Variance. 

As for the second disadvantage, the implementation of the math required is a bit 

more complex, leading to slightly higher CPU time and space requirements. Depending 

on the granularity of units for timing the breath interval, the largest value that needs to be 

stored is not the respiratory rate, but is the time between two breaths. This means that, 

instead of a simple byte, possibly a 16-bit or higher variable is required. Luckily, the data 

actually transmitted via RF is still only a byte as with the breath counting algorithm.  

Unfortunately, unlike the breath counting algorithm, unless there is a reset after a 

certain time limit, a long case of apnea can cause the timing module of the SoC to 

infinitely run and constantly overflow. If, or when, apnea ceases, the result will be 

corrupted and useless. In addition to changes in the space and run-time requirements, the 

division required is inherently a float operation that cannot be simplified to a right bit-

shift. In this light, if integer math is used in an attempt to lessen mathematical complexity, 

not only is there a truncation error, but there is also an error based on the granularity of 

the timing scale chosen. Figure 2.11 depicts a respiratory signal with a rate of 31 br/min; 

the first plot illustrates when the time scale is too large and two breaths occur before the 

“time” is updated; the second and third plots show that as the granularity of the time scale 

improves, so does the RR estimation. 
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Figure 2.11: Timing Scale Error. 

Explicit averaging may help with breath-to-breath variations; however there 

remains the question of how many samples are considered “enough”. Also, the time it 

takes to acquire the samples decreases the speed at which data can be transmitted. If 

breathing is slow, the time between breaths can become very long, and transmission time 

will be hindered. To rid the transmitter of complex math, post-RF calculation algorithms, 

as opposed to pre-RF calculation algorithms, leave the heavy calculations as a task for the 

receiver. The first post RF-algorithm under consideration is the real-time data transfer 

algorithm. 

Real-time data transfer is simply a “pass-through” algorithm; the voltage of the 

respiratory signal is read at an acceptable sampling rate and then transmitted via RF 

directly after this reading is finished. However, it is important to note that this algorithm 

may have some hidden pre-processing in order to prepare the voltage for transmission 

depending on how the algorithm is implemented. The transmitted voltage is then 

processed by the receiving module, which can check for “zero-crossings” or another 
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periodic feature indicating that a full or half of a breath has elapsed. Figure 2.12 provides 

an example of how this algorithm works, and a block diagram of it is available in Figure 

2.13. 

 

Figure 2.12: Real-Time Data Transfer Example with 4-Hz Sampling Frequency. 

 

Figure 2.13: Real-Time Data Transfer Algorithm Block Diagram. 

The advantage of this algorithm is that accuracy of sampled data is guaranteed 

since there is nothing done to it other than preparation for RF transmission. However, the 

disadvantage of this algorithm is that constant sampling and transmission of a possibly 

larger than 8-bit value must occur at a relatively rapid pace. The sampling rate must be 

set fairly high in order to cover the whole RR spectrum and capture the waveform 

accurately under the Nyquist Theorem. Given that the highest respiratory rate is 90 
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br/min, the sample rate must be at least at 2 * (90 cycles/60 s) = 3 Hz, which equates to 

about 0.33 seconds between each RF transmission. Since transmission must occur at a 

rate mandated by the nature of the algorithm, it is not controllable like in the 

aforementioned pre-RF calculation algorithms. Also, unless the “current-time” is sent 

with the data (acquired either through a timer or the real-time clock (RTC)), there will be 

a slight delay from true “real-time” since the message must pass through space. 

A slight variant of transferring data in “real-time” is transferring data in “near-

real-time” in order to cut down on the number of transmissions; the delayed data set 

transfer algorithm reads the data, stores it, and then transmits it in small bursts as 

indicated in Figure 2.14 and pictured in Figure 2.15. The advantages of this algorithm are 

that there are slightly less transmissions than real-time transfer and that there is a 

possibility for application of some small calculations to compact the overall data prior to 

transmission. However, the delay in data must be balanced with this transfer advantage or 

else the transferred data might be too stale when the receiver procures it. Although, it is 

unknown whether a burst will take less power than a sequence of smaller transmissions, 

power savings is expected based on the assumption that less packet wrapping information 

is used per payload byte. In comparison to real-time data transfer, this algorithm also has 

the same issue with the delay through space and, unfortunately, requires storage space. 
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Figure 2.14: Delayed Data Set Transfer Example with 4-Hz Sampling Frequency and 1-Hz 
Transmission Frequency. 

 

Figure 2.15: Delayed Data Set Transfer Algorithm Block Diagram. 

The last post-RF algorithm considered completely removes all calculations on the 

transmitter’s part; instead of transmitting an actual number with pertinent information, 

dummy data transfer sends a dummy packet each time a new breath is detected as 

exemplified in Figure 2.16 and illustrated in Figure 2.17. The receiving module is then 

expected to process the data in either a manner similar to the pre-RF calculation 

algorithms or utilize more advanced algorithms that might account for artifact 

movements and such. Essentially, the SoC acts as an analog-to-digital-RF converter. 

The advantage of this algorithm is that there are no requirements of storage or 

mathematical computations for the transmitter; not even any hidden preparations as in 
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real-time data transfer. However, this means that more power is required when the 

respiratory rate is higher, since faster breathing would initiate more frequent RF 

transmissions. This may be taken as an advantage or disadvantage; a faster respiratory 

rate may have a shallower breath, which might, in turn, decrease the amount of power 

available to run the SoC. 

Another disadvantage that is important to note is the delay caused by transmitting 

through an unknown space. The general idea of the algorithm is to create a “digital-like” 

RF signal from which the receiver calculates the rate; however, since there are many 

variables in the environment that can interfere with the reception of the data, such as the 

distance between the transmitter and receiver, the amount obstacles in the room, and RF 

interference from other wireless devices, integrity of timing is questionable. This problem 

might be again solved by sending the “current-time” with the dummy packet; however, 

utilizing a timer or the RTC slightly complicates the algorithm and counteracts the 

general advantage of “no computations”. 

 

Figure 2.16: Dummy Data Transfer Example. 
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Figure 2.17: Dummy Data Transfer Algorithm Block Diagram. 

Table 2.1 provides a summary of the pros and cons of each of the five algorithms 

discussed. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two parts to each algorithm: the digital 

extraction portion and the RF portion. The table allows a comparison of the fives 

algorithms with respect to these parts. The strength of the two pre-RF calculation 

algorithms lies in optimization of the RF portion while sacrificing simplicity of the digital 

extraction portion. In contrast, the three post-RF calculations algorithms concentrate on 

refraining from complex computations while sacrificing reserved use of RF components. 

Conceptually, pre-RF and post-RF calculation algorithms are equally matched; however, 

empirically, there is a generally accepted predilection towards pre-RF calculation 

algorithms. 
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Table 2.1: Algorithm Pros and Cons (* indicates algorithms implemented) 

Algorithm Pros Cons 
Breath 
Counting* 

• Simple math 
o Integer addition 
o Faster computations 
o Less CPU time 

• Data guaranteed to fit in a one byte 
variable 

• Rare use of wireless transmission 
module with small packet 

• Long and fixed sample duration 
• Freshness of data transmitted is 

inversely proportional to preciseness and 
accuracy of the data itself 

• Slightly more complex math if averaging 
or projection is used 

Breath 
Interval 
Timing* 

• Potential for a variable rate of 
wireless transmission proportional 
to rate of signal to be measured 
o Possibly shorter sample 

durations 
o Variable use of wireless 

transmission module with 
small packet 

• Complex math 
o Integer division or multiplication of 

inherently floating point values 
o Time capture scaling math 
o Slower computations 
o More CPU time 

Real-Time 
Data Transfer 

• More precise and accurate data 
• Straightforward, pass-through 

algorithm 
• No data storage 

• Heavy use of wireless transmission 
module with medium packets 

• Possible distortion of breathing rate due 
to physical transmission delay from the 
local atmosphere and spatial obstacles, 
depending on implementation 

Delayed Data 
Set Transfer 

• More precise and accurate data 
• Straightforward, pass-through 

algorithm 
• Potential for some algorithmic 

summarization of data 

• Mild use of wireless transmission 
module with large packets 

• Delayed data 
• Data storage required 
• Possible distortion of breathing rate due 

to physical transmission delay from the 
local atmosphere and spatial obstacles, 
depending on implementation 

Dummy Data 
Transfer 

• Extremely simple, zero-
computation, pass-through 
algorithm 

• No data storage 
• Rate of wireless transmission is 

directly proportional to the rate of 
breathing; this may be considered a 
con depending on future studies 

• Distortion of breathing rate due to 
physical transmission delay from the 
local atmosphere and spatial obstacles, 
unless a certain implementation is 
applied 

 

In Chapter 1, it was stated that there are currently two ways in which software is 

optimized specifically for low-power wireless medical applications: (1) the avoidance of 

transmissions, and (2) adaptive sampling and power allocation. Of the five algorithms 

presented, only the two pre-RF calculation algorithms follow these principles. More 

specifically, both breath counting and breath interval timing practice data compression 

and infrequent transmissions to save energy. 
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Although it would be interesting to evaluate the power consumption of all five 

algorithms, current low-power wireless technology already flags the RF transmission as 

the overwhelming power bottleneck of wireless systems [60]. Thus, it was decided that 

all post-RF calculation algorithms be left unimplemented in the interest of time. If RF 

technology improves in the future, the feasibility of post-RF calculation algorithms needs 

to be revisited; however, the sole implementation of the pre-RF calculation algorithms 

was considered sufficient to accomplish the aim of wirelessly acquiring the respiratory 

rate with an SoC while utilizing the least amount of power. 
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3. Implementation 
There are two facets to implementation; the first is the context of the 

implementation, and the second is the implementation itself. The first subchapter below 

explains the context of this thesis’s implementations and its requirements, constraints, 

and assumptions, while the second subchapter elucidates the actual code implementation 

for the CC430 in detail. 

3.1. Requirements, Constraints, and Assumptions 

There are several limiting factors to be considered when designing any system. 

For this thesis, these are the functional requirements of the system, the constraints 

introduced by available hardware, and the assumptions made. Some of these limiting 

factors are cyclic in nature; for instance, an assumption might be made to create further 

constraints on the system, or certain requirements may be reduced based on a presented 

assumption. This subchapter will first explain the functional requirements and hardware 

constraints that must be accounted for, and then it will describe the assumptions made; 

however, because of their intermingled dependencies, this general order might be broken 

in certain instances to provide better clarity and coherency. 

In order to determine the functional requirements of this thesis’s subsystem, it is 

important to understand the overall project’s target environment. In general, when 

designing a device to be used in a medical setting, there are certain unique challenges and 

parameters that account for the safety, security, and privacy of patients, medical 

personnel, and all others involved in the medical scene. 

For instance, the speed and accuracy of data is very important in order to 

determine the medical condition of the patient; if data is unacceptably inaccurate or too 

slow, it could compromise the patient’s safety. Also, considering the wireless attribute of 

this thesis’s particular situation, proper RF emission standards and guidelines must be 

followed to avoid causing interference with other wireless devices, especially other 

wireless medical devices. RF emissions must also be regulated with regards to how much 

exposure is allowed within the target environment and around the individual patient. As 

to security and privacy, encryption of wireless data might need to be considered 

depending on the application and range of the signal. Such precautions are very important 
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when the data transferred can personally identify the patient or other involved parties; 

however, it may not be too critical in certain situations given that, with current hospital 

proceedings and bed-side monitors, a patient’s current health status is visible to almost 

anyone in the room. This visibility to immediate parties is most likely allowed to promote 

swiftness during emergencies; however, if the patient is at home and is monitored via 

their home wireless network, unscrupulous parties outside and near the home could 

tamper with or tap into private information and medical data [61,62,63,64]. 

One of the main tasks of this study is to measure respiratory rate; therefore it is a 

requirement that the system is functional for most of, if not the whole, respiratory 

spectrum. Normal ranges of RR were mentioned in Table 1.1; however, these rates do not 

take into account the infrequent, but still possible, extremes. After perusing several 

sources, it was determined that the slowest rate expected is 2 br/min [65], while the 

fastest rate expected is 90 br/min [5]. Converting this range into hertz (i.e., one cycle = 

one breath), the range requirement becomes about 0.033 – 1.5 Hz. As for the speed at 

which the rate displayed must be updated, there does not seem to be a standard; therefore, 

this thesis assumes that, at best, data should be updated every 10 seconds based on the 

definition of apnea. 

Although very pertinent to the target environment, the medical RF wireless 

requirements of the system cannot be implemented to the fullest. This is because of the 

constraints imposed by the EM430F6137RF900 boards and the 868/915 MHz antennas 

provided with them. These components limit this thesis’s RF communication to the 

868/915 MHz range, and TI provides a disclaimer that the boards have not undergone 

emissions testing. Although this thesis carried out its testing under these constraints; the 

end product must be sure to follow all regulatory standards and procedures. Two 

organizations that should be referenced when considering wireless medical devices are 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Federal Communications 

Committee (FCC). The first organization provides guidance for the medical aspects [66] 

of wireless devices, and the second provides safe RF emission policies [67] and explains 

which frequency bands unlicensed devices are allowed to use [68]. More specifically, the 

FCC defines the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) RF band. 
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Privacy and security are also important to the end device; however, as mentioned 

before, the extent to which these traits require implementation depends on the specific 

environment of the system. For simplicity, this study assumes that the patient is relatively 

near the base station and that other people are unable to be in the vicinity of the wireless 

signal without being detected. Therefore, privacy and security were not addressed in this 

study. Moreover, implementing encryption to add privacy and security produces added 

complexity to the algorithm that might become an undue power burden if it is decided 

that it is not needed in the end product. 

In addition to requirements from the medical environment, there is the functional 

requirement that is the focus of the overall project: the power consumption must be less 

than what is produced by respiratory effort. After referencing sources [22,23], which 

describe the energy harvesting aspect of the overall project, and discussing constraints 

with the author of [23], it was estimated that the power available to the system is roughly 

100 µW – 3.3 mW. Therefore, using the most stringent constraint, this study’s SoC must 

not exceed an average power consumption of 100 µW to be considered successful enough 

for implementation. This criterion is heavily based on the crude assumption that the other 

components of the system take little to no power for proper operation. If it is discovered 

that this is not the case and that the power consumption measured at the end of this 

experiment is not acceptable, this study must be revisited. 

The second limiting factor to consider is the constraint from available hardware 

and hardware features. The general implementation of the digital processing unit is an 

open-ended question; however, this study has chosen to investigate the CC430 as a viable 

candidate for this role. Choosing a specific SoC not only limits what modules are offered, 

but also creates power constraints based on what modules are actually used. The CC430 

has several different components that must all be evaluated for necessity first before 

consideration as a limiting component of this thesis. 

In addition to volatile (random-access memory, RAM) and non-volatile (flash) 

memory, the CPU, and several digital and analog I/O pins, the CC430F1637 on the 

evaluation board contains a unified clock system (UCS), a power-management module 

(PMM), a direct memory access (DMA) controller, a port-mapping controller, a cyclic-

redundancy check (CRC) module, an AES 128-bit encryption accelerator, a watchdog 
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timer (WDT), two general 16-bit timer modules, a real-time clock (RTC), a 32-bit 

hardware multiplier, a reference voltage generator, a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter 

(ADC), a comparator, two universal serial communication interfaces (USCI) that, 

combined, support UART/IrDA/SPI/I2C protocols, a liquid crystal display (LCD) 

controller, a sub-1-GHz radio, and an embedded emulation module. Not all of these 

modules are pertinent to this thesis, because of the assumptions named earlier or the fact 

that their functionality is not required; the modules of particular interest are the RAM, 

flash memory, CPU, analog I/O pins, UCS, 16-bit timers, 12-bit ADC, comparator, and 

sub-1-GHz radio. Each of these components has specific power requirements, which 

impose particular constraints on this thesis’s subsystem. After thoroughly examining the 

datasheet for recommended operating conditions and considering what parts came with 

the evaluation kit, Table 3.1 was generated as a summary of important points. Also 

incorporated into the table are special features of the CC430 that cater to low-power 

environments; these include four low-power modes (LPM) and the ability for interrupts. 
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Table 3.1: CC430 Features and Constraints. 

Module/Feature Constraints 
System  

PMMCOREVx Vcc fSYSTEM 
0 (no radio) 1.8 to 3.6 V 0 to 8 MHz 
1 (no radio) 2.0 to 3.6 V 0 to 12 MHz 
2 (radio, default PMM) 2.2 to 3.6 V 0 to 16 MHz 
3 (radio) 2.4 to 3.6 V 0 to 20 MHz 

  
Temperature - 40 to 85 °C 
LPM  

LPM Vcc 
0  2.2 V (PMMCOREV0) 

3.0 V (PMMCOREV3) 
1 unknown 
2 2.2 V (PMMCOREV0) 

3.0 V (PMMCOREV3) 
3 3.0 V 
4 3.0 V 

  
16-bit Timer fTIMER = 0 – 25 MHz (capture pulse 20 ns min) 
Interval Reference 
Voltage Generator 

Vcc = 1.8 to 3.0 V 

ADC Vcc = 2.2 to 3.6 V 
Analog Input = 0 to Vcc (also capped by reference voltage generator) 
fADC12CLK = 0.45 to 5.4 MHz 
fADC12OSC = 4.2 to 5.4 MHz 

Comparator Vcc = 1.8 to 3.6 V 
Sub-1-GHz Radio Vcc = 2.0 to 3.6 V 

PMMCOREVx = 2,3 
Frequency Bands: 300 – 348 MHz, 392 – 464 MHz, 779 – 982 MHz 
Data Rates: 0.6 – 500 kBaud (2FSK), 0.6 – 250 MHz (2GFSK, OOK, ASK),  
26 – 500 MHz (MSK) 
fRFCRYSTAL = 26 to 27 MHz 

 

The general supply voltage, Vcc, range is about 1.8 to 3.6 V; however, in order to 

utilize the radio, only the PMMCOREV2 and PMMCOREV3 settings are allowed. These 

settings require a voltage of 2.2 to 3.6 V. Again referencing the datasheet, the most power 

efficient LPM setting is LPM4, which means that a voltage of 3.0 V is recommended for 

proper operation instead of 2.2 V. Therefore, the Vcc that this study utilized as the lowest 

allowable was voltage was 3.0 V. As for the radio hardware required, such as the crystal, 

the circuitry was already provided on the EM430F6137RF900, and, as mentioned earlier, 

the frequency was limited to 868/915MHz by the antennas provided. 
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Table 3.1 also illuminates the constraint that the conditioned respiratory signal 

must be in the range of 0 to Vcc volts in order to be properly connected to an analog pin. 

Therefore, the test environment simulated a patient’s breathing by utilizing a function 

generator to produce a sinusoidal waveform between 0 and 3.0 V. A sinusoidal shape was 

chosen based on the periodicity of the recorded respiratory waveforms in [23,22]. 

Although the piezoelectric and servomotor outputs are not ideally sinusoidal, they still 

retain certain important characteristics, such as maxima, minima, rising edges, and falling 

edges, that can be used by the algorithms mentioned Chapter 2 to track the signal’s rate. 

Another proponent for the 0 – 3.0 V sinusoidal assumption was the circumstance that the 

ASP portion of the overall system was not fully developed at the time of this thesis; 

having a known respiratory input allows for better checking of development correctness 

since results are predictable, are reproducible, and allow for systematic debugging. 

Other assumptions were based on the indefinite nature of the overall project and 

end environment. For instance, the noise tolerance from extraneous movement, the 

distance between transmitter and receiver, and amount of data assurance required are 

unknown; therefore, these quantities were not considered during the implementation of 

this thesis. Also, since the general goal is only to “monitor” the patient, communication 

between the transmitter and the receiver was assumed unidirectional, as stated before. 

This assumption also cuts down on the energy required for acknowledging packets and 

such. If wireless integrity is an issue in the future, then the receiving device is expected to 

be able to handle most of the processing by ensuring it receives the expected information 

in a timely manner, otherwise sounding an alarm. This is most likely the better option 

versus relying on the transmitter’s functionality, since the receiving device should be 

plugged into a more stable power source. Table 3.2 summarizes these assumptions and 

the other limiting factors deduced from the discussion in this subchapter. 
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Table 3.2: Deduced Study Limiting Factors. 

Limiting Factor Summarized Points 
Requirements • Respiratory rate: 2 – 90 br/min (0.033 – 1.5 Hz) 

• Transmitter power consumption: ≤ 100 µW 
Constraints • CC430 Vcc: 3.0 – 3.6 V 

• CPU clock frequency: 0 – 20 MHz 
• Respiratory signal: 0 – Vcc V 
• RF communication frequency: 868/915 MHz 
• RF crystal frequency: 26 MHz 

Assumptions • Apnea alarm: none 
• Communication: “on-patient” → “off-patient” 
• Data assurance (CRC): none 
• Encryption (AES-128): none 
• Noise tolerance: none specified 
• Receiver power consumption: none specified 
• RF signal strength/sensitivity: none specified 
• Shortest time b/w rate display updates: 10 s 

3.2. CC430 Code Details 

As with any SoC, the CC430 combines many digital functions into a single 

package and is designed to be versatile enough to fit whatever suits the project’s need; 

implementation of anything is not a trivial task, especially when power is of major 

concern. Each line of code must be scrutinized, and each choice must be made without 

arbitrariness. Implementation of the two data acquisition algorithms selected in Chapter 2 

will be presented in two parts; firstly, this thesis will explain the low-power and general 

elements common to both algorithms, and then, secondly, it will describe and highlight 

particular aspects exclusive to each algorithm’s implementation. Although the following 

implementations focus on minimizing power consumption, there are also several places, 

which allow deviation to spawn further studies. Therefore, whenever possible, the author 

will illuminate areas for variation and possible avenues for improvement. 

Before discussing the transmitter implementations, the author would like to 

briefly remind the reader that the receiver implementation is presumed relatively 

inconsequential since it is assumed that it has an “infinite” source of power. Its purpose in 

this study is to merely validate the functionality of the transmitter algorithm; thus, its own 

algorithm will not be discussed further, and, if the reader desires to view the code in 

detail, they may refer to Appendix A. This code utilizes an RS232 serial interface in 

order to display the received RR on a PC using a program called HyperTerminal. 

Communication between the receiver and the transmitter employs a low-power 
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proprietary star network RF protocol stack developed by TI called SimpliciTI™ [69]. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates an updated block diagram of the subsystem considering this feature. 

 

Figure 3.1: Updated Subsystem Block Diagram. 

For both the breath counting algorithm and breath interval timing algorithm, 

several general low-power practices were employed. For instance, interrupts were utilized 

to maintain low-power mode (LPM) and avoid polling. In addition, all unneeded default 

functionalities were disabled; more specifically, the supply voltage supervisor (SVS) and 

the supply voltage monitor (SVM) were completely disabled, and all unused pins were 

set as digital outputs outputting a logical 0 to avoid parasitic current. Also, macros were 

used to allow switching between options that should ultimately be determined by the 

specific application environment. For instance, there are four different time intervals at 

which transmission can occur: every 10 seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds, or 1 minute. 

This option requires that the certain registers be set to certain values. Although it is 

tempting to let the microprocessor calculate the proper values, it poses unnecessary 

computation requirements on the processor. If possible, it is always preferred that hand-

calculations and macros be used to avoid unwelcome power consumption. 

As per computational accuracy, averaging was considered for both algorithms; 

however, as mentioned in Chapter 2, it poses extra computational requirements from the 

microcontroller, leading to extraneous power consumption if there exists no need for 

improved accuracy. It also requires a costly division and an additional variable to store 
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the sum of the samples. In addition, the time it takes for the data to be ready for RF 

transmission would be longer. In any event, if desired, averaging can be done on the 

receiver end, and therefore, was left unimplemented in this study. 

For CPU and timer clocking sources, the CC430 has a special clock module called 

the Unified System Clock module, or USC; it allows for several clock sources to be 

linked and divided various ways to provide timing for the CPU and peripheral modules. 

This versatility leads to several possible choices of which it is difficult to definitively say 

which possesses the best balance of timing accuracy and low power consumption. 

Therefore, the author chose to use the internal, trimmed, low-frequency oscillator (named 

“REFO”), which has a typical frequency of 32.768 kHz, as the single clock source for the 

system. The reason for this choice was because it required the least amount of tampering 

with the EM430F6137RF900 and was cited as requiring only 3 µA. Future studies may 

want to look into the other possible clock sources for improved power efficiency. 

The last commonality between the two algorithms is the analog interface. There 

are two interfaces that can be used to interact with the respiratory signal; they are the 12-

bit ADC and the comparator. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the comparator functions like a 

1-bit ADC. The fact that both the breath counting algorithm and breath interval timing 

algorithm only require an indication of when a breath occurs rather than the amplitude 

allows for a choice between an ADC breath detection interface and a comparator breath 

detection interface. This study utilizes the comparator since it has the conceptual 

potential to utilize less power than the ADC. Citing the datasheet, the can draw as little as 

0.5 µA with certain settings as opposed to the ADC, which can draw 220 µA. Figure 3.2 

illustrates the general concept of the subsystem. 
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual Subsystem Block Diagram. 

Depending on the reaction of the comparator to the respiratory signal, a new 

breath will either be considered as having just started or as in-progress. It is then possible 

to extract the RR from these occurrences using the breath counting or breath interval 

timing algorithms. After extraction, the rate is packaged and sent to the receiver via RF 

technology. The basic premise of how the comparator scheme will work with the pre-RF 

calculation algorithms is that, on the rising edge of the comparator output, an interrupt 

occurs to indicate that the breath has been detected. Figure 3.3 depicts how the CPU 

reacts to the comparator input. Also, the diagram indicates the usage of a single timer for 

both the transmission timing and the time point captures. 

 

Figure 3.3: Operational Transmitter SoC Block Diagram. 
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Regrettably, there are some drawbacks to the comparator selection. For instance, 

if a single reference voltage is used, such as 1.5 V, a low-frequency sinusoidal input 

creates a ringing effect at the output. An example is shown in Figure 3.4: Since the 

amplitude of the input hovers near 1.5 V, uncertain digital comparisons tend to initiate 

unwanted interrupts despite SoC filter settings for maximum delay. 

 

Figure 3.4: Ringing Effect On Comparator Output. 

There are several ways to handle this ringing effect; however, the two ways 

considered were software filtering and hardware filtering. Software filtering entails that, 

after the first initiation, the interrupt capability remain disabled until a certain amount of 

time has passed after which ringing should have stopped. The disadvantage to this 

technique is that it requires a timer, thus, implying extra power consumption.  

Another disadvantage is having to proceed with preliminary testing in order to 

choose the right amount of time to wait before re-enabling the interrupt. Therefore, to 

avoid these disadvantages, this study chose to utilize the hardware technique, which 
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creates hysteresis by allowing dynamic switching of the reference voltage. Basically, two 

reference voltages are connected to a switch controlled by the output of the comparator.  

In this thesis’s implementation, the two voltages utilized were ¼ Vcc and ¾ Vcc. 

The idea is that when the output of the comparator is 0, the ¾ Vcc reference is used, so 

that the comparator output will not change to 1 unless the input amplitude rises above ¾ 

Vcc. When the output of the comparator is 1, the ¼ Vcc reference is used so that the 

comparator output will not change to 0 unless the input amplitude falls below ¼ Vcc. 

This allows a fluctuation of margin of (¾ Vcc – ¼ Vcc) = ½ Vcc as illustrated in Figure 

3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Hardware Hysteresis To Create Comparator Output Stability. 

Lamentably, there is a limitation introduced by this comparator breath-detection 

implementation scheme: the amplitude of the respiratory signal must be guaranteed to 

cross the ¼ Vcc and ¾ Vcc amplitudes or else the breath will not be detected properly. 

This thesis assumes that the ASP is able to condition the respiratory input to meet this 
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criterion; however, this may not be the case in the end and these settings may need to be 

revisited when the input is finalized. 

Also, in retrospect, future studies might want to directly measure the power that 

would have been used if a typical ADC implementation were realized. The rationale of 

this thesis is based on the fact that the datasheet states that the ADC requires at least 220 

µA for 200 ksps sampling with a 5 MHz clock. Although this value is grossly higher than 

the 0.5 µA cited for the comparator, a true comparison must factor in the usage of the 

resistance ladder used to generate the ¼ Vcc and ¾ Vcc reference voltages. There is a 

possibility that, if sampling were executed at the lowest frequency, the amount of ADC 

current draw would be comparable to that of the comparator with the resistance ladder 

enabled. This thesis conjectures that the ADC will still require more power than the 

comparator since CPU comparisons are needed to determine whether a breath has 

occurred. Hypothetical proof of this claim is later demonstrated by the power 

measurement results in Chapter 4. 

Before explaining particular low-power considerations of the breath counting 

algorithm, it is best to first elucidate its expected implementation functionality. Figures 

3.6 and 3.7 present an overall state diagram of the SoC code implementation and a 

flowchart of the algorithm’s general operation, respectively. For the most part, the SoC 

remains in LPM unless a comparator or timer interrupt occurs. Figure 3.8 depicts a crude 

simulation of the subsystem’s general behavior with a 10-s transmission interval. A 

single 16-bit timer module is used to notify the subsystem of when it needs to transmit its 

RR estimate. The breath-detection interrupts caused by the comparator are counted until 

an interrupt from the 16-bit timer occurs. Then, depending on if rate projection is utilized, 

the comparator-interrupt count is either sent as-is (i.e., RF transmission is set to every 

minute) or multiplied by a certain factor prior to transmission (i.e., rate projection is 

selected).  

The top plot in Figure 3.8 illustrates the sinusoidal input, the comparator output, 

and the 16-bit timer interrupt set to occur every 10 seconds, respectively; the second plot 

depicts the number of breath-detection interrupts stored at any given time for this 10-s 

rate projection setting; and, the third plot shows the error between value calculated by the 
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algorithm versus the actual rate of the sinusoidal respiratory signal. For the interested, 

Figure 3.8 was generated by MATLAB code available in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 3.6: Breath Counting Algorithm State Diagram. 
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Figure 3.7: Breath Counting Algorithm Flowchart. 
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Figure 3.8: Breath Counting Algorithm Implementation Simulation. 

There were two variations to the final breath counting implementation that the 

author considered: (1) moving the multiplication operation to the receiver, and (2) 

withholding transmission even when rate projection is used. The first variation relies on 

the ability of matching the transmitter and receiver so that the receiver multiplies by the 

correct rate projection factor. The transmitter program was coded for this option; 

however, power measurements were not pursed since, as will be seen in Chapter 4, the 

multiplication operation has a relatively minimal effect on the average power 

consumption. Also, such an implementation is slightly discouraged based on the 

inconvenience of device matching, which can cause issues with the transmitter’s 

integration into a larger monitoring network. 

The second variation is that, instead of ending the breath count and transmitting at 

the same time, the count could occur at an interval shorter than the transmission interval. 

For instance, counting could occur for only 10 seconds, but be projected and transmitted 

1 min later. Although, this diminishes the frequency of transmissions, it requires 

additional SoC effort. For instance, one implementation of this technique would require a 

second timer to time the 10-s interval in addition to the 1-min timer for the RF 

transmission. A second implementation would involve constantly polling the timer value 
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to see if 10 seconds has passed. Given the drawbacks to these variations, the author felt 

that they should not be pursued further in this thesis. 

The second algorithm implemented was the breath interval timing algorithm, 

whose overall state diagram and general operation flowchart are available in Figures 3.9 

and 3.10, respectively. As with the breath counting algorithm, a 16-timer was utilized for 

RF transmission notification; however, instead of taking note of every comparator 

interrupt, the implementation only marked the times for the first two breaths taken after a 

“previous” transmission. The subtraction to find the time elapsed between breaths and the 

division to obtain the proper rate units were set to transpire when a timer interrupt ensued. 
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Figure 3.9: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm State Diagram. 
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Figure 3.10: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm Flowchart. 

A crude simulation with an RF transmission every 10 seconds is depicted in 

Figure 3.11. The first plot displays the sinusoidal respiratory input, the output of the 

comparator, and the transmission timer interrupt, respectively; the second plot exhibits 

the estimated RR, which is calculated, transmitted, and reset at each timer interrupt; and, 

the third plot reveals the error between the calculated rate and the actual rate. For the 

inquiring, Figure 3.11 was generated by MATLAB code available in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3.11: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm Implementation Simulation. 

There are two implementation variations that the authored considered for the 

breath interval timing algorithm: (1) move the complex math to the receiver, and (2) 

toggle the comparator on and off. The first variation is similar to one of the variations 

proposed for breath counting, where computational work is moved to the receiver. 

However, there is the same drawback of device matching in which the receiver will need 

to know what factor to use when proceeding with the division (this depends on the timer 

clock source settings). In addition to this disadvantage, the transmitter would also have to 

send one to two 16-bit values via RF rather than the single byte containing the respiratory 

rate; either the subtraction is done prior to transmission and the difference is sent, or the 

two marked times are transmitted “raw”. Therefore, since additional RF transmission 

time was involved, this variation was not pursued further. 

In contrast, the second variation considered provided good low-power incentive to 

warrant implementation. Since only the first two breaths after an RF transmission are 

required for calculations, the services of the comparator are not required following the 

beginning of the second breath until the time after the next transmission. The regular 

implementation of the breath interval timing algorithm deals with this by simply 
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disabling the comparator’s ability to interrupt the SoC and wake it up from LPM. This 

means that the comparator is still running wastefully without a purpose. Therefore, it is 

possible to completely shut the comparator off given the generally low-frequency 

respiratory input signal. 

Normally, in applications that have a high-frequency signal, turning off the 

sampling component can cause a contingency. More specifically, when the comparator is 

turned off, it requires 2 µs of settling time for re-initiation. This settling time can 

confound timing if the signal to be sampled is too fast; however, since RR is generally 

very slow, a 2 µs delay can be assumed negligible. Since “toggling” the comparator does 

not affect the RF transmission and does not pose additional mathematical computations, 

the variation was included in the implemented code. In fact, the difference between the 

code that has the toggling ability and the code that does not is so minute that both codes 

are in the same file, and to turn on the toggling capability, the programmer simply needs 

to define the TURN_COMP_OFF macro. 

Unfortunately, in addition to the errors mentioned in Chapter 2, both the breath 

counting and breath interval timing implementations of this thesis impose limitations on 

the range of RR that can be measured. More specifically, the transmission period chosen 

creates a threshold interval in which all operations must be carried out or inaccurate 

information is encountered. For the specific case of 10 seconds between each RF 

transmission, the breath counting algorithm will estimate 0 br/min if a breath beginning 

(i.e., comparator rising edge interrupt) does not occur within the 10-s interval. This 

means that 1 br/ 10 s = 6 br/min is the lowest RR that can be detected before transmitting 

0 br/min to the receiver. 

For the breath interval timing algorithm, two breaths beginnings must occur for a 

proper estimate before the RF transmission and rate variable reset. Thus, the lowest rate 

that can be transmitted assuredly is 2 br / 10 s  = 12 br/min. It is possible for the breath 

interval timing algorithm to transmit a lower value when zero-crossings occur since the 

comparator need only catch the start of the second breath versus the entirety of the breath. 

This means that the display may read 1 br / 10 s = 6 br/min during one reading, but will 

fluctuate to 0 br/min in the next reading. If an even lower reading is desired, it is 
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plausible to track occurrences beyond 10 seconds. However, this implementation will 

require a second timer or variables to track timer overflows; therefore, it was not pursued. 

In the overall picture, these readable RR range limitations might be acceptable, 

since rates below 12 br/min are considered abnormal. A below-12 br/min-threshold alarm 

might be sufficient enough to alert medical personnel to a patient’s degrading health 

condition; the alert itself might be considered of more value than the actual rate displayed. 

A synopsis of limitations introduced by the implementations described in this chapter is 

provided in Table 3.3, and a summarized block diagram of utilized CC430 

interconnections is illustrated in Figure 3.12. 

Table 3.3: Implementation Limitations. 

Limitation Reason 
Rate projection/transmission can only occur at either 
10-s, 15-s, 30-s, or 1-min intervals. 

Only macros for these timing settings are 
coded; further hand-calculations are required if 
other intervals are desired.  

Amplitude of conditioned respiratory signal from 
ASP must oscillate between values higher than ¾ Vcc 
and values lower than ¼ Vcc for a breath to be 
detected. 

Comparator settings to create hysteresis are 
currently set to these thresholds. 

Breath counting with a 10-s transmission can measure 
breathing as low at 6 br/min.  

The transmission interval requires one breath 
beginning to occur every 10 s. 

Breath interval timing with a 10-s transmission can 
measure breathing as low as 12 br/min. It can be even 
lower, down to 6 br/min, if there are zero-crossings. 

The transmission interval requires two breath 
beginnings to occur every 10 s. 

 

Figure 3.12: CC430 Implementation Interconnections.  
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4. Power Measurements and Calculations 
Figure 4.1 is a block diagram of the setup used to characterize the power 

consumption of the implemented algorithms, and Figures 4.2 – 4.5 are photographs of 

both the receiver and transmitter setups. A PS1502AU supplied 3.5 V of power to the 

transmitting EM430F6137RF900, and a GoldStar FG-8002 provided a roughly 1-V, 1-Hz 

sinusoidal wave input with a vertical shift of +1.75 V. Average power consumed by the 

CC430 was acquired by placing a shunt resistor, R, in series with the 

EM430F6137RF900, measuring the average voltage over R, calculating the average 

current through the system, and then multiplying the average current by the voltage over 

the EM430F6137RF900. A PicoScope 2000 Series PC Oscilloscope was utilized to 

capture the voltage over R, and a 0.01µF-capacitor, C, was placed in parallel to R, to 

stabilize the measurement. All SoC C-code programs were written in the Code Composer 

Studio Version 4 (CCS4) Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and loaded onto 

the CC430 with an MSP-FET430UIF via JTAG connection. 

 

Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of Measurement Setup. 
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Figure 4.2: Complete Receiver Setup Photograph. 
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Figure 4.3: Close-up Receiver Setup Photograph. 
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Figure 4.4: Complete Transmitter Setup Photograph. 
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Figure 4.5: Close-up Transmitter Setup Photograph. 

The possible values for R are dependent on the expected voltage drop and current 

flow. As discussed in Chapter 3, the voltage required for functionality of the CC430 is 

3.0 – 3.6 V. Since the power supplied to the CC430 in this measurement setup is 3.5 V, 

this allows a maximum voltage drop of (3.5 V – 3.0 V) = 0.5 V over the resistor. Using 

Ohm’s Law over the shunt resistor results in the relation expressed in Figure 4.6. 

!!!!"# = !!!!"# ∙ !!!!"# 

Figure 4.6: Ohm’s Law Over Shunt Resistor, R. 

To calculate the maximum value of R that can be chosen, the maximum current 

required by the SoC must be known. This maximum current is different depending on 

whether the RF transmission is turned off or not. First, this thesis presents the case in 

which the RF transmission remains on in order to illustrate how much more instantaneous 

power is required from the RF portion of the code as opposed to the rest of the algorithm. 
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Consulting the datasheet and considering all the components used in implementation, the 

highest current required was found to be the RF transmission current at 36 mA. 

Substituting this into the equation in Figure 4.6 yields the calculations in Figure 4.7 

below. 

!!!!"# ≥ !!!!"# ∙ !!!!"#  

!!!!"# ≤
!!!!"#
!!!!"#

  

!!!!"# ≤
0.5  V
36  mA  

!!!!"# ≲ 13.89  Ω 

Figure 4.7: Maximum Shunt Resistor with RF Transmission. 

Given the available parts, a 10-Ω ±1% shunt resistor was chosen. Figure 4.8 

depicts the measurement for the breath counting algorithm with an interval of 10 seconds 

between transmissions. As expected, it is fairly easy to see the voltage over R during the 

roughly 3.6-ms periods of transmission. However, during all other periods it looks like 

the voltage is 0 V, which is impossible since the SoC is continuously running. This is 

because the current consumption of the RF transmission greatly overshadows the current 

consumption of the other SoC operations. Figure 4.9 shows the expected decreasing 

correlation between the average frequency-independent transmission power consumption 

with respect to the transmission interval chosen. In order to better see the consumption of 

the other operations, a larger value for R is required. 
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Figure 4.8: Vshunt For Breath Counting with Projection Set at 10 s and R = 10 Ω  ±1%. 
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Figure 4.9: RF Transmission Power Consumption in Relation to Transmission Interval with 
R = 10 Ω  ±1% and 14 br/min. 

Simply selecting a higher value of R creates a voltage drop higher than the 0.5-V 

limit. Therefore, this study utilized RF transmission and digital extraction logic code 

isolation to avoid this problem. Turning off the RF transmission code allows a different 

maximum amount of expected current draw. Revisiting the datasheet reveals that the next 

current bottleneck is the flash memory, which requires a maximum of 0.30 mA when the 

PMMCOREV2 setting is used and a 1 MHz clock is utilized. Although 1 MHz is higher 

than what was implemented in this study’s system, it provides a ceiling for the current 

consumption without RF transmission and proved sufficient enough for resistor 

calculation purposes. Figure 4.10 illustrates the new calculations.  
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!!!!"# ≥ !!!!"# ∙ !!!!"#  

!!!!"# ≤
!!!!"#
!!!!"#

  

!!!!"# ≤
0.5  V

0.30  mA  

!!!!"# ≲ 1666.67  Ω 

Figure 4.10: Maximum Shunt Resistor without RF Transmission. 

With the parts on hand, a shunt resistor of R = 1 kΩ with ±1% tolerance was 

chosen. However, for both the breath counting algorithm and breath interval timing 

algorithm, any features indicating processing were still indistinguishable from noise. To 

deal with this, increasing values of resistors were placed in the subsystem iteratively until 

either too much noise occurred, Vshunt exceeded 0.5 V, or an acceptable voltage range was 

reached that illuminated processing features. 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the voltage measurement for the breath counting algorithm 

with R = 2.2 kΩ ±5%, a transmission interval of 10 seconds, and a breathing rate of 90 

br/min. (Note: The high rate of 90 br/min was used with this and the following 

estimations so that as many features as possible of the voltage signal could be captured 

on a single measurement screen.) The smaller triangular features are each caused by a 

count action, while the larger triangle is caused by a multiplication. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, the number of counts within the transmission interval and respiratory accuracy 

depends on the input frequency of the signal. Similarly, the power consumption is also 

dependent on the RR. Figure 4.12 provides a generated estimation of the frequency 

dependence based on Figure 4.11 features. 
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Figure 4.11: Vshunt with Transmission Off, Projection Set at 10 s, Respiratory Rate at 90 
br/min, and R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%. 
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Figure 4.12: Breath Counting Algorithm Power Estimation in Relation to RR with 
Transmission Off, Projection Set at 10 s, and R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%. 

The reason for the step-like shape of Figure 4.12 is that for some RR, there are 

only partial breaths taken. Since the current SoC implementation only considers the start 

of the breath versus the whole breath as a count initiator, all partial breaths were rounded 

up to the nearest integer breath count in the estimation program. Thus, several RR are 

expected to output the same amount of power in this overestimation scheme. 

Plotting the power consumption of the breath counting algorithm against the 

transmission interval time results in Figure 4.13. The general decreasing trend is to be 

expected; however, the jaggedness of the plot is interesting. The reason for the small 

spikes is the transitions to an interval just long enough to capture another breath. For 

instance, if the transmission interval contains three breath counts, the power consumption 

of these breaths is dispersed over the whole interval. If the interval is increased slightly, 

the breaths are distributed over a longer time period, and the average power consumption 

decreases. However, when the interval is extended just long enough to incorporate just 
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one more breath (i.e., capturing a moment at 100% duty cycle), then there is a sudden 

increase in the amount of power that must be dispersed over the slight increase in time 

interval. The height of the spikes is related to a combined effect from the power 

consumption of a single count, the respiratory rate of the signal, and the transmission 

interval chosen. 

 

Figure 4.13: Breath Counting Algorithm Power Estimation in Relation to the Time Between 
Transmissions with Transmission Off, R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%, and 14 br/min. 

In contrast, Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate Vshunt for the breath interval timing 

algorithm when the comparator is constantly on and the comparator is toggled, 

respectively. The two figures use the same value for R as Figure 4.11, and there is a large 

spike indicating the division that occurs right before the supposed transmission. The other 

smaller spikes are caused by the two required capture actions. In addition, in Figure 4.15, 

there is a stark voltage difference between the instances when the comparator is on and 

the when it is off. 
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Figure 4.14: Vshunt with Transmission Off, Transmission Set at 10 s, Comparator Constantly 
On, R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%, and 90 br/min. 
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Figure 4.15: Vshunt Close-up with Transmission Off, Transmission Set at 10 s, Comparator 
Toggled, R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%, and 90 br/min. 

When the comparator is constantly on, the power consumption of the breath 

interval timing algorithm is independent of frequency since there will always be two 

captures and one division per period. However, as is manifested in Figure 4.16, its power 

consumption decreases smoothly with the increase in transmission interval length. As 

opposed to the breath counting algorithm, there is no way to cause another capture or 

division spike as the time interval to average over increases. This means that there is not 

possibility to add another power consuming feature per period, and thus, Figure 4.16 does 

not have the jaggedness of Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.16: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm Power Estimation with the Comparator 
Constantly On in Relation to the Time Between Transmissions with Transmission Off, R = 

2.2 kΩ  ±5%, and 14 br/min. 

When using the toggling method with the breath interval timing algorithm, the 

time per period that the comparator is on is variable. Figure 4.17 illustrates this attribute. 

In fact, the time the comparator is on is directly related to the breathing rate of the patient. 

It only remains on long enough to capture the start point of two breaths; therefore, the 

longest time it should remain on is for roughly two breaths, and the shortest time should 

be roughly one breath. The longest time occurs when a breath happens just before a 

transmission, when the breath count is reset, and the algorithm still needs to capture two 

breaths; whereas, the shortest time occurs when the breath happens just after transmission 

and the algorithm only needs to capture one more breath. With this sort of relation, the 

faster the RR, the shorter the time between breaths is, and the shorter the amount of time 

the comparator is left on. Since the power consumption is directly proportional to how 

long the comparator is on, faster breathing theoretically utilizes less power. 
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Figure 4.17: Vshunt with Transmission Off, Transmission Set at 10 s, Comparator Toggled, R 
= 2.2 kΩ  ±5%, and 90 br/min. 

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 depict the power consumption ranges of the breath interval 

timing algorithm with comparator toggling in relation to the respiratory rate and 

transmission interval, respectively. As can be expected, the power consumption decreases 

as the respiratory rate or transmission interval increases. These curves are smooth for the 

same reason as the plot in Figure 4.16 when the comparator was constantly on. Since the 

power consumption per period can be variable, both Figure 4.18 and 4.19 depict a range 

of possible power consumption values rather than a single curve. To generate these 

depictions, the transmission interval was fixed to 10 seconds for the former, and the 

respiratory rate was fixed to 14 br/min for the latter. 
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Figure 4.18: Power Consumption of Breath Interval Timing Algorithm with Transmission 
Off, Transmission Set at 10 s, Comparator Toggled, and R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%. 
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Figure 4.19: Power Consumption of Breath Interval Timing Algorithm with Transmission 
Off, Respiratory Rate Set at 14 br/min, Comparator Toggled, and R = 2.2 kΩ  ±5%. 

For comparison purposes, all of the previous power consumption plots were 

combined to form Figures 4.20 and 4.21. Although, it is a little difficult to see, both 

figures depict the breath counting and breath interval timing algorithms as having a 

relatively constant power consumption around 60 µW. Both figures also demonstrate the 

power savings of the breath interval timing toggle method from when either RR or the 

transmission interval increases. The main difference between the plots is that Figure 4.20 

illustrates how the power consumed by the RF portion does not vary with respiratory 

input, whereas Figure 4.21 conveys that increasing the time between transmissions from 

10 seconds to 30 seconds has a drastic power-saving effect. 
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Figure 4.20: Combined Power Estimation Plot in Relation to Respiratory Rate with 
Transmission Off and Transmission Set at 10 s. 
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Figure 4.21: Combined Power Estimation Plot in Relation to Transmission Interval with 
Transmission Off and a Respiratory Rate of 14 br/min. 

All power plots and estimations in this chapter were generated by a simple 

MATLAB program. Instead of integrating over each period to find the average voltage 

over Vshunt, an approximation approach was used by estimating the area under the voltage 

curve with basic geometric shapes. Figure 4.22 provides a simplified illustration of this 

technique. The area of each feature is averaged over the whole period, and each average 

is then summed to obtain the overall voltage average. As mentioned previously, this 

overall average Vshunt is then used to calculate the average current, which, in turn, is 

multiplied by the voltage over the CC430 to provide the average power estimation of the 

subsystem. The equation summary for these calculations is in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.22: Average Vshunt Approximation Technique. 

!!!!"# =
!!!!"#
!!!!"#

  

!!!!"# = !!!!"#  

!!!!"# = !!!!"# ∙ !!!!"#  

!!!!"# = (!"" − !!!!"#) ∙ !!!!"# 

Figure 4.23: CC430 Power Consumption Equations. 

The power estimation program along with all the figures and approximation 

explanations of the voltage measurements captured in this thesis are available in 

Appendix C. This program was also used to generate Tables 4.1 and 4.2, which provide 

concrete power estimations with regards to specific situations of interest. Table 4.1 

discloses power estimations of the respiratory rates of 6, 15, 30, and 90 br/min while 

holding the transmission interval constant at 10 seconds. These RR were chosen to be 

comprehensive by providing information for an abnormally low RR, a normal adult RR, a 

child RR, and an abnormally high RR, respectively. Table 4.2 revels power estimations 

based on a change in transmission interval where RR is fixed to 14 br/min. The 

transmission intervals chosen were 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds (i.e., 1 minute). A 10-s 

interval was chosen since 10 seconds of no breathing is defined as apnea; the 15-s and 

30-s intervals were chosen to represent the general time breakdowns used by a physician 

during a checkup; and, the 60-s interval was used for baseline accuracy of the actual 

respiratory rate. 
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Table 4.1: Average Power Consumption Comparisons at 10-s Transmission. 

Algorithm/Condition Radio 
(on/off) 

Power Consumption (µW) 
6 br/min 15 br/min 30 br/min 90 br/min 

RF transmission only - 19.84468 19.84468 19.84468 19.84468 
Breath counting off 61.35420 61.35424 61.35427 61.35442 
Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator constantly on 

* 61.35458 61.35458 61.35458 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (max 
power) 

* 52.31791 34.15232 21.97396 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (min 
power) 

* 34.15232 25.02365 18.92088 

Breath counting on 81.19888 81.19891 81.19895 81.19910 
Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator constantly on 

* 81.19926 81.19926 81.19926 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (max 
power) 

* 72.16259 53.99700 41.81864 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (min 
power) 

* 53.99700 44.86833 38.76556 

12-bit ADC w/o logic (i.e., 
no rate extraction nor RF 
transmission) using a 5-
MHz clock at 200 ksps and 
3.0 V [45] 

- 660 660 660 660 

* Invalid with current implementation. 
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Table 4.2: Average Power Consumption Comparisons at 14 br/min. 

Algorithm/Condition Radio 
(on/off) 

Power Consumption (µW) 
10-s 
Transmission 

15-s 
Transmission 

30-s 
Transmission 

1-min 
Transmission 

RF transmission only - 19.84468 13.22986 6.61496 3.30749 
Breath counting off 61.35424 61.35420 61.35416 61.35415 
Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator constantly on 

61.35458 61.35442 61.35426 61.35417 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (max 
power) 

54.90301 41.95230 28.93918 22.40921 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (min 
power) 

35.45392 28.93943 22.40933 19.13844 

Breath counting on 81.19891 74.58405 67.96912 64.66163 
Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator constantly on 

81.19926 74.58428 67.96922 64.66166 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (max 
power) 

74.74770 55.18216 35.55414 25.71670 

Breath interval timing w/ 
comparator toggled (min 
power) 

55.29860 42.16929 29.024299 22.44593 

12-bit ADC w/o logic (i.e., 
no rate extraction nor RF 
transmission) using a 5-
MHz clock at 200 ksps and 
3.0 V [45] 

- 660 660 660 660 

 

An observation from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 is that the estimated power consumption 

of just turning on the ADC module is hundreds of microwatts more than the breath 

counting breath interval timing algorithms with RF transmission turned on. What is 

interesting is that as the time between RF transmission increases, the RF dominance 

becomes less important, and more emphasis is placed on the algorithm implementation. 

Table 4.2 suggests that an ADC implementation would be capped at 660 µW just to run 

the ADC module, while the breath counting and breath interval timing algorithms with 

RF transmission enabled would decrease until about the 19 – 62 µW range when the 

algorithms are not using RF transmission. This indicates that even with the resistor ladder 

enabled, the comparator implementation utilizes less power than the ADC. 

All in all, the power consumption values in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for this thesis’s 

implementations with and without RF transmission are definitively below the 100-µW 
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requirement of this study’s subsystem. Thus, it has been demonstrated quantitatively that 

it is feasible to utilize the CC430 to extract the rate from a respiratory signal and transmit 

it via RF technology given a low source of power, such as that created by the respiratory 

effort itself.  
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Throughout this thesis, several situations have directed interested individuals 

towards further research topics. In this chapter, these topics have been gathered to form 

the subchapter beyond the conclusion subchapter for future reference. 

5.1. Conclusion 

There are many studies that have cited utilizing a low-power SoC or DSP to 

prolong the issue of battery replacement or recharging for portable devices. However, 

they rarely expound beyond this mere reference and do not provide any further 

information as to how much power is saved and how much longer the batteries are 

expected to last. This leaves the general feasibility question slightly open; can a low-

power SoC or DSP truly save that much power during actual application? If so, how 

much? If the battery replacement occurs every 5 – 6 days rather than every 3 – 4 days, do 

those few extra days really count as an improvement? 

The overall project of this study does not just propose postponing the inevitable 

battery-change of a wireless respiratory monitoring device; it completely removes this 

mundane and tedious task from the monitoring routine. It suggests that the respiratory 

effort itself has the potential to provide enough power to support its monitoring device. 

This supposedly can be achieved by using a low-power SoC with RF capabilities to 

extract the respiratory rate from the signal and transmit it to a base station via RF 

technology. However, respiratory effort is not known to be a very strong, reliable source 

of power; in fact, utilizing a passive displacement sensor, it has been preliminarily tested 

to create about 100 µW to 3.3 mW. Thus, one of the major topics of this thesis was to 

determine if it was feasible that an SoC responsible for monitoring respiratory rate could 

be sustained and function properly with less than 100 µW of power. Stemming from this, 

the main goal of this thesis was to develop an SoC implementation for a wireless rate 

monitoring system utilizing the minimum amount of power. 

The responsibility of the SoC can be broken down into two parts: the part that 

extracts the rate from the respiratory signal and the part that transmits the rate via RF 

technology. Since the actually RF requirements and hardware have not be settled in the 

overall project, the RF power consumption contribution was not considered the focus of 
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this thesis. However, the rate extraction logic is a controllable variable, which needs to be 

examined for its power efficiency. There are several algorithms that can be used to 

extract the rate from a respiratory signal; however, not all of them consider low-power 

consumption as a high priority and are quite complex. This thesis proposed some 

simplistic algorithms to test for power efficiency, since they were more likely to yield 

power consumption on the microwatt-level than more intensive algorithms. The overall 

project goal of this thesis was to prove feasibility of a respiratory-rate-monitoring 

algorithm in an incredibly low-power environment no matter how pedestrian the 

algorithm might seem. If these incredibly simple algorithms cause a relatively vast 

amount of power consumption, then feasibility under the 100-µW constraint might be 

hypothesized as impossible, as least for the specific SoC chosen for this thesis. 

The SoC assessed for implementation feasibility was the CC430 developed by TI, 

and its abilities were evaluated using an EM430F6137RF900 board. Of the five 

algorithms proposed, only two, breath counting and breath interval timing, were 

considered as worthy to be studied further based on their restrained use of RF 

transmission through data compression and infrequent transmissions. Implementation of 

each algorithm was scrutinized for low power consumption, although there remains room 

for further study into mentioned variations. LPM was utilized whenever possible, and 

CPU time was used sparingly, leading to very encouraging power consumption results. 

Specifically, this thesis has demonstrated that a simple comparator can be used for low-

power rate determination rather than an ADC.  

Measurements and simulation results indicate that the power consumptions of 

both implemented algorithms with the comparator are definitely below 100 µW, with and 

without RF transmission enabled. The obtained 55 – 82 µW of total power consumption 

using the comparator method was considered a vast improvement over the usual ADC 

method, which would have utilized more than 660 µW with the same implementation. Of 

course, the RF transmission might be underestimated because the target environment 

might require more robust communication; however, this thesis has shown that it is 

functionally possible for both RR extraction and RF communication to utilize less than 

100 µW and provides isolated power estimates of the algorithms for future studies that 

might concentrate only on optimizing the RF portion. 
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In conclusion, this thesis has shown that is it feasible to capture the respiratory 

rate with the CC430 utilizing the atypical analog interface of a comparator and less than 

100 µW of power. It has, thus, theoretically proven that the digital processing unit of a 

respiratory monitoring device can be powered via the respiratory effort itself. It has also 

provided a general ultra-low-power SoC implementation for any rate monitoring 

application with a similar waveform. 

5.2. Future Work 

There is much work that can still be accomplished beyond this thesis to better 

understand the power requirements of a respiratory-rate-extracting SoC. The following 

subchapters cover a few highlights and note some additional new ideas. 

5.2.1. Comparator Sampling 

Since it was shown in Chapter 4 that the average operating power of the 

comparator algorithms is less than the operating power of the ADC module, an 

interesting new study would be to sample the comparator as would be done with an ADC. 

This method is expected to require even less power. A second timer module may be 

required; however, it can be suggested that this additional module will require less power 

than would be consumed by the comparator over an equivalent time period. This 

conjecture is made based on the observation that toggling the comparator in the breath 

interval timing algorithm creates a drastic drop in relative power consumption despite 

other units being on. 

5.2.2. Real Respiratory Data 

This thesis based functional testing on an ideal sinusoidal respiratory input; 

however, it is very important to test the algorithm given real respiratory input from a 

sensor through an ASP circuit. If the hardware is not fully developed for this portion of 

the overall project, functional validation may be done through utilizing a case scenario of 

preliminarily measured respiratory data and an arbitrary waveform generator. 
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5.2.3. ADC Power Measurement Verification 

Although the operating power of the ADC is cited from the datasheet for 

comparison in Chapter 4, this value should be validated through equivalent 

implementation of all algorithms using the ADC. This will ensure similar testing 

conditions. 

5.2.4. Alternate Signal Routing and Components 

Specifically for the breath counting algorithm, it may be possible to replace the 

CPU code for counting with an actual off-chip counter or with routing the comparator 

output to a second SoC timer’s clocking input. These methods were not pursued not only 

because of the need for a second counter/timer, but also because of the uncertainty of 

how the SoC will handle a simultaneous transmit and count. In the current 

implementation, these two actions are based on CPU interrupts that have a hardwired 

priority. However, using a manual counter/timer interface may result in a collision when 

the counter/timer is incrementing and a transmission must occur. The CPU would need to 

manually stop the counter/timer before reading it to obtain an uncorrupted reading; 

however, this might resolve in missing a count if the counter/timer is stopped just before 

the start of a new breath. Nonetheless, if this issue can be resolved reliably, it is a viable 

alternative low-power SoC implementation candidate. 

5.2.5. CC340 Software and Hardware Variations 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are several possible software and hardware 

variations that may yield different, hopefully better, power results. Future studies may 

want to pursue the implementations of these variations to find the most optimized version 

of this thesis’s or other algorithms. However, these variations are only possible because 

of the design of the CC430, so they may not apply to other SoCs, which might have more 

or less variations. 

5.2.6. Broader Algorithm Diversity 

The algorithms in this study are very simple, especially when it comes to 

extracting the rate from the fixed ideal sinusoidal input. For instance, if the breathing 

pattern or tidal volume for the person is odd, there is no way of knowing this, since only 
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the rate is displayed. Also, if the patient talks or moves, the rate calculations do not 

compensate for this noise. More robust algorithms should be developed and tested for 

power consumption; since, from a medical perspective, the more information known, the 

better it is for the patient. 

Also, at the time of this thesis, the post-calculation algorithms, addressed in 

Chapter 2, were ruled out of testing because it is known that constant RF transmissions 

would consume a great amount of power relative to the other operations required of the 

SoC. However, in the future, affordable, improved, extremely low-power RF technology 

may become available. This should cause a re-inspection of the possibility of using the 

post-calculation algorithms, since the CPU can be completely bypassed using the DMA. 

An immediate functional benefit would be the ability to calculate tidal volume and look 

for patterns and noise. 

5.2.7. Optimization of RF Settings and Antenna Hardware 

As stated in Chapter 3, the specifics of the RF settings and hardware were not 

considered to be in the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, if true insight as to how much 

power the SoC really requires in total must be gained, the strength and frequency of the 

RF signal, as well as the transmission rate would need to be known. Such information 

dictates the proper RF settings required and will most likely influence the overall 

system’s hardware design; an expected change would be the antenna circuit, of which the 

EM430F6137RF900’s is fairly large. In fact, TI has created a product called the eZ430-

Chronos watch [70], which utilizes the same SoC as this study. The mere existence of 

this device demonstrates the feasibility of creating a more compact antenna circuit. If 

future studies use this thesis’s code as a basis for their programs, it is highly 

recommended that a thorough low-level optimization exploration of the RF portion of the 

C-code be conducted, since the RF libraries used in this study are from TI sample code 

and do not guarantee any sort of power, memory, or run-time optimization. 

5.2.8. Safety, Reliability, and Security Implementations 

Certain medical environments may require more safety, reliability, and security to 

be programmed into the end measurement device. Some considerations include having 

the ability to detect apnea and produce an error to set off an alarm, utilizing redundancy 
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checking and bidirectional communication, and encrypting data transmissions. There are 

many improvements that can be made; however, research much be conducted to 

determine if the power cost of implementing these features is outweighed by the feature 

necessity and benefit. 

5.2.9. Regulation and Standard Compliance 

The future end product of the overall project must be compliant with all 

regulations and standards, especially those pertaining to medical safety and signal 

interference. Although such compliance has been left for later study, it must be 

established and tested, since these changes will most likely alter the power consumption 

caused by the RF portion. This thesis’s ability to isolate the algorithmic power 

consumption and the transmission power consumption allows the RF research to be done 

independently and also simultaneously, if need be. 

5.2.10. More Robust Receiver 

The current receiver code is very simplistic and is un-optimized for minimal 

power consumption. Future studies might want to increase the capabilities of the 

receiving module and also minimize its power consumption. They may also desire to add 

this module to a larger, more complex system that can interpret and summarize data. 

5.2.11. New SoC 

The choice of the best SoC was not thoroughly investigated with relation to cost 

and direct feature comparisons. Future researchers may want to revisit the integrated 

circuit (IC) market when designing their system. 
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Appendix A: CC430 C-Code 
This appendix contains the C-code for the transmitting and receiving SoCs used in 

this thesis. As further detailed in Appendix D, there are two iterations of the code for the 

receiving module, both of which are provided below for completeness and future 

debugging purposes. Also provided below are references to the TI samples utilized in this 

thesis; both code for preliminary testing and code required for the execution of the 

transmitter/receiver code are described. 

A.1. Transmitter Module 

In the transmitter module code provided below, there are several marcos near the 

beginning of the file and after the comments. Most of them are provided to help during 

debugging; however, there are a few marcos of particular interest. For the most part, all 

macros involving an LED or output to a pin can be left undefined so that the compiler 

ignores anything unnecessary and efficiently complies and links the rest of the program; 

however, the macros that alter transmission interval and settings, projection time, or 

comparator registers are used to test the power efficiency of the SoC in particular 

configurations. Details of what each macro does are in the comments of the code. 

A.1.1. Breath Counting Algorithm: tx1dot3.c 

//****************************************************************************** 
// VERSION: tx1.3.c 
// CREATED: 10/29/2011 
// REVISED: 10/29/2011 
// RX PAIR: rx0.2.c                          
// REQUIRED: cc430f6137.h, hal_pmm.h/c, RF1A.h/c, RfRegSettings.c 
// 
// COMMENTS: 
// Respiratory rate is measured in br/min. We can simulate the human method of 
// obtaining this rate by counting the number of breaths in 1 min. We can also 
// count the number of breaths in 10 sec, 15 sec, and 30 sec, and multiply these 
// by 6, 4, and 2 respectively in order to calculate br/min. 
// 
// To do so in software, we set up a timer that interrupts and resets after the  
// duration of the timer interval is up (whether we choose 10 sec, 15 sec,  
// 30 sec, or 1 min). This signals the SoC to transmit a variable called  
// ucRespRate over RF. We are going to use TA1, which has an interrupt priority  
// lower than the radio. Since the timer is only 16 bits, it can only count up 
// to 2^16 - 1 = 65535. Let us use the 32.768 kHz internal clock provided by  
// the reference oscillator REFO so that we don't have to solder on the  
// 32.768 kHz crystal onto XT1 pins. We'll use it as our master clock and  
// also our timer TA1 base. Let us use the auxiliary clock ACLK to host TA1 
// and turn off the sub-master clock SMCLK. ACLK will be sourced by the 
// REFO, but will have a divisor of 32, which creates ACLK = 1024 Hz. 
// (See pg.17 of the datasheet for interrupt priority details.) 
// 
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// RF settings are set based off of the RF_Toggle_LED_Demo using the 915 MHz  
// settings and a fixed packet length of 1 (byte), which fits in the FIFO.  
// 915 MHz was chosen since it required less power than 868 MHz according 
// to the datasheet. 868/915 MHz are the only available options for 
// evaluation board EM430F6137RF900. 
//  
// This program will not have the ability to receive anything via RF; it will  
// only be able to transmit data.   
// 
// We are using a sinusoidal waveform to simulate a person's breathing pattern 
// and connect it to the comparator pin. Using particular settings, the  
// comparator is able to interrupt for every rising edge of the sinsoidal  
// signal. This interrupt is what allows us to increment ucRespRate. This  
// "counting" of breaths that is kept in the variable ucRespRate is what is used 
// to calculate the respiratory rate. For instance, if we want to transmit every 
// 15 sec, we can count for the duration of 15 sec and multiply the count by 4  
// in order to get a projection of the respiratory rate in br/min. 
// 
// Noise on the comparator output is cancelled out by using an adaptive 
// comparator reference voltage. The signal does not change from low to high 
// unless the input gets higher than Vcc*3/4 and does not change from high to  
// low unless the input gets lower than Vcc*1/4. This leaves a (3/4-1/4)*Vcc =  
// Vcc/2 gap for noise. 
// 
// For most of the time, the radio core and the CPU will be in sleep and 
// low-power mode, respectively, until a transmission/calculation is required. 
// When the timer interrupts to indicate that a transmission is required, the 
// ISR will set the variable ucTransmitRequest to indicate to main() that it 
// needs to initiate a transmission sequence. The interrupt exits to main() 
// to proceed with the code for transmitting ucRespRate. Then, main() wakes the 
// radio core up for transmission and puts the CPU back into low-power mode 
// until the transmission is complete. ucRespRate is reset after completion. 
// 
// For even more power savings, the high and low side supply voltage supervisors 
// and monitors were turned off. 
// 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Debug code settings (Set these carefully!) 
//****************************************************************************** 
//#define PUSH_BUTTON               // Push button P1.7 interrupt forces tx 
//#define RED_TRANSMIT_LED          // Red LED (RED) is on during transmission 
//#define NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE // Sets the initial respiratory rate to 35  
//#define TEST_ACLK_ON_P1_0         // Toggles P1.0, green LED (GREEN),  
                                    // @ every TA1 CCR0 interrupt 
//#define TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1     // Toggles P1.1 for each comp. interrupt 
 
// Define the functionality of the push button 
#ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
 
    #define RESP_BUTTON             // Button increments ucRespRate 
    //#define TRANSMIT_BUTTON           // Button requests a transmission 
     
    // Check if we've chosen a button config 
    #if (!defined(RESP_BUTTON) && !defined(TRANSMIT_BUTTON))  
    #error "Please select either RESP_BUTTON or TRANSMIT_BUTTON \ 
    as the active push button configuration"  
    #endif 
     
    // Check if we've erroneously chose both config 
    #if (defined(RESP_BUTTON) && defined(TRANSMIT_BUTTON))  
    #error "Please select either RESP_BUTTON or TRANSMIT_BUTTON \ 
    as the active push button configuration"  
    #endif 
     
#endif // PUSH_BUTTON 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Power measurement variation settings (Set these carefully!) 
//****************************************************************************** 
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#define RATE_PROJECTION         // We can select among 10 s, 15 s, 30 s, or  
                                // 1 min transmit intervals 
#define TRANSMIT_OFF            // Turn off transmission to measure power for  
                                // computational features  
 
// Define the different settings for selecting the transmit interval to use 
#ifdef RATE_PROJECTION 
 
    // Select an interval 
    //#define PROJECTION_10_SEC     // Select transmission to occur every 10 sec 
    #define PROJECTION_15_SEC       // Select transmission to occur every 15 sec 
    //#define PROJECTION_30_SEC     // Select transmission to occur every 30 sec 
    //#define PROJECTION_1_MIN      // Select transmission to occur every 1 min 
     
    // Select if projection multiplication is done on the transmitting 
    // CC430 (this chip); or the receiving CC430 (not this chip) 
    #define TX_CALC_PROJECTION 
    //#define RX_CALC_PROJECTION 
     
    // Check if we've chosen a projection config interval 
    #if (!defined(PROJECTION_10_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(PROJECTION_15_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(PROJECTION_30_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(PROJECTION_1_MIN)) 
    #error "Please select either \ 
    PROJECTION_10_SEC, \ 
    PROJECTION_15_SEC, \ 
    PROJECTION_30_SEC, \ 
    or PROJECTION_1_MIN as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
    // Check if we've erroneously chose more than one config interval 
    #if ((defined(PROJECTION_10_SEC) \ 
    + defined(PROJECTION_15_SEC) \ 
    + defined(PROJECTION_30_SEC) \ 
    + defined(PROJECTION_1_MIN)) > 1) 
    #error "Please select either \ 
    PROJECTION_10_SEC, \ 
    PROJECTION_15_SEC, \ 
    PROJECTION_30_SEC, \ 
    or PROJECTION_1_MIN as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
    // Check if we've chosen a projection config calculation 
    #if (!defined(TX_CALC_PROJECTION) \ 
    && !defined(RX_CALC_PROJECTION)) 
    #error "Please select either TX_CALC_PROJECTION \ 
    or RX_CALC_PROJECTION as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
    // Check if we've erroneously chose more than one config calculation 
    #if ((defined(TX_CALC_PROJECTION) \ 
    + defined(RX_CALC_PROJECTION)) > 1) 
    #error "Please select either TX_CALC_PROJECTION \ 
    or RX_CALC_PROJECTION as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
     
#endif // RATE_PROJECTION 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Header files 
//****************************************************************************** 
#include "cc430f6137.h" 
#include "hal_pmm.h" 
#include "RF1A.h" 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Macros 
//****************************************************************************** 
#define  PATABLE_VAL        (0x8D)      // 0 dBm output 
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#define  LPM_BITS           (LPM4_bits) // Select low-power mode 4 
 
// Define timer tick based on transmit interval 
// 
// t = 10s = transmit interval we want in seconds 
// c = 32.768kHz = CPU clock frequency 
// d = 32 = ACLK frequency divisor 
// c/d is the ACLK frequency that TA1 runs off of 
// t(c/d) = timer clocks required for transmission 
// 
// Sample calculation...  
// 10s ((32.768k clks/s) / 32) = 10,240 (tmr clks)/tick 
// 
#ifdef PROJECTION_10_SEC 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (10239) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#elif defined(PROJECTION_15_SEC) 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (15359) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#elif defined(PROJECTION_30_SEC) 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (30719) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#else   // default is 1 minute tick interval w/o projection 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (61439) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#endif 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Global variables 
//****************************************************************************** 
extern RF_SETTINGS rfSettings;      // See RfRegSettings.c 
unsigned char ucRespRate;           // breaths per min 
unsigned char ucTransmitRequest;    // Set to cause resp rate tx in main() 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Prototypes 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// The main program 
//****************************************************************************** 
void main(void) 
{ 
    // Create local variable to track CBOUT (the comparator output)  
    // during a transmit; This is used to avoid missing a breath  
    // between a transmit sequence and the reset of ucRespRate.  
    // A breath occurs during a transition from 0 to 1, so the  
    // default value here must be 1 to avoid any collision of the  
    // initial condition with the condition to update (1 to 1 does 
    // not indicate a breath was taken). 
    unsigned char ucCBOUTBeforeTransmit=1; 
     
     // Stop watchdog timer to prevent timeout reset  
    WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;  
     
    // Set master clock as soon as possible to save power immediately 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be same clock as RF module  
    //         (26 MHz RF crystal) since it is higher than the max freq  
    //         of the chip (20 MHz) 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be 32.678 kHz crystal, because  
    //         it's not installed yet 
    // THUS:   Set MCLK source as the 32.768 kHz REFO, same for ACLK and SMCLK 
    UCSCTL4 = SELA__REFOCLK + SELS__REFOCLK + SELM__REFOCLK;   
 
    // ACLK on external pin divisor = 1/1 
    // ACLK divisor = 1/32 
    // SMCLK divisor = 1/1  
    // MCLK divisor = 1/1 
    UCSCTL5 = DIVA__32; 
 
    // (Turn off XT2 crystal oscillator when the radio core is asleep) 
    // (Drive for XT1 is at max for 24-32MHz crystals) 
    // (Low-freq mode is chosen for XT1, caps must be defined) 
    // (XT1 is source internally rather than from a pin) 
    // (Default oscillator capacitors are chosen) 
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    // Turn off subsystem master clock since we are not using it 
    // (XT1 is off when not used as a source for clocks or FLL) 
    UCSCTL6 |= SMCLKOFF; 
     
    // Initialize global variables 
    ucRespRate=0;           // Initial resp rate is 0 br/min 
    ucTransmitRequest=0;    // No transmission of resp request at start 
     
    #ifdef NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE 
    ucRespRate=35; 
    #endif 
     
    // Increase PMMCOREV level to 2 for radio operation  
    // (Vcore change must be gradual) 
    SetVCore(2);   
     
    // Configure radio interface registers 
 
    // Set radio core to interrupt at the negative edge  
    // (for end-of-packet reading on RFIFG9) 
    RF1AIES |= BIT9;     
 
    // Set Power Management Module and Voltage Supply Supervisor (SVS) 
    // and Monitor (SVM) 
    PMMCTL0_H = 0xA5; 
    SVSMHCTL_H &= ~(SVSHE_H + SVMHE_H); // Disable high-side SVS and SVM 
    SVSMLCTL_H &= ~(SVSLE_H + SVMLE_H); // Disable low-side SVS and SVM 
    PMMCTL0_L |= PMMHPMRE_L;            // Allow for peripherals to request  
                                        // high-power when in LPM 
    PMMCTL0_H = 0x00;  
 
    // Configure radio core through commands 
    Strobe(RF_SRES);                    // Reset radio core and put it to sleep 
    Strobe(RF_SNOP);                    // Reset radio pointer 
    WriteRfSettings(&rfSettings);       // Adjust to proper radio settings  
    WriteSinglePATable(PATABLE_VAL);    // Write to the power amplifier table 
                 
    // Set default state of ports as outputs and put them to zero 
    // to avoid parasitic current consumption due to avoid floating inputs 
    PAOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 1 and 2 
    PADIR = 0xFF;            
    PBOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 3 and 4 
    PBDIR = 0xFF;            
    P5OUT = 0x00;   // Port 5 
    P5DIR = 0xFF;                
    PJOUT = 0x00;   // Port J (required because of JTAG debugger connection) 
    PJDIR = 0xFF;            
                 
    #ifdef TEST_ACLK_ON_P1_0 
    // Set up P1.0 as an output for GREEN to toggle each 
    // time that TA1 runs out (counts to CCR0) 
    //P1SEL &= ~BIT0;       // Select I/O functionality for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1DS &= ~BIT0;        // Select reduced drive strength for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1REN &= ~BIT0;       // Pull-up/down resistor is a don't care on output  
    //P1IES &= BIT0;        // Low-to-high transition is a don't care on output 
    //P1IFG = 0;            // Clear the Port 1 vector interrupt flag 
    //P1IE &= ~BIT0;        // Interrupt enable is a don't care on output    
    P1OUT &= ~BIT0;         // Initialize GREEN as off  
    P1DIR |= BIT0;          // Set P1.0 as an output 
    #endif // TEST_ACLK_ON_P1_0 
                 
    #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
    // Set up P3.6 as an output for RED to indicate 
    // a transmission is in progress 
    //P3SEL &= ~BIT6;       // Select I/O functionality for P3.6 (default) 
    //P3DS &= ~BIT6;        // Select reduced drive strength for P3.6 (default) 
    P3OUT &= ~BIT6;         // Initialize RED as off 
    P3DIR |= BIT6;          // Set P3.6 as an output 
    #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
                 
    #ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
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    // Set up P1.7 as a interrupt so that we may use 
    // the push bottom on it as a transmit message trigger 
    //P1SEL &= ~BIT7;       // Select I/O functionality for P1.7 (default) 
    //P1DS &= ~BIT7;        // Select reduced drive strength for P1.7 (default) 
    //P1DIR &= ~BIT7;       // Set P1.7 as an input (default) 
    P1REN |= BIT7;          // Set P1.7 REN & OUT to enable the pull-up resistor  
    P1OUT |= BIT7; 
    P1IES &= BIT7;          // Set that a low-to-high transition will set the  
                            // P1.7 interrupt flag 
    P1IFG = 0;              // Clear the Port 1 vector interrupt flag 
    P1IE |= BIT7;           // Enable P1.7 as an interrupt   
    #endif  // PUSH_BUTTON 
     
    // Set up timer TA1 to interrupt every minute 
     
    // Set TA1CCR0 value to have a 1 sec tick 
    // We want TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK + 1 counts and the number of timer counts  
    // in a period is (TA1CCR0 + 1), thus we set it to TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK 
    TA1CCR0 = TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK; 
     
    // (Keep no capture on) 
    // (Keep default capture/compare input) 
    // (Keep default async capture source) 
    // (Stay in default compare mode) 
    // (Keep default output mode) 
    // Enable CCR0 interrupt 
    // (Keep default output) 
    // (Clear capture overflow indicator) 
    // (Clear interrupt flag) 
    TA1CCTL0 |= CCIE;   
     
    // LOGIC: Using TA1 since it has less capture/compare registers 
    // Select Timer A1 clock as ACLK (starts timer) 
    // Keep TA1 divisor as 1 
    // Set TA1 to be in count up mode (count to value in TA1CCR0) 
    // Clear TA1 
    // Disable TAIFG interrupts for CCR1-CCR2 
    // Clear the interrupt flag at onset  
    TA1CTL = TASSEL__ACLK + ID__1 + MC__UP + TACLR;  
     
    // Set up the comparator for adaptive VREF to achieve hysteresis                                                                                           
 
    // Disable input channel that allows external input for the - terminal 
    // We don't need to choose a channel for the - terminal since it's disabled 
    // Enable input channel that allows external input for + terminal 
    // Select channel CB0 for the + terminal 
    CBCTL0 = CBIPEN + CBIPSEL_0;    
 
    // Comparator reference accuracy is set to static mode. 
    // Reference voltage is disabled 
    // Resistor tap for VREF1 (CBOUT = 1) is set to Vcc*1/4  
    //      Ref p.69 of datasheet for CBREF1 
    //      Vcc*1/4 = Vcc*(n+1)/32, n = 7 
    // Comparator reference source is Vcc applied to the resistance ladder  
    // Reference voltage produced is connected to the negative terminal of comp. 
    // Resistor tap for VREF0 (CBOUT = 0) is set to Vcc*3/4 
    //      Ref p.69 of datasheet for CBREF0 
    //      Vcc*3/4 = Vcc*(n+1)/32, n = 23 
    CBCTL2 = CBREF1_7 + CBRS_1 + CBRSEL + CBREF0_23; 
   
    // Disable input buffer @ P2.0/CB0 
    CBCTL3 = CBPD0; 
     
    // Comparator output selects b/w VREF1 and VREF0 as comparator reference 
    // CBMRVS is a manual select for the comparator reference, which we don't 
    // care about. 
    // Turn on the comparator 
    // Choose ultra-low-power mode 
    // Select lowest filter delay of 450 ns 
    // Do not exchange the comparator 0 inputs 
    // Do not short the +/- comparator inputs 
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    // Select the rising edge as the interrupt trigger 
    // Enable the comparator filter 
    // Do not invert CBOUT 
    // CBOUT is read-only so we don't care about this bit 
    CBCTL1 = CBON + CBPWRMD_2 + CBF; 
     
    // Disable inverted polarity interrupt 
    // Enable non-inverted polarity interrupt 
    // Clear inverted polarity interrupt flag 
    // Clear non-inverted polarity interrupt flag 
    CBINT = CBIE; 
 
    // The bulk the program 
    while(1) 
    { 
        // Enter low-power mode and enable interrupts 
        __bis_SR_register(LPM_BITS + GIE); 
 
        // After an interrupt wakes us up from a low-power mode 
        // we need to check if we should be transmitting a packet 
        if(ucTransmitRequest) 
        { 
            // Since we've had a request for transmission made, 
            // we can begin transmission 
             
            #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
            // Turn on RED at beginning of transmit 
            P3OUT |= BIT6; 
            #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
 
 
            // Projection multiplication can possibly be postponed until  
            // after transmit and done by the receiving CC430 in order to save 
            // computation time. Check which setting we have. 
            #ifdef RX_CALC_PROJECTION 
                // No multiplication scaling must occur 
            #else // TX_CALC_PROJECTION 
                // Calculate the respiratory rate to send for the  
                // projection that we are using. 
                #ifdef PROJECTION_10_SEC 
                    ucRespRate*=6;   // 6 * 10 sec = 1 min 
                #elif defined(PROJECTION_15_SEC) 
                    ucRespRate<<=2;  // 4 * 15 sec = 1 min 
                #elif defined(PROJECTION_30_SEC) 
                    ucRespRate<<=1;  // 2 * 30 sec = 1 min 
                #else   // default is 1 minute tick interval w/o projection 
                    // ucRespRate*=1; 1 * 1 min = 1 min 
                #endif 
            #endif // RX_CALC_PROJECTION 
             
            // Clear RFIFG9 flag for the end-of-packet interrupt                           
            RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9; 
             
            // Take note of the output of the comparator before transmission 
            ucCBOUTBeforeTransmit=CBOUT; 
             
            // Check if we turned transmission on or off to determine 
            // if the following code should be compiled. 
            #ifdef TRANSMIT_OFF 
                // No transmission should occur 
             
                // Clear the request for transmission since we've just 
                // finished transmitting 
                ucTransmitRequest=0; 
            #else 
                // Enable TX end-of-packet interrupt     
                RF1AIE |= BIT9;                                  
          
                // Write the rate to the TX FIFO 
                WriteSingleReg(RF_TXFIFOWR,ucRespRate); 
            #endif // TRANSMIT_OFF 
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            // Reset the respiratory rate to beginning counting again 
            ucRespRate=0; 
             
            // Check if a breath occured during transmission and account 
            // for it. Suppose that the fastest that breathing can occur 
            // is 10 Hz and we are using a 32.768kHz CPU clock, then  
            // we have the following calculation: 
            // 
            // (1 s / 10 br)(32.768k CPU instr / s) = 3276.8 instr/br 
            // 
            // This means that we can execute at least 3276 CPU instructions 
            // between the resetting of ucRespRate and it's transmission 
            // in order to properly catch an single breath that might occur 
            // during this time that the ucRespRate variable can be compromised. 
            if(!ucCBOUTBeforeTransmit && CBOUT) 
                ++ucRespRate;   // A rise from 0 -> 1 occurred & must be tracked  
             
            #ifdef NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE 
            ucRespRate=35; 
            #endif   
       
            // Check if we turned transmission on or off to determine 
            // if the following code should be compiled. 
            #ifdef TRANSMIT_OFF 
                // No transmission should occur 
            #else 
                // Wake up the radio core and enable TX processing 
                Strobe(RF_STX); 
            #endif // TRANSMIT_OFF 
                          
        } // End of check for transmit request 
         
        #if defined(PUSH_BUTTON) && defined(RESP_BUTTON) 
        // Re-enable the push button, enabling P1.7 interrupt  
        // (done here for debouncing) 
        P1IE |= BIT7; 
        #endif // PUSH_BUTTON && RESP_BUTTON 
         
    } // End of the while(1) of main() 
} // End of main() 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Interrupt routines in order of priority from highest to lowest 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
// ISR for the comparator 
#pragma vector=COMP_B_VECTOR 
__interrupt void COMP_B_ISR(void) 
{ 
    #ifdef TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
    P1OUT ^= BIT1;          // Toggle P1.1 
    #endif // TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
     
    ++ucRespRate;           // Update respiratory rate 
    CBINT &= ~CBIFG;        // Clear interrupt flag for non-inverted polarity 
     
    // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
    // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
    // be run in main(). 
} // End of ISR for the comparator 
 
// ISR for the RF radio 
#pragma vector=CC1101_VECTOR 
__interrupt void CC1101_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // Check for end-of-packet and the transmit request 
    if(RF1AIV==RF1AIV_RFIFG9 && ucTransmitRequest) 
    {    
        // Since the end-of-packet was received and we  
        // were requesting a transmission, we must be done transmitting 
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        Strobe(RF_SXOFF);       // Put radio back to sleep from IDLE mode 
        RF1AIE &= ~BIT9;        // Disable TX end-of-packet interrupt              
         
        // Clear the request for transmission since we've just finished  
        // transmitting 
        ucTransmitRequest=0; 
         
        #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
        // Turn off RED after transmit 
        P3OUT &= ~BIT6; 
        #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
       
        #if defined(PUSH_BUTTON) && defined(TRANSMIT_BUTTON) 
        // Re-enable the push button, enabling P1.7 interrupt 
        P1IE |= BIT7; 
        #endif // PUSH_BUTTON && TRANSMIT_BUTTON 
         
        // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
        // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
        // be run in main(). 
    } 
} // End of ISR for RF radio 
 
// ISR for timer A1 CCR0, used to time 1 min  
// (they have a really strange naming convention) 
#pragma vector=TIMER1_A0_VECTOR 
__interrupt void TIMER1_A0_ISR(void) 
{ 
    #ifdef TEST_ACLK_ON_P1_0 
    P1OUT ^= 0x01;                 // Toggle P1.0, GREEN 
    #endif // TEST_ACLK_ON_P1_0 
     
    // We've reached the value in TA1CCR0, which means we've hit a minute 
    ucTransmitRequest=1;    // Request the transmit in main() 
     
    // Exit low-power mode when we return from the interrupt 
    // so that we may run the CPU code in main() 
    __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM_BITS);  
         
} // End of ISR for timer 1 
 
#ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
// ISR for port 1, so that we can use the button on P1.7 as an interrupt 
#pragma vector=PORT1_VECTOR 
__interrupt void PORT1_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // P1IFG7 is the interrupt flag for P1.7, so we  
    // are checking if this flag is what cause the port 
    // interrupt. 
    if(P1IV==P1IV_P1IFG7) 
    { 
        #ifdef TRANSMIT_BUTTON 
        // If P1.7 did cause the interrupt, then 
        // someone must have pushed the button on P1.7, 
        // so we can issue a transmit request. 
        ucTransmitRequest=1; 
         
        // We can debounce the button by disabling it 
        // here and then re-enabling it when the  
        // transmission is complete (we got an end-of-packet 
        // interrupt from the radio core). 
        P1IE &= ~BIT7; 
        #endif // TRANSMIT_BUTTON 
         
        #ifdef RESP_BUTTON 
        // If P1.7 did cause the interrupt, then 
        // someone must have pushed the button on P1.7, 
        // so we can increment the number of breaths. 
        ++ucRespRate; 
         
        // We can debounce the button by disabling it 
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        // here and then re-enabling it in main(). 
        // Just checking it in main() after the if-statement 
        // seems to be enough time since MCLK = 32.768 kHz 
        P1IE &= ~BIT7; 
        #endif // RESP_BUTTON        
         
        // Exit low-power mode when we return from the interrupt 
        // so that we may run the CPU code in main() 
        __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM_BITS);  
    } 
} // End of ISR for port 1 
#endif // PUSH_BUTTON 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Functions 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
// Start 
// End 

 

A.1.2. Breath Interval Timing Algorithm: tx2dot3.c 

//****************************************************************************** 
// VERSION: tx2.3.c 
// CREATED: 10/29/2011 
// REVISED: 10/29/2011 
// RX PAIR: rx0.2.c                          
// REQUIRED: cc430f6137.h, hal_pmm.h/c, RF1A.h/c, RfRegSettings.c 
// 
// COMMENTS: 
// Respiratory rate is measured in br/min. We can use a stopwatch approach, 
// which times the time between two breaths and inverts it to obtain br/min. 
// This result can then be transmitted over RF. 
// 
// To do so in software, we set up a timer that interrupts and resets after the  
// duration of the timer interval is up (whether we choose 10 sec, 15 sec,  
// 30 sec, or 1 min). This signals the SoC to transmit a variable called  
// ucRespRate over RF. We are going to use TA1, which has an interrupt priority  
// lower than the radio. Since the timer is only 16 bits, it can only count up 
// to 2^16 - 1 = 65535. Let us use the 32.768 kHz internal clock provided by  
// the reference oscillator REFO so that we don't have to solder on the  
// 32.768 kHz crystal onto XT1 pins. We'll use it as our master clock and  
// also our timer TA1 base. Let us use the auxiliary clock ACLK to host TA1 
// and turn off the sub-master clock SMCLK. ACLK will be sourced by the 
// REFO, but will have a divisor of 32, which creates ACLK = 1024 Hz. 
// (See pg.17 of the datasheet for interrupt priority details.) 
// 
// RF settings are set based off of the RF_Toggle_LED_Demo using the 915 MHz  
// settings and a fixed packet length of 1 (byte), which fits in the FIFO.  
// 915 MHz was chosen since it required less power than 868 MHz according 
// to the datasheet. 868/915 MHz are the only available options for 
// evaluation board EM430F6137RF900. 
//  
// This program will not have the ability to receive anything via RF; it will  
// only be able to transmit data.   
// 
// We are using a sinusoidal waveform to simulate a person's breathing pattern 
// and connect it to the comparator pin. Using particular settings, the  
// comparator is able to interrupt for every rising edge of the sinsoidal  
// signal. This interrupt is what allows determine when the "start" of a new 
// breath has been detected. The time is logged for two breath "starts". When 
// a transmission is required, the difference is found between these two logged 
// times. This difference is then used to calculate the respiratory rate based 
// on the timer units. For proper br/min units, timer units must be converted 
// in to units of minutes. Also, when the two breaths have been captured, 
// the comparator must either be turned off or have its interrupt ignored 
// until transmission to avoid extra comparator captures. Turning off the 
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// comparator will most likely save the most power; however, understanding 
// how its startup delay works is important. Thus, this code allows for both 
// options of just disabling the interrupt and of disabling the whole comparator 
// module for functional and power testing comparisons. 
// 
// Noise on the comparator output is cancelled out by using an adaptive 
// comparator reference voltage. The signal does not change from low to high 
// unless the input gets higher than Vcc*3/4 and does not change from high to  
// low unless the input gets lower than Vcc*1/4. This leaves a (3/4-1/4)*Vcc =  
// Vcc/2 gap for noise. 
// 
// For most of the time, the radio core and the CPU will be in sleep and 
// low-power mode, respectively, until a transmission/calculation is required. 
// When the timer interrupts to indicate that a transmission is required, the 
// ISR will set the variable ucTransmitRequest to indicate to main() that it 
// needs to initiate a transmission sequence. The interrupt exits to main() 
// to proceed with the code for transmitting ucRespRate. Then, main() wakes the 
// radio core up for transmission and puts the CPU back into low-power mode 
// until the transmission is complete. ucRespRate is reset after completion. 
// 
// For even more power savings, the high and low side supply voltage supervisors 
// and monitors were turned off. 
// 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Debug code settings (Set these carefully!) 
//****************************************************************************** 
//#define PUSH_BUTTON               // Push button P1.7 interrupt forces tx 
//#define RED_TRANSMIT_LED          // Red LED (RED) is on during transmission 
//#define NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE // Sets the initial respiratory rate to 35  
//#define GREEN_CAPTURE_LED         // The green LED (GREEN) is on during timer  
                                    // capturing (time b/w captures on CBOUT) 
//#define TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1     // Toggles P1.1 for each comp. interrupt 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Power measurement variation settings (Set these carefully!) 
//****************************************************************************** 
#define TRANSMIT_INTERVAL_SELECT    // We can select among 10 s, 15 s, 30 s,  
                                    // or 1 min transmit intervals 
#define TURN_COMP_OFF               // This will turn the comparator off when  
                                    // we aren't capturing 
#define TRANSMIT_OFF                // Turn off transmission to measure power  
                                    // for computational features  
 
// Define the different settings for selecting the transmit interval to use 
#ifdef TRANSMIT_INTERVAL_SELECT 
 
    #define TRANSMIT_10_SEC     // Select transmission to occur every 10 sec 
    //#define TRANSMIT_15_SEC       // Select transmission to occur every 15 sec 
    //#define TRANSMIT_30_SEC       // Select transmission to occur every 30 sec 
    //#define TRANSMIT_1_MIN        // Select transmission to occur every 1 min 
     
    // Check if we've chosen a projection config 
    #if (!defined(TRANSMIT_10_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(TRANSMIT_15_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(TRANSMIT_30_SEC) \ 
    && !defined(TRANSMIT_1_MIN)) 
    #error "Please select either \ 
    TRANSMIT_10_SEC, \ 
    TRANSMIT_15_SEC, \ 
    TRANSMIT_30_SEC, \ 
    or TRANSMIT_1_MIN as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
    // Check if we've erroneously chose more than one config 
    #if ((defined(TRANSMIT_10_SEC) \ 
    + defined(TRANSMIT_15_SEC) \ 
    + defined(TRANSMIT_30_SEC) \ 
    + defined(TRANSMIT_1_MIN)) > 1) 
    #error "Please select either \ 
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    TRANSMIT_10_SEC, \ 
    TRANSMIT_15_SEC, \ 
    TRANSMIT_30_SEC, \ 
    or TRANSMIT_1_MIN as the active projection configuration"  
    #endif 
     
#endif // TRANSMIT_INTERVAL_SELECT 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Header files 
//****************************************************************************** 
#include "cc430f6137.h" 
#include "hal_pmm.h" 
#include "RF1A.h" 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Macros 
//****************************************************************************** 
#define  PATABLE_VAL        (0x8D)      // 0 dBm output 
#define  LPM_BITS           (LPM4_bits) // Select low-power mode 4 
#define  TMR_CLKS_PER_MIN   (61440)     // # of timer clks required for a minute  
 
// Define timer tick based on transmit interval 
// 
// t = 10s = transmit interval we want in seconds 
// c = 32.768kHz = CPU clock frequency 
// d = 32 = ACLK frequency divisor 
// c/d is the ACLK frequency that TA1 runs off of 
// t(c/d) = timer clocks required for transmission 
// 
// Sample calculation...  
// 10s ((32.768k clks/s) / 32) = 10,240 (tmr clks)/tick 
// 
#ifdef TRANSMIT_10_SEC 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (10239) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#elif defined(TRANSMIT_15_SEC) 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (15359) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#elif defined(TRANSMIT_30_SEC) 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (30719) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#else   // default is 1 minute tick interval w/o projection 
    #define  TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (61439) // (timer clk cycles per tick - 1) 
#endif 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Global variables 
//****************************************************************************** 
extern RF_SETTINGS rfSettings;      // See RfRegSettings.c 
unsigned int uiRespRate;            // br/min; also holds first time captured 
unsigned char ucTransmitRequest;    // Set to cause resp rate tx in main() 
unsigned char ucCaptureCount;       // # of captures done so far since last tx 
unsigned int uiSecondCapture;       // Will hold the second time captured 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Prototypes 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// The main program 
//****************************************************************************** 
void main(void) 
{ 
     // Stop watchdog timer to prevent time out reset  
    WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;  
     
    // Set master clock as soon as possible to save power immediately 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be same clock as RF module  
    //         (26 MHz RF crystal) since it is higher than the max freq  
    //         of the chip (20 MHz) 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be 32.678 kHz crystal, because  
    //         it's not installed yet 
    // THUS:   Set MCLK source as the 32.768 kHz REFO, same for ACLK and SMCLK 
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    UCSCTL4 = SELA__REFOCLK + SELS__REFOCLK + SELM__REFOCLK;   
 
    // ACLK on external pin divisor = 1/1 
    // ACLK divisor = 1/32 
    // SMCLK divisor = 1/1  
    // MCLK divisor = 1/1 
    UCSCTL5 = DIVA__32; 
 
    // (Turn off XT2 crystal oscillator when the radio core is asleep) 
    // (Drive for XT1 is at max for 24-32MHz crystals) 
    // (Low-freq mode is chosen for XT1, caps must be defined) 
    // (XT1 is source internally rather than from a pin) 
    // (Default oscillator capacitors are chosen) 
    // Turn off subsystem master clock since we are not using it 
    // (XT1 is off when not used as a source for clocks or FLL) 
    UCSCTL6 |= SMCLKOFF; 
     
    // Initialize global variables 
    uiRespRate=0;           // Initial resp rate is 0 br/min 
    ucTransmitRequest=0;    // No transmission of resp request at start 
    ucCaptureCount=0;       // We haven't captured anything yet 
    uiSecondCapture=0;      // Nothing is captured yet 
     
    #ifdef NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE 
    uiRespRate=35; 
    #endif 
     
    // Increase PMMCOREV level to 2 for proper radio operation 
    // (Vcore change must be gradual) 
    SetVCore(2);   
     
    // Configure radio interface registers 
 
    // Set radio core to interrupt at the negative edge  
    // (for end-of-packet reading on RFIFG9) 
    RF1AIES |= BIT9;     
 
    // Set Power Management Module and Voltage Supply Supervisor (SVS) 
    // and Monitor (SVM) 
    PMMCTL0_H = 0xA5; 
    SVSMHCTL_H &= ~(SVSHE_H + SVMHE_H); // Disable high-side SVS and SVM 
    SVSMLCTL_H &= ~(SVSLE_H + SVMLE_H); // Disable low-side SVS and SVM 
    PMMCTL0_L |= PMMHPMRE_L;            // Allow for peripherals to request  
                                        // high-power when in LPM 
    PMMCTL0_H = 0x00;  
 
    // Configure radio core through commands 
    Strobe(RF_SRES);                    // Reset radio core and put it to sleep 
    Strobe(RF_SNOP);                    // Reset radio pointer 
    WriteRfSettings(&rfSettings);       // Adjust to proper radio settings  
    WriteSinglePATable(PATABLE_VAL);    // Write to the power amplifier table 
                 
    // Set default state of ports as outputs and put them to zero 
    // to unnecessary current consumption due to avoid floating inputs 
    PAOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 1 and 2 
    PADIR = 0xFF;            
    PBOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 3 and 4 
    PBDIR = 0xFF;            
    P5OUT = 0x00;   // Port 5 
    P5DIR = 0xFF;                
    PJOUT = 0x00;   // Port J (required because of JTAG debugger connection) 
    PJDIR = 0xFF;            
                 
    #ifdef GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
    // Set up P1.0 as an output for GREEN to indicate 
    // capturing is in progress 
    //P1SEL &= ~BIT0;       // Select I/O functionality for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1DS &= ~BIT0;        // Select reduced drive strength for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1REN &= ~BIT0;       // Pull-up/down resistor is a don't care on output  
    //P1IES &= BIT0;        // Low-to-high transition is a don't care on output 
    //P1IFG = 0;            // Clear the Port 1 vector interrupt flag 
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    //P1IE &= ~BIT0;        // Interrupt enable is a don't care on output    
    P1OUT &= ~BIT0;         // Initialize GREEN as off  
    P1DIR |= BIT0;          // Set P1.0 as an output 
    #endif // GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
                 
    #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
    // Set up P3.6 as an output for RED to indicate 
    // a transmission is in progress 
    //P3SEL &= ~BIT6;       // Select I/O functionality for P3.6 (default) 
    //P3DS &= ~BIT6;        // Select reduced drive strength for P3.6 (default) 
    P3OUT &= ~BIT6;         // Initialize RED as off 
    P3DIR |= BIT6;          // Set P3.6 as an output 
    #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
                 
    #ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
    // Set up P1.7 as a interrupt so that we may use 
    // the push bottom on it as a transmit message trigger 
    //P1SEL &= ~BIT7;       // Select I/O functionality for P1.7 (default) 
    //P1DS &= ~BIT7;        // Select reduced drive strength for P1.7 (default) 
    //P1DIR &= ~BIT7;       // Set P1.7 as an input (default) 
    P1REN |= BIT7;          // Set P1.7 REN & OUT to enable the pull-up resistor  
    P1OUT |= BIT7; 
    P1IES &= BIT7;          // Set that a low-to-high transition will set the 
                            // P1.7 interrupt flag 
    P1IFG = 0;              // Clear the Port 1 vector interrupt flag 
    P1IE |= BIT7;           // Enable P1.7 as an interrupt   
    #endif  // PUSH_BUTTON 
     
    // Set up the comparator for adaptive VREF to achieve hysteresis                                                                                           
 
    // Disable input channel that allows external input for the - terminal 
    // We don't need to choose a channel for the - terminal since it's disabled 
    // Enable input channel that allows external input for + terminal 
    // Select channel CB0 for the + terminal 
    CBCTL0 = CBIPEN + CBIPSEL_0;    
 
    // Comparator reference accuracy is set to static mode 
    // Reference voltage is disabled 
    // Resistor tap/string for VREF1 (CBOUT = 1) is set to Vcc*1/4  
    //      Ref p.69 of datasheet for CBREF1 
    //      Vcc*1/4 = Vcc*(n+1)/32, n = 7 
    // Comparator reference source is Vcc applied to the resistance ladder  
    // Reference voltage produced is connected to the negative terminal of comp. 
    // Resistor tap/string for VREF0 (CBOUT = 0) is set to Vcc*3/4 
    //      Ref p.69 of datasheet for CBREF0 
    //      Vcc*3/4 = Vcc*(n+1)/32, n = 23 
    CBCTL2 = CBREF1_7 + CBRS_1 + CBRSEL + CBREF0_23; 
   
    // Disable input buffer @ P2.0/CB0 
    CBCTL3 = CBPD0; 
     
    // Comparator output selects b/w VREF1 and VREF0 as comparator reference 
    // CBMRVS is a manual select for the comparator reference, which we don't  
    // care about. 
    // Turn on the comparator 
    // Choose ultra-low-power mode 
    // Select lowest filter delay of 450 ns 
    // Do not exchange the comparator 0 inputs 
    // Do not short the +/- comparator inputs 
    // Select the rising edge as the interrupt trigger 
    // Enable the comparator filter 
    // Do not invert CBOUT 
    // CBOUT is read-only so we don't care about this bit 
    CBCTL1 = CBON + CBPWRMD_2 + CBF; 
     
    // Set up timer TA1 to interrupt every transmission interval and also set  
    // it up for capturing the rising edges of a sinusoidal signal. TA1CCR0 is  
    // the register that keeps the value that TA1 counts up to. TA1CCR1 will  
    // capture the first rising edge of CBOUT and store it to the variable  
    // uiRespRate. Then, it will capture the rising edge of CBOUT a second time. 
    // The clk time between breaths will be equal to  
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    // (second capture - first capture). This of course must be  
    // modified to it's true value in time (min) versus in clock cycles (clk). 
     
    // Set TA1CCR0 value to have a 1 sec tick 
    // We want TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK + 1 counts and the number of timer counts  
    // in a period is (TA1CCR0 + 1), thus we set it to TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK 
    TA1CCR0 = TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK; 
     
    // (Keep no capture on) 
    // (Keep default capture/compare input) 
    // (Keep default async capture source) 
    // (Stay in default compare mode) 
    // (Keep default output mode) 
    // Enable CCR0 interrupt 
    // (Keep default output) 
    // (Clear capture overflow indicator) 
    // (Clear interrupt flag) 
    TA1CCTL0 |= CCIE;   
     
    // Turn capture on for rising edge 
    // Set input to CCI1B input (CBOUT for CCR1 according to datasheet pg.27) 
    // Select synchronous capture 
    // Set to capture mode 
    // (Keep default output mode) 
    // Enable CCR1 interrupt 
    // (Keep default output) 
    // (Clear capture overflow indicator) 
    // (Clear interrupt flag) 
    TA1CCTL1 |= CM_1 + CCIS_1 + SCS + CAP + CCIE; 
     
    // Turn on GREEN on P1.0 to indicate capturing is occurring 
    #ifdef GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
    P1OUT |= BIT0;                  
    #endif // GREEN_CAPTURE_LED  
     
    // LOGIC: Using TA1 since it has less capture/compare registers 
    // Select Timer A1 clock as ACLK (starts timer) 
    // Keep TA1 divisor as 1 
    // Set TA1 to be in count up mode (count to value in TA1CCR0) 
    // Clear TA1 
    // Disable TAIFG interrupts for CCR1-CCR2 
    // Clear the interrupt flag at onset  
    TA1CTL = TASSEL__ACLK + ID__1 + MC__UP + TACLR;  
 
    #ifdef TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
    // Disable inverted polarity interrupt 
    // Enable non-inverted polarity interrupt 
    // Clear inverted polarity interrupt flag 
    // Clear non-inverted polarity interrupt flag 
    CBINT = CBIE; 
    #endif // TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
 
    // The bulk the program 
    while(1) 
    { 
        // Enter low-power mode and enable interrupts 
        __bis_SR_register(LPM_BITS + GIE); 
 
        // After an interrupt wakes us up from a low-power mode 
        // we need to check if we should be transmitting a packet 
        if(ucTransmitRequest) 
        { 
            // Since we've had a request for transmission made, 
            // we can begin transmission 
             
            #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
            // Turn on RED at beginning of transmit 
            P3OUT |= BIT6; 
            #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
             
            // Clear RFIFG9 flag for the end-of-packet interrupt                           
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            RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9; 
             
            // Check if we turned transmission on or off to determine 
            // if the following code should be compiled. 
            #ifdef TRANSMIT_OFF 
                // No transmission should occur 
             
                // Clear the request for transmission since we've  
                // just finished transmitting 
                ucTransmitRequest=0;    
            #else 
                // Enable TX end-of-packet interrupt     
                RF1AIE |= BIT9;                      
            #endif // TRANSMIT_OFF  
      
            // Check if we have enough captures to make a  
            // valid rate estimate (req. two) 
            if(ucCaptureCount<2) 
                uiRespRate=0; 
            else     
            {   // Calculate the respiratory rate, where uiRespRate 
                // was used as a temporary holder and is now being  
                // filled with its true value. The formula used will 
                // depend of the timer has cycled around from the  
                // value stored in TACCR0 to 0.  
                //  
                // If there is no overlap: 
                // resp = (number of timer clks in a minute)/ 
                //        (second capture - first capture) 
                //  
                // If there is overlap: 
                // resp = (number of timer clks in a minute)/ 
                //        (max number of timer clks -  
                //        second capture + first capture) 
                //  
                if(uiSecondCapture>uiRespRate)      // No overlap 
                    uiRespRate=TMR_CLKS_PER_MIN/ 
                    (uiSecondCapture-uiRespRate); 
                else                                // Overlap 
                    uiRespRate=TMR_CLKS_PER_MIN/ 
                    (TMR_CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK - uiRespRate + uiSecondCapture); 
            } // End if(ucCaptureCount<2) 
      
            // Check if we turned transmission on or off to determine 
            // if the following code should be compiled. 
            #ifdef TRANSMIT_OFF 
                // No transmission should occur 
            #else 
                // Write the rate to the TX FIFO 
                WriteSingleReg(RF_TXFIFOWR,(unsigned char)uiRespRate);                   
            #endif // TRANSMIT_OFF  
         
            // uiRespRate reset is unnecessary since we overwrite it anyway; 
            // this is unlike the count algorithm that needs to reset to  
            // function correctly; uiRespRate=0; 
             
            #ifdef NONZERO_INITIAL_RESP_RATE 
            uiRespRate=35; 
            #endif   
             
            // Turn the comparator back on if we turned it off in  
            // an attempt to save power 
            #ifdef TURN_COMP_OFF 
            CBCTL1 |= CBON;                
            #endif // TURN_COMP_OFF 
       
            // Check if we turned transmission on or off to determine 
            // if the following code should be compiled. 
            #ifdef TRANSMIT_OFF 
                // No transmission should occur 
            #else 
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                // Wake up the radio core and enable TX processing 
                Strobe(RF_STX);   
            #endif // TRANSMIT_OFF  
             
            // Reset the capture count and re-enable timer capturing 
            ucCaptureCount=0;       // Clear the # of captures b/w transmissions 
            TA1CCTL1 &= ~CCIFG;     // Clear capture flag 
            TA1CCTL1 |= CCIE;       // Re-enable CCR1-CCR2 interrupts  
                      
        } // End of check for transmit request 
    } // End of the while(1) of main() 
} // End of main() 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Interrupt routines in order of priority from highest to lowest 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
#ifdef TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
// ISR for the comparator, this is replaced by the capture  
// interrupt of TA1 (v1.0->2.0) 
#pragma vector=COMP_B_VECTOR 
__interrupt void COMP_B_ISR(void) 
{ 
    P1OUT ^= BIT1;          // Toggle P1.1 
    CBINT &= ~CBIFG;        // Clear interrupt flag for non-inverted polarity 
     
    // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
    // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
    // be run in main(). 
} // End of ISR for the comparator 
#endif //TEST_COMP_INT_ON_P1_1 
 
// ISR for the RF radio 
#pragma vector=CC1101_VECTOR 
__interrupt void CC1101_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // Check for end-of-packet and the transmit request 
    if(RF1AIV==RF1AIV_RFIFG9 && ucTransmitRequest) 
    {    
        // Since the end-of-packet was received and we  
        // were requesting a transmission, we must be done transmitting 
        Strobe(RF_SXOFF);       // Put radio back to sleep from IDLE mode 
        RF1AIE &= ~BIT9;        // Disable TX end-of-packet interrupt              
         
        // Clear the request for transmission since we've just  
        // finished transmitting 
        ucTransmitRequest=0; 
         
        #ifdef RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
        // Turn off RED after transmit 
        P3OUT &= ~BIT6; 
        #endif // RED_TRANSMIT_LED 
       
        #ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
        // Re-enable the push button, enabling P1.7 interrupt 
        P1IE |= BIT7; 
        #endif // PUSH_BUTTON && TRANSMIT_BUTTON 
         
        // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
        // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
        // be run in main(). 
    } 
} // End of ISR for RF radio 
 
// ISR for timer A1 CCR0, used to time 1 min 
// (they have a really strange naming convention) 
#pragma vector=TIMER1_A0_VECTOR 
__interrupt void TIMER1_A0_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // We've reached the value in TA1CCR0, which means we've hit a minute 
    ucTransmitRequest=1;    // Request the transmit in main() 
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    // Exit low-power mode when we return from the interrupt 
    // so that we may run the CPU code in main() 
    __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM_BITS);  
         
} // End of ISR for timer 1 one-minute indicator 
 
// ISR for timer A1 CCR1-CCR2, used to capture CBOUT 
// (they have a really strange naming convention) 
#pragma vector=TIMER1_A1_VECTOR 
__interrupt void TIMER1_A1_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // Check if a CBOUT rising edge have prompted a capture 
    if(TA1IV==TA1IV_TA1CCR1) 
    { 
        // Check if this is our first capture or second 
        if(!ucCaptureCount) 
        { 
            // This is our first capture, so we must store  
            // what was captured while we wait for the next one. 
            // Thus, we are going to temporarily store the number 
            // of timer ticks within the respiratory rate variable. 
            uiRespRate=TA1CCR1;      // Store first capture for calc during tx 
         
            // Turn on GREEN on P1.0 to indicate first capture has occurred 
            #ifdef GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
            P1OUT |= BIT0;                  
            #endif // GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            // This is our second capture so we can properly calculate 
            // the respiratory rate and store it until the next RF 
            // transmission. We can also disable this capture interrupt 
            // until the next transmission. 
            uiSecondCapture=TA1CCR1; // Store second capture for calc during tx 
            TA1CCTL1 &= ~CCIE;       // Disable CCR1-CCR2 interrupts  
             
            // Turn off GREEN on P1.0 to indicate second capture has occurred 
            #ifdef GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
            P1OUT &= ~BIT0;                  
            #endif // GREEN_CAPTURE_LED 
             
            // Turn the comparator off in an attempt to save power 
            #ifdef TURN_COMP_OFF 
            CBCTL1 &= ~CBON;                
            #endif // TURN_COMP_OFF 
        } 
         
        // Increment the number of captures processed 
        ++ucCaptureCount; 
         
        // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
        // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
        // be run in main(). 
    }  
} // End of ISR for timer 1 capture 
 
#ifdef PUSH_BUTTON 
// ISR for port 1, so that we can use the button on P1.7 as an interrupt 
#pragma vector=PORT1_VECTOR 
__interrupt void PORT1_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // P1IFG7 is the interrupt flag for P1.7, so we  
    // are checking if this flag is what cause the port 
    // interrupt. 
    if(P1IV==P1IV_P1IFG7) 
    { 
        // If P1.7 did cause the interrupt, then 
        // someone must have pushed the button on P1.7, 
        // so we can issue a transmit request. 
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        ucTransmitRequest=1; 
         
        // We can debounce the button by disabling it 
        // here and then re-enabling it when the  
        // transmission is complete (we got an end-of-packet 
        // interrupt from the radio core). 
        P1IE &= ~BIT7; 
         
        // Exit low-power mode when we return from the interrupt 
        // so that we may run the CPU code in main() 
        __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM_BITS);  
    } 
} // End of ISR for port 1 
#endif // PUSH_BUTTON 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Functions 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
// Start 
// End 

 

A.2. Receiver Module 

The following are two iterations of code for the receiver module. The first 

iteration utilizes two LEDs to indicate to the user the respiratory rate that was received 

from an RF transmission. Assuming that the respiratory rate would not reach the 

hundreds, one LED blinked to indicate the tens digit of the rate and other blinked for the 

ones digit. Each blink occurred every other half-second. 

There are two issues with this LED method that prompted the second RS232 

iteration of code: (1) Watching an LED blink for a “large-digit” number took a very long 

time and the user had to carefully count each blink, allowing the result to be prone to 

error from human reaction time. “Large-digit” refers to a number that has a high number 

in each decimal place. Another way to view it is a number in which the sum of the digits 

is high relative to all other numbers; for example “99” is the highest two-digit “large-digit” 

number with a sum of 18. Thus, 18 blinks are required in total, which results in 18 

seconds of viewing since a full blink requires a half-second “on” time and another half-

second “off” time. On the other hand, “11” is a “small-digit” number which would only 

require 2 seconds of viewing. (2) Since the data-displaying algorithm has the potential to 

be quite long relative the reception rate of new data, there is a possibility for the LED 

indications to interfere with the proper RF reception of data. Thus, RS232 was 

implemented in order to assist in mitigating the time required to display the received data 

to the user. 
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A.2.1. LED Iteration: rx0dot0.c 

//****************************************************************************** 
// VERSION: rx0.0.c 
// CREATED: 08/16/2011 
// REVISED: 08/16/2011 
// TX PAIR: tx0.0.c - tx0.5.c, tx1.0.c                       
// REQUIRED: cc430f6137.h, hal_pmm.h/c, RF1A.h/c, RfRegSettings.c 
// 
// COMMENTS: 
// This program is heavily based on the RF_Toggle_LED_Demo.c. If a message is  
// not received within a minute, the red LED remains on. Otherwise, when a  
// message is received the ucRespRate within the packet is indicated to the  
// user via LED flashes (timed for every other 500 ms so that the blinks can  
// be perceived by human eyes). The green LED flashes the number of  
// times equivalent to the tens digit of the ucRespRate, while the red LED  
// flashes the number of times equivalent to the ones digit. For example, 
// a respiratory rate of 53 would be five green flashes and 3 red flashes.  
// The flaw with this is that to be human readable, the 500 ms flashes must be 
// done before the next transmission is received. Another flaw, is that a zero  
// ucRespRate will not flash anything, which can be confused with the board  
// malfunctioning. There is also some unnecessary TX code from the sample code. 
// 
// Note: The clock settings are actually incorrect; however, this was not 
// noticed until a later version of this code. This paragraph is being  
// commented after-the-fact, and we do not want to alter anything that might 
// create functional discrepancies. 
// 
//****************************************************************************** 
#include "cc430x613x.h" 
#include "RF1A.h" 
#include "hal_pmm.h" 
 
void Transmit(unsigned char *buffer, unsigned char length); 
void ReceiveOn(void); 
void ReceiveOff(void); 
 
void InitButtonLeds(void); 
void InitRadio(void); 
 
#define  PACKET_LEN         (0x01)          // PACKET_LEN <= 61 
#define  RSSI_IDX           (PACKET_LEN)    // Index of appended RSSI  
#define  CRC_LQI_IDX        (PACKET_LEN+1)  // Index of appended LQI, checksum 
#define  CRC_OK             (BIT7)          // CRC_OK bit  
#define  PATABLE_VAL        (0x8D)          // 0 dBm output  
#define  RX_TIMEOUT         (120)           // (# of seconds to wait x 2) = 
                                            // (# of 500ms ticks)    
 
extern RF_SETTINGS rfSettings; 
 
unsigned char packetReceived; 
unsigned char packetTransmit;  
 
unsigned char RxBuffer[PACKET_LEN+2]; 
unsigned char RxBufferLength = 0; 
const unsigned char TxBuffer[PACKET_LEN]={69}; 
unsigned char buttonPressed = 0; 
unsigned int i = 0;  
 
unsigned char transmitting = 0;  
unsigned char receiving = 0;  
unsigned char ucReceivedMessage = 0; 
unsigned char uc500msTick = 0; 
 
void main( void ) 
{   
    unsigned char x=0; 
 
  // Stop watchdog timer to prevent time out reset  
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  WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;  
 
    // Keep default XT1CLK (currently not on unless selected as source)  
    //      as ACLK source 
    // Set sub-master clock source to be XT1CLK (32.768K crystal) 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock to be same clock as RF module  
    //         (26 MHz RF crystal) since it is higher than the max 
    //         freq of the chip (20 MHz) 
    // THUS: Set MCLK as the 32.768K crystal 
    UCSCTL4 = SELA__XT1CLK + SELS__XT1CLK + SELM__XT1CLK;   
 
    // Turn off subsystem master clock since we are not using it 
    UCSCTL6 |= SMCLKOFF; 
 
    // Keep default 1/1 divisor for ACLK on external pin 
    // Keep default 1/1 divisor for ACLK 
    // Keep default 1/1 divisor for SMCLK 
    // Keep default 1/1 divisor for MCLK 
    //UCSCTL5 = DIVPA__1 + DIVA__1 + DIVS__1 + DIVM__1; 
 
  // Increase PMMCOREV level to 2 for proper radio operation 
  SetVCore(2);                             
   
  ResetRadioCore();      
  InitRadio(); 
  InitButtonLeds(); 
   
  ReceiveOn();  
  receiving = 1;  
   
    // (Keep no capture on) 
    // (Keep default capture/compare input) 
    // (Keep default async capture source) 
    // (Stay in default compare mode) 
    // (Keep default output mode) 
    // Enable CCR0 interrupt 
    // (Keep default output) 
    // (Clear capture overflow indicator) 
    // (Clear interrupt flag) 
    TA1CCTL0 = CCIE; 
   
    // Set TA1CCR0 value to have a 500ms tick 
    // We want 16,384 counts and the number of timer counts  
    // in a period is (TA1CCR0 + 1), thus we set it to 15,3843 
    TA1CCR0=16383; 
     
    // (Using TA1 since it has less capture/compare registers) 
    // Select Timer A1 clock as SMCLK (starts timer) 
    // Keep TA1 divisor as 1 
    // Set TA1 to be in count up mode (count to value in TA1CCR0) 
    // Clear TA1 
    // (Disable TAIFG interrupts) 
    // (Clear the interrupt flag at onset)  
    TA1CTL = TASSEL__ACLK + ID__1 + MC__UP + TACLR;    
     
  while(1) 
  {  
    __bis_SR_register(LPM4_bits + GIE); 
    __no_operation();  
     
    // Check if we have successfully received a message 
    if(ucReceivedMessage) 
    { 
        // Turn off red timeout LED 
        P3OUT &= ~BIT6; 
         
        // We can reset the timer and use it 
        // for timing the LED blinks to the user 
 
        // Pulse the green LED a many times as the tens digit   
        // of the number received through RF comm; toggle every 500ms 
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        for(x=0;x<2*(RxBuffer[0]/10);++x)            
        {            
            P1OUT ^= BIT0;                  // Toggle GREEN 
            TA1CTL|=TACLR;                  // Clear TA1 
            TA1CTL&=~TAIFG;                 // Reset TA1 Flag 
            while(!(TA1CTL&TAIFG));         // Wait 500ms 
            TA1CTL&=~TAIFG;                 // Reset TA1 Flag 
        } 
         
        // Pulse the red LED a many times as the ones digits  
        // of the number received through RF comm; toggle every 500ms 
        for(x=0;x<2*(RxBuffer[0]%10);++x) 
        {            
            P3OUT ^= BIT6;                  // Toggle RED 
            TA1CTL|=TACLR;                  // Clear TA1 
            TA1CTL&=~TAIFG;                 // Reset TA1 Flag 
            while(!(TA1CTL&TAIFG));         // Wait 500ms 
            TA1CTL&=~TAIFG;                 // Reset TA1 Flag 
        } 
         
        // Reset number of ticks we have been waiting 
        uc500msTick=0; 
         
        // Reset that we need to receive a message  
        // (this means that any message received while we were blinking is 
        // ignored; need++ to not ignore) 
        ucReceivedMessage=0; 
    } 
     
    // Poll to see if we've have gotten a reply w/in a min and turn on 
    // the red LED if we have timed out. 
    if(uc500msTick>=RX_TIMEOUT) 
    {    
        P3OUT |= BIT6; 
        uc500msTick=0; 
    } 
 
    // Transmitting/Receiving operations 
    if (buttonPressed)                      // Process a button press->transmit  
    { 
      P3OUT |= BIT6;                        // Pulse LED during Transmit                           
      buttonPressed = 0;  
      P1IFG = 0;  
       
      ReceiveOff(); 
      receiving = 0;  
      Transmit( (unsigned char*)TxBuffer, sizeof TxBuffer);          
      transmitting = 1; 
        
      P1IE |= BIT7;                         // Re-enable button press   
    } 
    else if(!transmitting) 
    { 
      ReceiveOn();       
      receiving = 1;  
    } 
  } 
} 
 
void InitButtonLeds(void) 
{ 
  // Set up the button as interruptible  
  P1DIR &= ~BIT7; 
  P1REN |= BIT7; 
  P1IES &= BIT7; 
  P1IFG = 0; 
  P1OUT |= BIT7; 
  P1IE  |= BIT7;  
 
  // Initialize Port J 
  PJOUT = 0x00; 
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  PJDIR = 0xFF;  
 
  // Set up LEDs  
  P1OUT &= ~BIT0; 
  P1DIR |= BIT0; 
  P3OUT &= ~BIT6; 
  P3DIR |= BIT6; 
} 
 
void InitRadio(void) 
{ 
  // Set the High-Power Mode Request Enable bit so LPM3 can be entered 
  // with active radio enabled  
  PMMCTL0_H = 0xA5; 
  PMMCTL0_L |= PMMHPMRE_L;  
  PMMCTL0_H = 0x00;  
   
  WriteRfSettings(&rfSettings); 
   
  WriteSinglePATable(PATABLE_VAL); 
} 
 
#pragma vector=PORT1_VECTOR 
__interrupt void PORT1_ISR(void) 
{ 
  switch(__even_in_range(P1IV, 16)) 
  { 
    case  0: break; 
    case  2: break;                         // P1.0 IFG 
    case  4: break;                         // P1.1 IFG 
    case  6: break;                         // P1.2 IFG 
    case  8: break;                         // P1.3 IFG 
    case 10: break;                         // P1.4 IFG 
    case 12: break;                         // P1.5 IFG 
    case 14: break;                         // P1.6 IFG 
    case 16:                                // P1.7 IFG 
      P1IE = 0;                             // Debounce by disabling buttons 
      buttonPressed = 1; 
      __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM4_bits); // Exit active     
      break; 
  } 
} 
 
void Transmit(unsigned char *buffer, unsigned char length) 
{ 
  RF1AIES |= BIT9;                           
  RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9;                         // Clear pending interrupts 
  RF1AIE |= BIT9;                           // Enable TX end-of-packet interrupt 
   
  WriteBurstReg(RF_TXFIFOWR, buffer, length);      
   
  Strobe( RF_STX );                         // Strobe STX    
} 
 
void ReceiveOn(void) 
{   
  RF1AIES |= BIT9;                          // Falling edge of RFIFG9 
  RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9;                         // Clear a pending interrupt 
  RF1AIE  |= BIT9;                          // Enable the interrupt  
   
  // Radio is in IDLE following a TX, so strobe SRX to enter Receive Mode 
  Strobe( RF_SRX );                       
} 
 
void ReceiveOff(void) 
{ 
  RF1AIE &= ~BIT9;                          // Disable RX interrupts 
  RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9;                         // Clear pending IFG 
 
  // It is possible that ReceiveOff is called while radio is receiving a packet. 
  // Therefore, it is necessary to flush the RX FIFO after issuing IDLE strobe  
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  // such that the RXFIFO is empty prior to receiving a packet. 
  Strobe( RF_SIDLE ); 
  Strobe( RF_SFRX  );                        
} 
 
#pragma vector=CC1101_VECTOR 
__interrupt void CC1101_ISR(void) 
{ 
  switch(__even_in_range(RF1AIV,32))        // Prioritizing Radio Core Interrupt  
  { 
    case  0: break;                         // No RF core interrupt pending                                             
    case  2: break;                         // RFIFG0  
    case  4: break;                         // RFIFG1 
    case  6: break;                         // RFIFG2 
    case  8: break;                         // RFIFG3 
    case 10: break;                         // RFIFG4 
    case 12: break;                         // RFIFG5 
    case 14: break;                         // RFIFG6           
    case 16: break;                         // RFIFG7 
    case 18: break;                         // RFIFG8 
    case 20:                                // RFIFG9 
      if(receiving)                 // RX end of packet 
      { 
        // Read the length byte from the FIFO        
        RxBufferLength = ReadSingleReg( RXBYTES );                
        ReadBurstReg(RF_RXFIFORD, RxBuffer, RxBufferLength);  
         
        // Stop here to see contents of RxBuffer 
        __no_operation();           
         
        // Check the CRC results 
        if(RxBuffer[CRC_LQI_IDX] & CRC_OK) 
            {//P1OUT ^= BIT0;       // Toggle LED1 
            ucReceivedMessage=1;} 
      } 
      else if(transmitting)         // TX end of packet 
      { 
        RF1AIE &= ~BIT9;            // Disable TX end-of-packet interrupt 
        P3OUT &= ~BIT6;             // Turn off LED after Transmit                
        transmitting = 0;  
      } 
      else while(1);                // trap  
      break; 
    case 22: break;                 // RFIFG10 
    case 24: break;                 // RFIFG11 
    case 26: break;                 // RFIFG12 
    case 28: break;                 // RFIFG13 
    case 30: break;                 // RFIFG14 
    case 32: break;                 // RFIFG15 
  }   
    __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM4_bits);      
} 
 
// Timer A0 interrupt service routine 
#pragma vector=TIMER1_A0_VECTOR 
__interrupt void TIMER1_A0_ISR(void) 
{    
  ++uc500msTick; 
  __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM4_bits);      
} 

 

A.2.2. RS232 Iteration: rx0dot3.c 

//****************************************************************************** 
// VERSION: rx0.3.c 
// CREATED: 10/29/2011 
// REVISED: 10/29/2011 
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// TX PAIR: tx1.1.c, tx2.1.c                 
// REQUIRED: cc430f6137.h, hal_pmm.h/c, RF1A.h/c, RfRegSettings.c 
// 
// COMMENTS: 
// This code receives the respiratory rate via RF communication at 915 MHz from 
// a transmitting module. It then displays this rate using RS232. If a message  
// is not received within a minute, the red LED remains on. There seems to be a 
// bug somewhere; after a seemingly random number of correct correspondences, 
// this module will timeout and refuse to receive any RF information. However, 
// this module is only used to illustrate the an RF signal can be received 
// correctly and that the rate can be correctly extracted with the transmitting 
// unit. Thus, since the code generally works, complete debugging was not 
// pursued in the interest of time. The blinking light version in rx0.0.c 
// was reliable; the only reason we switched to RS232 is that it is faster to 
// display the result and less prone to human error. 
//  
//****************************************************************************** 
// Debug code settings (Set these carefully!) 
//****************************************************************************** 
#define GREEN_SEND_LED          // Green LED will remain on during an RS232 send 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Header files 
//****************************************************************************** 
#include "cc430x613x.h" 
#include "RF1A.h" 
#include "hal_pmm.h" 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Macros 
//****************************************************************************** 
#define  PATABLE_VAL        (0x8D)      // 0 dBm output 
#define  LPM_BITS           (LPM4_bits) // Select low-power mode 4 
#define  CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK  (61439)     // (clk cycles per tick - 1) = 1 minute 
 
#define  PACKET_LEN         (0x01)          // PACKET_LEN <= 61 
#define  RSSI_IDX           (PACKET_LEN)    // Index of appended RSSI  
#define  CRC_LQI_IDX        (PACKET_LEN+1)  // Index of appended LQI, checksum 
#define  CRC_OK             (BIT7)          // CRC_OK bit  
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Global variables 
//****************************************************************************** 
extern RF_SETTINGS rfSettings;          // RfRegSettings0dot1.c 
unsigned char ucReceivedMessage;        // Set to indicate resp rate 
                                        // reception to main() 
unsigned char RxBuffer[PACKET_LEN+2]; 
unsigned char RxBufferLength = 0; 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Prototypes 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// The main program 
//****************************************************************************** 
void main( void ) 
{   
    // Stop watchdog timer to prevent timeout reset  
    WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;  
     
    // Set master clock as soon as possible to save power immediately 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be same clock as RF module  
    //         (26 MHz RF crystal) since it is higher than the max freq  
    //         of the chip (20MHz) 
    // CANNOT: Set master CPU clock source to be 32.678 kHz crystal, because  
    //         it's not installed yet 
    // THUS:   Set MCLK source as the 32.768 kHz REFO, same for ACLK and SMCLK 
    UCSCTL4 = SELA__REFOCLK + SELS__REFOCLK + SELM__REFOCLK;   
 
    // ACLK on external pin divisor = 1/1 
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    // ACLK divisor = 1/32 
    // SMCLK divisor = 1/1  
    // MCLK divisor = 1/1 
    UCSCTL5 = DIVA__32; 
 
    // (Turn off XT2 crystal oscillator when the radio core is asleep) 
    // (Drive for XT1 is at max for 24-32MHz crystals) 
    // (Low-freq mode is chosen for XT1, caps must be defined) 
    // (XT1 is source internally rather than from a pin) 
    // (Default oscillator capacitors are chosen) 
    // Turn off subsystem master clock since we are not using it 
    // (XT1 is off when not used as a source for clocks or FLL) 
    //UCSCTL6 |= SMCLKOFF; we need this clock for the UART for now... 
     
    // Initialize global variables 
    ucReceivedMessage=0;    // No transmission of resp request at start 
     
    // Increase PMMCOREV level to 3 for proper MAX3232 operation 
    // since it needs 3.3 V 
    SetVCore(3);   
     
    // Configure radio interface registers 
 
    // Set radio core to interrupt at the negative edge  
    // (for end-of-packet reading on RFIFG9) 
    RF1AIES |= BIT9;     
 
    // Set the High-Power Mode Request Enable bit so LPM3 can be entered 
    // with active radio enabled  
    PMMCTL0_H = 0xA5; 
    PMMCTL0_L |= PMMHPMRE_L;  
    PMMCTL0_H = 0x00;  
 
    // Configure radio core through commands 
    Strobe(RF_SRES);                    // Reset radio core and put it to sleep 
    Strobe(RF_SNOP);                    // Reset radio pointer 
    WriteRfSettings(&rfSettings);       // Adjust to proper radio settings  
    WriteSinglePATable(PATABLE_VAL);    // Write to the power amplifier table 
                 
    // Set default state of ports as outputs and put them to zero 
    // to unnecessary current consumption due to avoid floating inputs 
    PAOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 1 and 2 
    PADIR = 0xFF;            
    PBOUT = 0x00;   // Ports 3 and 4 
    PBDIR = 0xFF;            
    P5OUT = 0x00;   // Port 5 
    P5DIR = 0xFF;                
    PJOUT = 0x00;   // Port J (required because of JTAG debugger connection) 
    PJDIR = 0xFF;            
                 
    // Set up the UART module 
     
    // Set up the TX pin for the UART module 
    // P1DIR |= BIT6;           // Set P1.6 as TX output 
    P1SEL |= BIT6;              // Select P1.6 for TX UART functionality 
     
    // First hold the USCI module while we edit its settings 
    // for UART functionality 
    UCA0CTL1 |= UCSWRST; 
     
    // (Disable parity) 
    // (Default select odd parity) 
    // (LSB first for TX/RX shift register) 
    // (Character length is 8-bit) 
    // (One stop bit) 
    // (UART mode) 
    // (Asynchronous mode) 
    // UCA0CTRL0 = 0x00; 
     
    // Select SMCLK as USCI BRCLK clock source 
    // (Reject erroneous char and don't set the RX flag) 
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    // (Receive break char and don' set the RX flag) 
    // Use sleep mode 
    // (Next frame transmitted is data, not address) 
    // (Next frame transmitted is not a break) 
    // (DO NOT TOUCH UCSWRST (bit0) !)  
    UCA0CTL1 |= UCSSEL__SMCLK + UCDORM; 
     
    // Set the baud rate to be 9600; 32kHz/9600=3.41 (See User's Guide)  
    UCA0BR1 = 0x00;     // Set the high byte 
    UCA0BR0 = 0x03;     // Set the low byte 
     
    // Set modulation for 9600 baud (See User's Guide) 
    // Modulation UCBRSx=3, UCBRFx=0, no oversampling 
    UCA0MCTL = UCBRS_3 + UCBRF_0;    
         
    // Release USCI from reset since we are done setting it up 
    UCA0CTL1 &= ~UCSWRST; 
                 
    #ifdef GREEN_SEND_LED 
    // Set up P1.0 as an output for GREEN to indicate 
    // an RS232 send is in progress 
    //P1SEL &= ~BIT0;       // Select I/O functionality for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1DS &= ~BIT0;        // Select reduced drive strength for P1.0 (default) 
    //P1REN &= ~BIT0;       // Pull-up/down resistor is a don't care on output  
    //P1IES &= BIT0;        // Low-to-high transition is a don't care on output 
    //P1IFG = 0;            // Clear the Port 1 vector interrupt flag 
    //P1IE &= ~BIT0;        // Interrupt enable is a don't care on output    
    P1OUT &= ~BIT0;         // Initialize GREEN as off  
    P1DIR |= BIT0;          // Set P1.0 as an output 
    #endif // GREEN_SEND_LED 
     
    // Set up timer TA1 to interrupt every minute 
     
    // Set TA1CCR0 value to have a 1 sec tick 
    // We want CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK + 1 counts and the number of timer counts  
    // in a period is (TA1CCR0 + 1), thus we set it to CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK 
    TA1CCR0 = CLKS_PER_TA1_TICK; 
     
    // (Keep no capture on) 
    // (Keep default capture/compare input) 
    // (Keep default async capture source) 
    // (Stay in default compare mode) 
    // (Keep default output mode) 
    // Enable CCR0 interrupt 
    // (Keep default output) 
    // (Clear capture overflow indicator) 
    // (Clear interrupt flag) 
    TA1CCTL0 |= CCIE;   
     
    // LOGIC: Using TA1 since it has less capture/compare registers 
    // Select Timer A1 clock as ACLK (starts timer) 
    // Keep TA1 divisor as 1 
    // Set TA1 to be in count up mode (count to value in TA1CCR0) 
    // Clear TA1 
    // Disable TAIFG interrupts for CCR1-CCR2 
    // Clear the interrupt flag at onset  
    TA1CTL = TASSEL__ACLK + ID__1 + MC__UP + TACLR;  
     
    // Set the radio to receive mode as it will remain here forever 
    RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9;               // Clear a pending interrupt 
    RF1AIE  |= BIT9;                // Enable the interrupt  
    Strobe(RF_SRX);                 // Send command to radio to enter RX mode    
     
    // The bulk the program 
    while(1) 
    {  
        // Enter low-power mode and enable interrupts 
        __bis_SR_register(LPM_BITS + GIE); 
         
        // Check if we have successfully received a message 
        if(ucReceivedMessage) 
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        { 
            #ifdef GREEN_SEND_LED 
            // Turn on green led to indicate we are sending 
            P1OUT |= BIT0; 
            #endif // GREEN_SEND_LED 
 
            // Send the respiratory rate received 
            while (!(UCA0IFG&UCTXIFG)); // Wait for USCI_A0 TX buff to be empty 
            UCA0TXBUF = '0' + (RxBuffer[0]/10); 
            while (!(UCA0IFG&UCTXIFG)); // Wait for USCI_A0 TX buff to be empty 
            UCA0TXBUF = '0' + (RxBuffer[0]%10); 
            while (!(UCA0IFG&UCTXIFG)); // Wait for USCI_A0 TX buff to be empty 
            UCA0TXBUF = ' '; 
 
            #ifdef GREEN_SEND_LED 
            // Turn off green led to indicate we finished sending 
            P1OUT &= ~BIT0; 
            #endif // GREEN_SEND_LED 
             
            // Set the radio to receive mode again 
            RF1AIFG &= ~BIT9;          // Clear a pending interrupt 
            RF1AIE  |= BIT9;           // Enable the interrupt  
            Strobe(RF_SRX);            // Send command to radio to enter RX mode     
             
            // Reset timeout since we've received something 
            TA1CTL |= TACLR;    // Clear timeout timer 
            P3OUT &= ~BIT6;     // Turn off timeout light    
                         
            // Reset that we need to receive a message  
            // (this means that any message received while we were  
            // blinking is ignored; need++ to not ignore) 
            ucReceivedMessage=0;     
             
        } // End of if(ucReceivedMessage) 
    } // End of while(1) 
} // End of main() 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Interrupt routines in order of priority from highest to lowest 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
// ISR for the RF radio 
#pragma vector=CC1101_VECTOR 
__interrupt void CC1101_ISR(void) 
{ 
    // Check for end-of-packet while in RX mode 
    if(RF1AIV==RF1AIV_RFIFG9) 
    {    
        // Read the length byte from the FIFO        
        RxBufferLength = ReadSingleReg( RXBYTES );                
        ReadBurstReg(RF_RXFIFORD, RxBuffer, RxBufferLength);        
         
        // Check the CRC results 
        if(RxBuffer[CRC_LQI_IDX] & CRC_OK) 
            ucReceivedMessage=1; 
 
        // Exit low-power mode when we return from the interrupt 
        // so that we may run the CPU code in main() 
        __bic_SR_register_on_exit(LPM_BITS);  
    } 
} // End of ISR for RF radio 
 
// ISR for timer A1 CCR0, used to time 1 min 
// (they have a really strange naming convention) 
#pragma vector=TIMER1_A0_VECTOR 
__interrupt void TIMER1_A0_ISR(void) 
{    
    // We've reached the value in TA1CCR0, which means we've hit a minute 
    P3OUT |= BIT6;  // Turn on RED to indicate a timeout  
     
    // Do NOT exit low-power mode when we return from 
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    // the interrupt because there is nothing that needs to  
    // be run in main(). 
} // End of ISR for timer 1 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Functions 
//****************************************************************************** 
 
// Start 
// End 

A.3. TI Sample Code 

In addition to the code that contains the algorithms, there are other files that need 

to be included in order for the compiler to build the programs properly. These files are 

based off of or taken directly from TI sample code and are briefly described in the 

following sub-appendices; The first sub-appendix indicates code that is necessary for the 

both the transmitter and receiver codes in the previous sub-appendix to run, and the 

second sub-appendix elicits code used for the preliminary testing of the SoC’s RF 

functionality mentioned in Appendix D. 

A.3.1. Libraries Required For This Study 

The files cc430f6137.h, hal_pmm.h, hal_pmm.c, RF1A.h, RF1A.c, and 

RFRegSettings.c are all required for the proper compilation of the transmitter and 

receiver programs of this study. Figure A.1 depicts the hierarchical file-dependency tree 

of these files, indicating their relationships to the transmitter and receiver programs; files 

lower in the tree depend on and require the files higher than them. All of the files are 

available at TI’s website [45]. For RFRegSettings.c to function properly, the macro 

“MHZ_915” must be defined to select the proper 915 MHz antenna settings, and the struct 

parameter “PKTLEN” must be set to 0x01. 
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Figure A.1: File-Dependency Tree. 

A.3.2. Other Code Used During Development 

As mentioned in Appendix D, preliminary testing was conducted to test the RF 

functionality of the SoCs utilizing the sample code files RF_Toggle_LED_Demo.h and 

RF_Toggle_LED_Demo.c available at TI’s website [45]. These files and the files in the 

Sub-appendix A.3.1 should all be compiled together, and the result should then be 

programmed onto both the transmitter and receiver SoCs (since the code allows for 

bidirectional communication). If programmed onto EM430F6137RF900 boards, pressing 

the button, connected to Pin 7 on Port 1, on one board should cause a transmission 

commanding the other board’s green LED, connected to Pin 0 of Port 1, to toggle. 
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code For Algorithm 
Simulations 

In order to better illustrate how the two algorithms compared in this thesis 

function, MATLAB was used to simulate their expected behavior. This code was 

developed for the demonstration of the algorithm logic and provides estimated error 

calculations in certain case scenarios. However, these simulations should not be 

considered a full representation of the problem. Converting C-code meant for a 

microcontroller to m-code meant for MATLAB poses various logistical challenges and 

several areas for possible misrepresentations of the C-code’s logic. 

For instance, a microcontroller contains several elements that MATLAB lacks; 

these include interrupt capabilities, the ability to run special hardware modules 

simultaneously, and physical analog interfaces to the outside world. To compensate for 

these “missing” capabilities, sequential software emulation is required. 

Also, the concept of “real-time execution” must be estimated and rationalized into 

a pre-defined set of “time points” matching with a set of “value points”. These points 

must be stored in equally sized vectors so that they can be plotted on an XY-graph. For 

example, in order to illustrate the continuous analog sinusoidal input to the comparator, 

two vectors of discrete points are required. 

Normally, XY points are given in a manner that each point is isolated from the 

other, such as in the case of points (1,2), (3,4), and (5,6). However, MATLAB does not 

use this sort of “isolated point” storage system; it combines the X-coordinates into a 

vector and the Y-coordinates into another vector. The aforementioned set of points can be 

can be alternatively represented as X- and Y- vectors [1,3,5] and [2,4,6], respectively. 

MATLAB requires this vector format to efficiently handle and plot large sets of points. 

Continuing with the sinusoidal comparator input example, the equation that needs 

to be plotted is y(t) = A*sin(ωt + φ) + B, where the constants A, ω, φ, and B represent 

amplitude, angular frequency, phase shift, and signal offset, respectively. The function y(t) 

only varies with the value of time, t; thus, to plot the sine function with the X-axis as time 

and the Y-axis as the value of y(t) at that time, a set of values for t and a set of 

corresponding values for y(t) are required to form a set of points to plot. The time values 

for t would be stored in the X-vector, and the sine values for y(t) at those time values 
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would be stored in the Y-vector. The resulting X- and Y- vectors would look something 

like [t1,t2,t3] and [y(t1),y(t2),y(t3)], respectively. In particular, for the simulations created in 

this study, the X-vector for the “analog” sinusoid contains the times at which the rising 

edge of the CPU clock should occur, while the Y-vector contains the corresponding 

values at those times. The CPU clock’s rising edge was chosen as the most appropriate 

time base, since, in general, code calculations depend on or reference this clock for 

execution. 

Given that the time an event occurs must be precisely calculated in MATLAB, as 

opposed to the timing of microcontroller events, which happen situationally, this thesis’s 

MATLAB simulations required some trickery in order to sidestep microcontroller and 

MATLAB differences. One of the subtleties that were dealt with was that MATLAB does 

not have physical hardware. Therefore, if there is considerable amount of computational 

or propagational delay for the emulated microcontroller, these delays must be coded to 

occur in MATLAB. 

For time critical occurrences that have a variable delay, MATLAB simulation 

becomes complex with respect to the proper point values to plot. However, for this thesis, 

MATLAB is only used to provide the reader with a general idea of how the algorithms 

work, so exact timing is not too critical and can generally be estimated using the time 

base and units of CPU clock cycles. 

Despite this thesis’s ability to utilize this simplification, there are still a few 

somewhat complex considerations in regards to the “real-time” emulation and the actual 

procedural execution of the m-code. More specifically, careful inspection of the code 

sequence must be done since m-code execution can occur within a single “real-time” time 

point. 

Consider a case scenario specific to this thesis; a transmission occurs after one 

minute has elapsed. The transmission is displayed using points which oscillate between 

having a Y-value of logical “1” or “0”. The code should plot a “1” to illustrate when a 

transmission is occurring, and a “0” otherwise. The time points at which the Y-value 

should switch from “1” to “0”, or vice versa, are stored in the in the transmission signal’s 

X-vector with the corresponding Y-values in the transmission signal’s Y-vector. Keeping 

in mind that the time base of this study is the CPU clock, it is possible to determine when 
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to transition the transmission signal from high-to-low or low-to-high in a “for-loop” that 

has the CPU clock cycle as its “auto-incrementing” variable. 

During the iteration of the loop in which around 60 seconds is reached (actually 

stored in units of CPU clock cycles), the transmission should occur. However, this 

iteration of the loop cannot be marked as the time to set the transmission, since at the 

“beginning” of loop, the 60th second is just beginning and a full minute has not elapsed 

yet. For a full minute to be valid, the loop must emulate going completely through the 

60th second, before setting the transmission signal, and thus, the m-code should not be 

programmed to mark transmission on the 60th second iteration of the loop. In the actual 

microcontroller code, the detection of 60 seconds is done by a timer, and the CPU is 

notified through an interrupt. However, in the m-code, to actually begin a transmission 

properly, the transmission must be made to occur on the next iteration (61st second) of the 

loop. 

This sort of timing discrepancy also affects the order in which the m-code is 

written. For a brief example, since the interrupts in the microcontroller have different 

priorities relative to each other, the programmer must make sure to write the m-code in 

such a way that higher priority interrupts are “executed” before lower priority ones. A 

concrete instance of this is that the comparator has a higher priority interrupt than the 

one-minute timer, so the comparator’s m-code counterpart must be evaluated before the 

timer’s m-code counter part. 

Another challenge that MATLAB poses is its own execution time. To simulate 

both analog and digital signals, a great amount of points need to be calculated and plotted. 

Generally, points for these signals would be generated by a “for-loop”. However, 

MATLAB was created to work more efficiently with matrices and vectors; it functions 

terribly slowly with loops. In order to minimize computation time for this study’s 

simulations, which could be on the order of tens of minutes, some slight code alterations 

were done to cause execution to be on the order of only a few minutes. 

There are two highlights other programmers might want to take note of: (1) 

Although it is possible to use a “for-loop” to calculate the sine function at each time point, 

MATLAB allows mathematical functions to be executed upon vectors. This means that, 

given that an X-vector contains the points in time at which evaluation of sine is desired, it 
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is possible to compute the sine of the whole X-vector and store it in a corresponding Y-

vector for plotting. This change from “loop” logic to “matrix” logic cuts down on 

MATLAB execution time dramatically. (2) Also, for simulation of values of 

microcontroller variables, which tend to remain constant for a relatively long period of 

time, it is possible to create vectors in a reduced size to lessen the plotting time required. 

There is a special “stairs()” function in MATLAB, which connects points with a step-like 

pattern rather than connecting the points via a straight line; Figure B.1 illustrates the 

difference. This means that instead of constantly setting a simulated microcontroller 

variable at each time base interval, as in the situation with the sine function, it is possible 

only to store values for the time points where the microcontroller variable changes. These 

specific time points and their values would have to be stored in their own X- and Y- 

vectors, separate from the X- and Y- vectors of sine, since MATLAB requires equally 

sized vectors for plotting. 

 

Figure B.1: (a) MATLAB plot() Function, (b) MATLAB stairs() Function. 

For more information about the MATLAB simulation code in detail, please refer 

to the comments in the code. 

  

(a (b
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B.1. Breath Counting Algorithm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Code to simulate counting program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Clear screen and variables 
clc; 
clear; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% User variables that must be understood for every run 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Time to run simulation in seconds 
ucSimulationTimeS = 90; 
 
% Set resp rate 
ucRespRateBPM = 31; 
 
% Choose what interval to transmit at 
% 10-s transmission = 10240 timer clks  
% 15-s transmission = 15360 timer clks 
% 30-s transmission = 30720 timer clks 
% 1-min transmission = 61440 timer clks 
uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission = 15360; 
 
% Set the voltage of the microcontroller in volts 
ucVcc = 3.5; 
 
% Set MCLK freq 
fMCLKfreq = 32.768*10^3;  % ~ 32kHz 
 
% Phase shift of resp signal in degrees 
ucRespPhaseDegrees = 0; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Pre-algorithm calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calc resp rate in terms of Hz 
ucRespRateHz = ucRespRateBPM/60; 
 
% Calc sec b/w MCLK reads 
ucMCLKIntervalS = 1/fMCLKfreq; 
 
% Amplitude of respiratory signal in volts 
ucRespAmplitudeV = ucVcc/2; 
 
% Amount shifted in volts to bias the input 
ucRespBiasV = ucRespAmplitudeV; 
 
% Phase shift of resp signal in radians 
ucRespPhaseRadians = ucRespPhaseDegrees * pi / 180; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Variable initialization 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initialize the transmission timer 
uiTimerClks = 0; 
 
% Variable ucRespRate in MCU 
ucRespCount = 0; 
vectRespCountx = [0]; 
vectRespCounty = [0]; 
 
% Calculate CPU clk points, this is going to be our plotting time basis 
vectCPUClks = [0:ucMCLKIntervalS:ucSimulationTimeS]; 
 
% Set up the vector to hold the sine wave that will represent the  
% respiratory signal inputted at the comparator input 
vectRespx = vectCPUClks; 
vectRespy = []; 
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% Set up CBOUT vectors 
vectCBOUTx = [0]; % Vector to hold the time points that CBOUT changes at 
% vectCBOUTy is set later since its inital value depends on the initial 
% value of the respiratory signal 
 
% Transmission indicator analogous to actual code; this variable is 
% necessary to create the effect of having at least a 1 CPU cycle delay 
% between transmission and the update of the respiratory count (since the 
% respiratory count is based on the comparator interrupt and has a higher 
% priority than the transmission timer interrupt 
ucTransmit = 0; 
vectTransmitx = [0]; 
vectTransmity = [0]; 
 
% Error plots 
vectErrorx = []; 
vectErrory = []; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Algorithm Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculate the sine wave wrt to the CPU clk 
vectRespy = ... 
    ucRespAmplitudeV * ... 
    sin(2*pi*ucRespRateHz*vectCPUClks + ucRespPhaseRadians) + ...  
    ucRespBiasV; 
 
% Vector to hold the value of CBOUT; 
% The initial value of CBOUT depends on the respiratory signal 
if(vectRespy(1) >= 3 * ucVcc / 4) 
    vectCBOUTy = [1]; 
else 
    vectCBOUTy = [0]; 
end 
     
% For every CPU clk cycle, we must determine what affect occur to the 
% system; making it wrt the CPU gives us a better idea of what the 
% microcontroller is seeing given its "sample rate" used for computation 
for CPUClk = 1:size(vectRespy,2) 
         
    % Check if we need to transmit a signal this clock cycle; at most, one 
    % CPU cycle will occur between an update of the respiratory rate 
    % and the transmission of the respiratory rate 
    if(ucTransmit) 
         
        % Calculate the rate that is actually projected by multiplying by 
        % the appropriate factor 
        if(uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission == 10240)     % 10 s 
            ucRespCount = ucRespCount * 6; 
        elseif(uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission == 15360) % 15 s 
            ucRespCount = ucRespCount * 4; 
        elseif(uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission == 30720) % 30 s 
            ucRespCount = ucRespCount * 2; 
        else                                                % 1 min 
            % No multiplication is needed for 1 minute 
        end 
             
        % Calculate percent error between what was transmitted and what 
        % the actual rate is 
        vectErrorx = ... 
            [vectErrorx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectErrory = ... 
            [vectErrory,100 *(ucRespCount - ucRespRateBPM) / ... 
            ucRespRateBPM]; 
         
        % Handle respiratory rate variables and vectors 
        ucRespCount = 0;  % Reset the respiratory count on this clock cycle 
        vectRespCountx = ... 
            [vectRespCountx,vectRespx(CPUClk)];  % Mark time 
        vectRespCounty = ... 
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            [vectRespCounty,ucRespCount];        % Mark zeroing 
         
        % Handle transmission variables and vectors; transmissions is 
        % estimated to take about 4 ms with preliminary testing 
        ucTransmit = 0;                          % Reset transmission flag 
        vectTransmitx = ... 
            [vectTransmitx,vectRespx(CPUClk),... 
            vectRespx(CPUClk) + 0.004];          % 4 ms tx... 
        vectTransmity = ... 
            [vectTransmity,1,0]; 
   
    end 
     
    % Check if the state of CBOUT will change; this interrupt has priority 
    % over the timer (set transmission FLAG) interrupt 
    if(vectRespy(CPUClk) >= 3 * ucVcc / 4 && ... 
            vectCBOUTy(size(vectCBOUTy,2)) == 0) 
         
        % We have just had a low-to-high transition and need to note it 
        vectCBOUTx = [vectCBOUTx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectCBOUTy = [vectCBOUTy,1]; 
    
        % Update on low-to-high transition... 
        ucRespCount = ucRespCount + 1; 
        vectRespCountx = [vectRespCountx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectRespCounty = [vectRespCounty,ucRespCount];  
    
    elseif(vectRespy(CPUClk) <= ucVcc / 4 && ... 
            vectCBOUTy(size(vectCBOUTy,2)) == 1) 
     
        % We have just had a high-to-low transition and need to note it 
        vectCBOUTx = [vectCBOUTx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectCBOUTy = [vectCBOUTy,0]; 
     
    end 
     
    % Check if we have a timer clk 
    if(mod(CPUClk,32) == 0) 
       uiTimerClks = uiTimerClks + 1;   % Increase tx interval timer clk 
    end 
     
    % Check if a transmission interval has elapsed 
    if(uiTimerClks >= uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission) 
        uiTimerClks = 0;  % Reset the timer 
        ucTransmit = 1;   % Notify that transmission must occur next cycle 
    end 
end % End of the for-loop 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot the respiratory wave, CBOUT, and transmission 
subplot(3,1,1); 
hold on; 
plot(vectCPUClks,vectRespy,'b','LineWidth',2); 
stairs(vectCBOUTx,3*vectCBOUTy-5,'r','LineWidth',2); 
stairs(vectTransmitx,3*vectTransmity-10,'g','LineWidth',2); 
grid on; 
title('Respiratory Signal, Comparator Output, & Transmission Duty Cycle'); 
xlabel(sprintf('Time (s)\n')); 
ylabel(sprintf('Respiratory (V)\nComparator & Transmit (No Units)')); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,min(3*vectTransmity-10)-1,max(abs(vectRespy))+1]); 
 
% Plot the value in count 
subplot(3,1,2); 
stairs(vectRespCountx,vectRespCounty,'m','LineWidth',2); 
grid on; 
title('Actual Count Value Stored (Not Multiplied for Projection)'); 
xlabel(sprintf('Time (s)\n')); 
ylabel('Count Value (#)'); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,0,max(abs(vectRespCounty))+1]); 
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% Plot the error between the count transmitted and the actual resp rate 
subplot(3,1,3); 
bar(vectErrorx,abs(vectErrory),0.5,'y'); 
text((vectErrorx - 2.5)', ... 
    (abs(vectErrory)./2)', ... 
    num2str(vectErrory')); 
grid on; 
title('Absolute Percent Error b/w Transmitted RR & Actual RR'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Percent Error (%)'); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,0,max(abs(vectErrory))+10]); 

B.2. Breath Interval Timing Algorithm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Code to simulate interval program 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Clear screen and workspace and set number format 
clc; clear; 
format long; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% User variables that must be understood for every run 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Time to run simulation in seconds 
ucSimulationTimeS = 90; 
 
% Set resp rate 
ucRespRateBPM = 31; 
 
% Choose what interval to transmit at 
% 10-s transmission = 10240 timer clks  
% 15-s transmission = 15360 timer clks 
% 30-s transmission = 30720 timer clks 
% 1-min transmission = 61440 timer clks 
uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission = 15360; 
 
% Set the voltage of the microcontroller in volts 
ucVcc = 3.5; 
 
% Set MCLK freq 
fMCLKfreq = 32.768*10^3;  % ~ 32kHz 
 
% Phase shift of resp signal in degrees 
ucRespPhaseDegrees = 0; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Pre-algorithm calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calc resp rate in terms of Hz 
ucRespRateHz = ucRespRateBPM/60; 
 
% Calc sec b/w MCLK reads 
ucMCLKIntervalS = 1/fMCLKfreq; 
 
% Amplitude of respiratory signal in volts 
ucRespAmplitudeV = ucVcc/2; 
 
% Amount shifted in volts to bias the input 
ucRespBiasV = ucRespAmplitudeV; 
 
% Phase shift of resp signal in radians 
ucRespPhaseRadians = ucRespPhaseDegrees * pi / 180; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Variable initialization 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initialize the transmission timer 
uiTimerClks = 0; 
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% Variable uiRespRate in MCU 
ucResetRespCalc = 0;  % Indicator to allow 1 clk cycle delay 
ucRespCalc = 0; 
ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded = 0; 
uiClkOfFirstBreath = 0; 
uiClkOfSecondBreath = 0; 
vectRespCalcx = [0]; 
vectRespCalcy = [0]; 
 
% Calculate CPU clk points, this is going to be our plotting time basis 
vectCPUClks = [0:ucMCLKIntervalS:ucSimulationTimeS]; 
 
% Set up the vector to hold the sine wave that will represent the  
% respiratory signal inputted at the comparator input 
vectRespx = vectCPUClks; 
vectRespy =[]; 
  
% Set up CBOUT vectors 
vectCBOUTx = [0]; % Vector to hold the time points that CBOUT changes at 
% vectCBOUTy is set later since its inital value depends on the initial 
% value of the respiratory signal 
 
% Transmission indicator analogous to actual code; this variable is 
% necessary to create the effect of having at least a 1 CPU cycle delay 
% between transmission and the update of the respiratory count (since the 
% respiratory count is based on the comparator interrupt and has a higher 
% priority than the transmission timer interrupt 
ucTransmit = 0; 
vectTransmitx = [0]; 
vectTransmity = [0]; 
 
% Error plots 
vectErrorx=[]; 
vectErrory=[]; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Algorithm Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculate the sine wave wrt to the CPU clk 
vectRespy = ... 
    ucRespAmplitudeV * ... 
    sin(2*pi*ucRespRateHz*vectCPUClks + ucRespPhaseRadians) + ...  
    ucRespBiasV; 
 
% The initial value of CBOUT depends on the respiratory signal 
if(vectRespy(1) >= 3 * ucVcc / 4) 
    vectCBOUTy = [1]; 
else 
    vectCBOUTy = [0]; 
end 
 
% For every CPU clk cycle, we must determine what affect occur to the 
% system; making it wrt the CPU gives us a better idea of what the 
% microcontroller is seeing given its "sample rate" used for computation 
for CPUClk = 1:size(vectRespy,2) 
      
    % Check for the clearing of stuff for delay, since matrix math weird 
    if(ucResetRespCalc == 1) 
        vectRespCalcx = ... 
            [vectRespCalcx,vectRespx(CPUClk)];  % Mark time 
        vectRespCalcy = ... 
            [vectRespCalcy,0];                  % Zero out next cycle 
        ucResetRespCalc = 0; 
    end 
     
    % Check if we need to transmit a signal this clock cycle; at most, one 
    % CPU cycle will occur between an update of the respiratory rate 
    % and the transmission of the respiratory rate 
    if(ucTransmit) 
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        % Check if there are enough breaths to calculate the rate 
        if(ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded == 2) 
             
            % Handle respiratory rate variables and vectors; we also have 
            % to be aware of overlap/overflow of the timer 
            if(uiClkOfSecondBreath > uiClkOfFirstBreath) 
                ucRespCalc = floor(61440 / ... 
                    (uiClkOfSecondBreath - uiClkOfFirstBreath)); 
            else 
                ucRespCalc = floor(61440 / ... 
                    (uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission - 1 - ... 
                    uiClkOfFirstBreath + uiClkOfSecondBreath)); 
            end 
             
        else 
             
            % Not enough breaths caught or too many 
            ucRespCalc = 0; 
         
        end 
             
        ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded = 0;  % Reset number of breaths recorded 
        vectRespCalcx = [vectRespCalcx,vectRespx(CPUClk)];  % Mark time 
        vectRespCalcy = [vectRespCalcy,ucRespCalc];         % Update calc 
         
        % Calculate percent error between what was transmitted and what 
        % the actual rate is before we clear the respiratory calculation 
        vectErrorx = ... 
            [vectErrorx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectErrory = ... 
            [vectErrory,100 * (ucRespCalc - ucRespRateBPM) / ... 
            ucRespRateBPM]; 
        ucRespCalc = 0; 
         
        % Reset in the actual code, but commented out so we 
        % can see the results here, since the duration that value is 
        % actually kept in the code is too small to see 
        ucResetRespCalc = 1;  
         
        % Handle transmission variables and vectors; transmissions is 
        % estimated to take about 4 ms with preliminary testing 
        ucTransmit = 0;                         % Reset transmission flag 
        vectTransmitx = ... 
            [vectTransmitx,vectRespx(CPUClk),... 
            vectRespx(CPUClk) + 0.004];         % 4 ms tx... 
        vectTransmity = ... 
            [vectTransmity,1,0]; 
   
    end 
     
    % Check if the state of CBOUT will change; this interrupt has priority 
    % over the timer (set transmission FLAG) interrupt 
    if(vectRespy(CPUClk) >= 3 * ucVcc / 4 && ... 
            vectCBOUTy(size(vectCBOUTy,2)) == 0) 
         
        % We have just had a low-to-high transition and need to note it 
        vectCBOUTx = [vectCBOUTx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectCBOUTy = [vectCBOUTy,1]; 
    
        % Update on low-to-high transition and only if we don't have enough 
        % measurements (i.e. 2), since in the actual code, we turn off the 
        % interrupt after 2 and only turn it back on after transmission 
        if(ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded < 2)  
             
            % We don't enough measurements and need to capture more; 
            % Let us check which breath we are trying to capture 
            if(ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded == 0) 
             
                % We are recording the first breath 
                uiClkOfFirstBreath = uiTimerClks; 
            else 
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                % We are recording the second breath 
                uiClkOfSecondBreath = uiTimerClks; 
            end 
             
            % Update the number of breaths recorded 
            ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded = ucNumberOfBreathsRecorded + 1; 
        end 
    
    elseif(vectRespy(CPUClk) <= ucVcc / 4 && ... 
            vectCBOUTy(size(vectCBOUTy,2)) == 1) 
     
        % We have just had a high-to-low transition and need to note it 
        vectCBOUTx = [vectCBOUTx,vectRespx(CPUClk)]; 
        vectCBOUTy = [vectCBOUTy,0]; 
     
    end 
     
    % Check if we have a timer clk 
    if(mod(CPUClk,32) == 0) 
       uiTimerClks = uiTimerClks + 1;   % Increase tx interval timer clk 
    end 
     
    % Check if a transmission interval has elapsed 
    if(uiTimerClks >= uiTimerClksRequiredForTransmission) 
        uiTimerClks = 0;  % Reset the timer 
        ucTransmit = 1;   % Notify that a transmission must occur next cycle 
    end 
end % End of the for-loop 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot the respiratory wave, CBOUT, and transmission 
subplot(3,1,1); 
hold on; 
plot(vectCPUClks,vectRespy,'b','LineWidth',2); 
stairs(vectCBOUTx,3*vectCBOUTy-5,'r','LineWidth',2); 
stairs(vectTransmitx,3*vectTransmity-10,'g','LineWidth',2); 
grid on; 
title('Respiratory Signal, Comparator Output, & Transmission Duty Cycle'); 
xlabel(sprintf('Time (s)\n')); 
ylabel(sprintf('Respiratory (V)\nComparator & Transmit (No Units)')); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,min(3*vectTransmity-10)-1,max(abs(vectRespy))+1]); 
 
% Plot the value calculated for respiratory rate 
subplot(3,1,2); 
stairs(vectRespCalcx,vectRespCalcy,'m','LineWidth',2); 
grid on; 
title('Actual RR Value Stored After Calculation'); 
xlabel(sprintf('Time (s)\n')); 
ylabel('Calculated RR (br/min)'); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,0,max(abs(vectRespCalcy))+1]); 
 
% Plot the error b/w the calculation transmitted and the actual resp rate 
subplot(3,1,3); 
bar(vectErrorx,abs(vectErrory),0.5,'y'); 
text((vectErrorx - 2.5)', ... 
    (abs(vectErrory)./2)', ... 
    num2str(vectErrory')); 
grid on; 
title('Absolute Percent Error b/w Transmitted RR & Actual RR'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Percent Error (%)'); 
axis([-1,ucSimulationTimeS+10,0,max(abs(vectErrory))+10]); 
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Appendix C: Power Consumption Calculations 
The power approximations and calculations mentioned in Chapter 4 are detailed 

here. The first sub-appendix discusses what geometric approximations were used to 

determine the average voltage over the shunt resistor, and the second sub-appendix 

contains the MATLAB program created for calculation automation in case of an 

approximation change. Specific values for the voltage, time, and resistor approximations 

are not stated in the first sub-appendix, which discusses the shapes used in general, but 

are available in the program code in the second sub-appendix. 

C.1. Rationale 

The following figures were used to define the geometric approximations for the 

average voltage estimations in Chapter 4; they illustrate the voltage reaction to a 1.5-Hz 

(i.e., 90 br/min) sinusoidal input over a 2.2 kΩ ±5% resistor with a RF transmission 

occurring every 10 seconds. Each feature within this 10-s period has its area estimated in 

volts-seconds, which is distributed over 10 seconds to obtain the average voltage 

contributed by that feature per period. 

Figure C.1 depicts the voltage of an RF transmission estimated as two rectangles: 

one about 90-V high and 1-ms wide and another about 180-mV high and 2.6-ms wide. 

The areas of these rectangles were summed and divided over 10 seconds to obtain the 

average voltage over the shunt resistor. Usually, to acquire the total average voltage, the 

rest of the signal outside of the two rectangles would also need to be distributed. 

However, since their voltage is completely overshadowed by the transmission, they can 

be relatively estimated as having zero contribution to the RF power consumption. 

Therefore, when calculating the power consumption of the data acquisition algorithms 

with RF transmission enabled, it is acceptable to gain the result by adding this RF power 

estimation to the power required by the algorithms with RF transmission disabled. 
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Figure C.1: RF Transmission Geometric Power Estimation. 

Figure C.2 shows the triangular and rectangular approximations used for the 

breath counting algorithm. Each breath count creates a smaller triangles and each 

multiplication creates a larger one. The span of each rectangle is 10 seconds. The areas 

under several count triangles (i.e., the number depends on the RR) and one multiplication 

triangle with respect to the top of the rectangle were summed, divided over 10 seconds, 

and then added to the 39-mV height of the rectangle. The result is the average voltage 

over the shunt resistor by the breath counting algorithm. 
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Figure C.2: Breath Counting Algorithm (No Transmission) Geometric Power Estimation. 

Figure C.3 pictures the average voltage of the breath interval timing algorithm 

without RF transmission and with the comparator constantly on. The geometric 

estimation is similar to the breath counting algorithm; however there are only two smaller 

triangles versus several. These two triangles indicate when a breath time point is captured 

and stored, and the larger one represents the single division per 10-s time period. The 

areas of these triangles relative to the top of the 10-s rectangle were again summed, 

divided by 10 seconds, and added to the 39-mV height of the rectangle to acquire the 

average voltage over the shunt resistor. 
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Figure C.3: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm (No Transmission, Comparator Constantly 
On) Geometric Power Estimation. 

Figure C.4 exhibits when comparator toggling is enabled in the breath interval 

timing algorithm. The power consumption estimation becomes slightly more difficult 

since it is not easy to predict how long the comparator will remain. This alters the width 

of the smaller rectangle that indicates the time that the comparator is on. To cope with 

this dependence, a minimum and maximum value range was determined by assuming the 

worst case of 1 br/ 10 s and best case of 2 br/ 10 s. Also, the effect of the comparator 

turning off affects the triangle of the second capture, making it incredibly tiny relative to 

the voltage of when the comparator is on. Thus, instead of three triangles, there are now 

four: the large on for the division, the two captures triangles, and the one next to the 

rectangle produced when the comparator is turned on. Average voltage over the shunt 

resistor is evaluated by adding all the triangular areas and the comparator rectangle, 

dividing the result by 10 seconds, and summing it with the height of the 10-mV, 10-s 

rectangle.  
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Figure C.4: Breath Interval Timing Algorithm (No Transmission, Comparator Toggled) 
Geometric Power Estimation. 

Although the figures in this appendix are for the specific measurements regarding 

the 90-br/min, 10-s RF transmission case, the calculations for other respiratory rates and 

intervals can be done similarly and thus were automated by the program available in the 

next sub-appendix. It is only required that these feature shapes be approximated for a 

single case, because they only occur once per period (i.e. RF transmission), and their 

basic shape does not change when the period or respiratory rate changes.  
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C.2. Power Calculation Program 
%************************************************************************** 
% 
% Power Consumption Estimates Based on 10-s Transmission @ 1.5 Hz 
% 
% VERSION: powerest.m 
% CREATED: October 4, 2011 
% REVISED: December 6, 2011 
% REQUIRED: Reference measurement figures in thesis appendix. 
% 
% COMMENTS: 
% This program creates power estimation plots based on 10-s 
% transmission interval figures measured at 1.5 Hz (i.e., 90 br/min). 
% Geometrical estimations of power in each figure are used. 
% The figures are of the voltage over a resistor in series with 
% the EM430F6137RF900 evaluation board were recorded using 
% the PicoScope 2140 PC Oscilloscope. P = IV, all units are  
% standard W,A,V unless otherwise noted. 
% 
% There will be 8 plots and 8 calculations generated: 
%   - Plots 
%       - power vs. time b/w tx (assume: 14 br/min) 
%           - txTimeFigure 
%           - countTimeFigure 
%           - intervalTimeFigure 
%           - toggleTimeFigure 
%           - comboTimeFigure 
%       - power vs. RR (assume: 10 s) 
%           - countRRFigure     
%           - toggleRRFigure 
%           - comboRRFigure 
%   - Calculations (assume: 14 br/min; time b/w tx: 10/15/30s, 1 min) 
%       - tx power only 
%       - algs w/ tx 
%           - breath counting 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator constantly on 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator toggling max 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator toggling min 
%       - algs w/o tx 
%           - breath counting 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator constantly on 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator toggling max 
%           - breath interval timing w/ comparator toggling min 
% 
% The RR range we will plot over depends on the algorithm's valid range. 
% Ideally, we'd like to plot over 2-90 br/min. However, for a 10-s interval 
% b/w transmissions, the count algorithm's current implementation is 
% limited to only 6-90 br/min and the timing algorithms is limited to 12-90 
% br/min. Therefore, these are the ranges that were plotted. 
% 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% Clear up the screen and set number formats 
clc; clear; format long; 
 
% Set singular global constants 
vcc = 3.5;                      % Volts (v) supplied to eval board 
txInterval = 10;                % # of seconds (s) b/w transmissions (tx) 
respRate = 14;                  % Respiratory rate (RR) in br/min 
respFreq = respRate/60;         % Respiratory rate in hertz (Hz) 
 
% Set range global constants 
txIntervalRange = [10:1:60];    % Range: 10 s to 1 min for time b/w tx 
respRateCountRange = ...        % Valid range: 6 to 90 br/min for RR 
    [6:1:90];   
respFreqCountRange = ...        % Valid range: ~0.1 to 1.5 Hz 
    respRateCountRange ./ 60;  
respRateIntervalRange = ...     % Valid range: 12 to 90 br/min for RR 
    [12:1:90];  
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respFreqIntervalRange = ...     % Valid range: ~0.2 to 1.5 Hz 
    respRateIntervalRange ./ 60; 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Calculate the average power for RF transmission; Since all other  
% signals look RELATIVELY negligible, then it's okay to assume they are 
% and the average voltage is equal to the area under the curve divided  
% by the total time. We are essentially flattening the curve. 
% 
%  ^       |------|             ^ 
%  |       |      |             | 
%  |       |      |         =>  | ----------------------- 
%  | ------|      |-------      | 
%  |----------------------      |------------------------ 
% 
% Since, there are no dependencies on RR, we do not plot a correlating 
% figure. 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% The transmission curve can be estimated by two rectangles: one small one 
% and one big one. These can be added and then divided by the total time. 
heightTxSmall = 90E-3;      % Height of small rect (v) 
heightTxBig = 180E-3;       % Height of big rect (v) 
widthTxSmall = 1.0E-3;      % Width of small rect (s) 
widthTxBig = 2.65E-3;       % Width of big rect (s) 
shuntTxResistor = 10;       % Shunt resistor value (ohms) 
 
% Calculate the average transmission voltage over the chosen time interval 
% over the resistor, by adding the small rectangle area to the big 
% rectangle area and then dividing by the time interval (i.e., average 
% voltage contributed by tx over the time interval). Then calculate average 
% current and multiply by the voltage supplied to the EM430F6137RF900 
% (i.e., vcc - v over the resistor) to get the average power estimation. 
averageTxVoltageTimeRange = ... 
    (heightTxSmall*widthTxSmall + heightTxBig*widthTxBig) ... 
    ./ txIntervalRange; 
averageTxCurrentTimeRange = ... 
    averageTxVoltageTimeRange ./ shuntTxResistor; 
averageTxPowerTimeRange = ... 
    averageTxCurrentTimeRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageTxVoltageTimeRange); 
averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange = ... 
    averageTxPowerTimeRange .* 1E6; 
 
% Plot Power (uW) vs. Tx Interval (s) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Tx Power Consumption wrt Time b/w Tx @ 14 br/min'); 
xlabel('Time b/w Tx (s)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'m^-'); 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Calculate the average power consumption of the count algorithm. Each 
% count action can be estimated as a small triangle, while the 
% multiplication for rate projection is a slightly larger triangle. These 
% triangles can be thought of as sitting on a rectangle (i.e., constant 
% power consumption throughout the entire interval). This means that 
% we can simply add the height of this rectangle to the distributed power 
% consumption estimated for the two triangles sitting on top of it. This 
% calculation is frequency dependent, since more counts per interval will 
% increase the power consumption. In summary, the geometric shapes per 
% interval are: 
%   - several small triangles for count actions 
%   - one big triangle for multiplication (assuming it is always carried 
%     out; it won't be if we are doing a 1 min interval or may be lessened 
%     if we do a bit shift) 
%   - one rectangle for lowest voltage 
%************************************************************************** 
heightCountRectangle = 39E-3;       % Height of rect (v) 
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% Absolute heights of the triangles from 0 V 
heightCountSmallAbsolute = 41E-3;   % Height of small tri (v) 
heightCountBigAbsolute = 48E-3;     % Height of big tri (v) 
 
% Relative heights of the triangles wrt top of rectangle 
heightCountSmallRelative = ...      % Height of small tri (v) 
    heightCountSmallAbsolute - heightCountRectangle;   
heightCountBigRelative = ...        % Height of big tri (v) 
    heightCountBigAbsolute - heightCountRectangle; 
 
% Widths of triangle bases wrt top of rectangle (i.e., not 0 V) 
widthCountSmall = 0.1E-3;           % Width of small tri (s) 
widthCountBig = 0.14E-3;            % Width of big tri (s) 
shuntCountResistor = 2.2E3;         % Shunt resistor value (ohms) 
 
% Calculate the average count algorithm voltage over the chosen time 
% interval over the resistor, by first adding several small triangle areas 
% to the one big triangle area and then dividing by the time interval 
% (i.e., average voltage contributed by counting and multiplying for rate 
% projection over the time interval). In order to determine the number of 
% small triangles, you need to know the frequency of the signal; simply 
% multiply the time interval by the frequency to get the number of small 
% triangles (i.e., max amount of breaths that can occur in the allotted 
% time interval). We need to use the ceiling function since we are only 
% tracking the start of a breath versus the whole breath (i.e., worst case 
% power consumption for a given tx interval). 
% 
% After that, you need to take into account the rectangle the triangles are 
% sitting on, so you just add the voltage height of it to the triangle 
% calculations. Then calculate average current and multiply by the voltage 
% supplied to the EM430F6137RF900 (i.e., vcc - v over the resistor) to get 
% the average power estimation. 
 
% First, create plot values wrt respiratory rate 
numberOfCountsRRRange = ceil(respFreqCountRange .* txInterval); 
averageCountVoltageRRRange = ... 
    (numberOfCountsRRRange .* ... 
    (heightCountSmallRelative * widthCountSmall / 2) + ... 
    (heightCountBigRelative * widthCountBig / 2)) ... 
    ./txInterval + ... 
    heightCountRectangle; 
averageCountCurrentRRRange = ... 
    averageCountVoltageRRRange ./ shuntCountResistor; 
averageCountPowerRRRange = ... 
    averageCountCurrentRRRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageCountVoltageRRRange); 
averageCountPowerMicroWattsRRRange = ... 
    averageCountPowerRRRange * 1E6; 
 
% Plot Power (uW) vs. RR (br/min) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Count Algorithm Power Consumption wrt RR @ 10-s Tx'); 
xlabel('Respiratory Rate (br/min)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
plot(respRateCountRange,averageCountPowerMicroWattsRRRange,'ro-'); 
 
% Second, create plot values wrt the time b/w tx 
numberOfCountsTimeRange = ceil(respFreq .* txIntervalRange); 
averageCountVoltageTimeRange = ... 
    (numberOfCountsTimeRange .* ... 
    (heightCountSmallRelative * widthCountSmall / 2) + ... 
    (heightCountBigRelative * widthCountBig / 2)) ... 
    ./ txIntervalRange + ... 
    heightCountRectangle; 
averageCountCurrentTimeRange = ... 
    averageCountVoltageTimeRange ./ shuntCountResistor; 
averageCountPowerTimeRange = ... 
    averageCountCurrentTimeRange .* ... 
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    (vcc - averageCountVoltageTimeRange); 
averageCountPowerMicroWattsTimeRange = ... 
    averageCountPowerTimeRange * 1E6; 
 
% Plot Power (uW) vs. Time b/w Tx (s) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Count Algorithm Power Consumption wrt Time b/w Tx @ 14 br/min'); 
xlabel('Time b/w Tx (s)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageCountPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'ro-'); 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Calculate the average power of the interval algorithm without toggling 
% the comparator. This is similar to the count algorithm in which there are 
% triangles sitting on top of a rectangle that expands across the whole 
% time interval. However, instead of having several small triangles, there 
% are only two to mark the capture of the start of two consecutive breaths. 
% There is still a large triangle to estimate the division. In summary, we 
% have: 
%   - two small triangles for marking two consecutive breaths 
%   - one big triangle for the division 
%   - one rectangle for the lowest voltage 
%************************************************************************** 
heightIntervalRectangle = 39E-3;       % Height of rect (v) 
 
% Absolute heights of the triangles from 0 V 
heightIntervalSmallAbsolute = 42E-3;   % Height of small tri (v) 
heightIntervalBigAbsolute = 80E-3;     % Height of big tri (v) 
 
% Relative heights of the triangles wrt top of rectangle 
heightIntervalSmallRelative = ...      % Height of small tri (v) 
    heightIntervalSmallAbsolute - heightIntervalRectangle;   
heightIntervalBigRelative = ...        % Height of big tri (v) 
    heightIntervalBigAbsolute - heightIntervalRectangle; 
 
% Widths of triangle bases wrt top of rectangle (i.e., not 0 V) 
widthIntervalSmall = 0.1E-3;           % Width of small tri (s) 
widthIntervalBig = 0.14E-3;            % Width of big tri (s) 
shuntIntervalResistor = 2.2E3;         % Shunt resistor value in ohms 
 
% Calculate the average interval algorithm voltage over the time interval 
% chosen over the resistor, by first adding the two small triangle areas to 
% the one big triangle area and then dividing by the time interval (i.e., 
% average voltage contributed by two captures and a division over the time 
% interval). Note: Adding two triangles of the same height and base width 
% equates to one rectangle of the same height and width. This is the 
% calculation used below. 
% 
% After that, you need to take into account the rectangle the triangles are 
% sitting on, so you just add the voltage height of it to the triangle 
% calculations. Then calculate average current and multiply by the voltage 
% supplied to the EM430F6137RF900 (i.e., vcc - v over the resistor) to get 
% the average power estimation. 
% 
% Since, there are no dependencies on RR, we do not plot a correlating 
% figure. 
averageIntervalVoltageTimeRange = ... 
    ((heightIntervalSmallRelative * widthIntervalSmall) + ... 
    (heightIntervalBigRelative * widthIntervalBig / 2)) ... 
    ./ txIntervalRange + ... 
    heightIntervalRectangle; 
averageIntervalCurrentTimeRange = ... 
    averageIntervalVoltageTimeRange ./ shuntIntervalResistor; 
averageIntervalPowerTimeRange = ... 
    averageIntervalCurrentTimeRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageIntervalVoltageTimeRange); 
averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange = ... 
    averageIntervalPowerTimeRange * 1E6; 
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% Plot Power (uW) vs. Time b/w Tx (s) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title(['Interval Algorithm Power Consumption w/o Toggle ' ... 
    'wrt Time b/w Tx @ 14 br/min']); 
xlabel('Time b/w Tx (s)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'bd-'); 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Calculate the average power of the interval algorithm with toggling 
% the comparator; this one is trickier than the interval algorithm w/o 
% toggling, since there are several features for consideration. In this 
% scheme there are two rectangles and four triangles. From bottom to top, 
% we have a large rectangle with a smaller rectangle plus a triangle 
% sitting on of it. On the smaller rectangle are three other triangles: one 
% big one and two other smaller ones. The bottom rectangle represents the 
% when the comparator is completely turned off. The smaller rectangle and 
% triangle on top of that represents when the comparator is on. The width 
% of this rectangle-triangle combo is variable depending on the respiratory 
% rate. The big triangle on the very top illustrates the major division 
% that occurs, and the smaller triangles illustrate the two timer captures. 
% 
% In summary, the shapes used for estimation are: 
%   - one big triangle for the division 
%   - two smaller triangles for the two captures 
%   - one small rectangle & triangle for the comparator-on time 
%   - one big rectangle for the lowest voltage 
% 
% The tricky part is that the time the comparator is on is variable, it 
% can be as long as two breaths ("first" breath happened just before the  
% "previous" transmission) or as short as one breath ("first" breath  
% happened just after the "previous" transmission). We account for this by 
% altering the width of the comparator rectangle. Technically, we should 
% also take into account the comparator triangle; however, this feature is 
% constant. Thus, we don't vary this since we are only estimating the range 
% of the toggling power consumption. Leaving the triangle as a permanent 
% feature instead of variable should only slightly overestimate the max 
% power consumption. 
%************************************************************************** 
heightToggleCompOffRect = 10E-3;    % Height of comp-off rect (v) 
shuntToggleResistor = 2.2E3;        % Shunt resistor value (ohms) 
 
% Absolute heights of triangular features and the comp-on rectangle wrt 0 v 
heightToggleDivisionTriAbsolute = 53E-3;    % Height of division tri (v)  
heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute = 42E-3;    % Height of Capture 1 tri (v)  
heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute = 42E-3;    % Height of Capture 2 tri (v)  
heightToggleCompOnTriAbsolute = 39E-3;      % Height of comp-on tri (v)  
heightToggleCompOnRectAbsolute = 39E-3;     % Height of comp-on rect (v) 
 
% Relative heights of triangular features and the comparator rectangle wrt 
% to top of comp-off rectangle 
heightToggleDivisionTriRelative = ...       % Height of division tri (v)  
    heightToggleDivisionTriAbsolute - ... 
    heightToggleCompOnRectAbsolute; 
heightToggleCapture1TriRelative = ...       % Height of capture 1 tri (v) 
    heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute - ... 
    heightToggleCompOnRectAbsolute;     
heightToggleCapture2TriRelative = ...       % Height of capture 2 tri (v) 
    heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute - ... 
    heightToggleCompOnRectAbsolute;    
heightToggleCompOnTriRelative = ...         % Height of comp-on tri (v) 
    heightToggleCompOnTriAbsolute  - ... 
    heightToggleCompOffRect;    
heightToggleCompOnRectRelative =  ...       % Height of comp-on rect (v) 
    heightToggleCompOnRectAbsolute - ... 
    heightToggleCompOffRect; 
 
% Widths of triangular features and the comparator rectangle 
widthToggleDivisionTri = 0.12E-3;   % Width of division tri (s) 
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widthToggleCapture1Tri = 0.1E-3;    % Width of capture 1 tri (s) 
widthToggleCapture2Tri = 0.02E-3;   % Width of capture 2 tri (s) 
widthToggleCompOnTri = 0.1E-3;      % Width of comp-on tri (s)  
 
% Calculate the average interval algorithm (with toggling) voltage over the 
% time interval chosen over the resistor, by first adding the four 
% triangles and small rectangle and then dividing by the time interval 
% (i.e., average voltage contributed by two captures, a division, and the 
% comparator over the time interval). 
% 
% After that, you need to take into account the rectangle that everything 
% is sitting on, so you just add the voltage height of it to the previous 
% calculations. Then calculate average current and multiply by the voltage 
% supplied to the EM430F6137RF900 (i.e., vcc - v over the resistor) to get 
% the average power estimation. 
% 
% As opposed to the case when the comparator is constantly on, the power 
% estimation of the toggle method varies with both the respiratory rate and 
% the transmission interval. Thus, two plots were created. 
 
% First, create plot values wrt respiratory rate 
widthToggleCompOnRectMinRRRange = ... 
    1 ./ respFreqIntervalRange; 
widthToggleCompOnRectMaxRRRange = ... 
    2 ./ respFreqIntervalRange;  
 
% Calculate the minimum values wrt respiratory rate 
averageToggleVoltageMinRRRange = ... 
    ((heightToggleDivisionTriRelative * widthToggleDivisionTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture1Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture2Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnTriRelative * widthToggleCompOnTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnRectRelative .* ... 
    widthToggleCompOnRectMinRRRange)) ... 
     ./ txInterval + ... 
     heightToggleCompOffRect; 
averageToggleCurrentMinRRRange = ... 
    averageToggleVoltageMinRRRange ./ shuntToggleResistor; 
averageTogglePowerMinRRRange = ... 
    averageToggleCurrentMinRRRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageToggleVoltageMinRRRange); 
averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMinRRRange .* 1E6; 
 
% Calculate the maximum values wrt respiratory rate 
averageToggleVoltageMaxRRRange = ... 
    ((heightToggleDivisionTriRelative * widthToggleDivisionTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture1Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture2Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnTriRelative * widthToggleCompOnTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnRectRelative .* ... 
    widthToggleCompOnRectMaxRRRange)) ... 
    ./ txInterval + ... 
    heightToggleCompOffRect; 
averageToggleCurrentMaxRRRange = ... 
    averageToggleVoltageMaxRRRange ./ shuntToggleResistor; 
averageTogglePowerMaxRRRange = ... 
    averageToggleCurrentMaxRRRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageToggleVoltageMaxRRRange); 
averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMaxRRRange .* 1E6; 
 
% Plot Power (uW) vs. RR (br/min) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Interval Algorithm Power Consumption w/Toggle wrt RR @ 10-s Tx'); 
xlabel('Respiratory Rate (br/min)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
 
% We sort of need to cheat in order to get the desired area coloring 
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% effect. We are just overlaying that shaded max area plot with the min 
% area plot in order to show the difference. 
area(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange,'facecolor','y'); 
area(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange,'facecolor','w'); 
 
% Show the grid on top 
set(gca,'Layer','top'); 
 
% Plot the min and max values on top of everything else 
plot(respRateIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange,'gs-'); 
plot(respRateIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange,'gs-'); 
 
% Set the x-axis limit to hide the side lines from the area plots 
xlim([min(respRateIntervalRange) max(respRateIntervalRange)]); 
 
% Second, create plot values wrt the time b/w tx 
widthToggleCompOnRectMinTime = ... 
    1 ./ respFreq; % Comp rectangle height 
widthToggleCompOnRectMaxTime = ... 
    2 ./ respFreq;  
 
% Calculate the minimum values wrt the time b/w tx 
averageToggleVoltageMinTimeRange = ... 
    ((heightToggleDivisionTriRelative * widthToggleDivisionTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture1Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture2Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnTriRelative * widthToggleCompOnTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnRectRelative .* widthToggleCompOnRectMinTime)) ... 
     ./ txIntervalRange + ... 
     heightToggleCompOffRect; 
averageToggleCurrentMinTimeRange = ... 
    averageToggleVoltageMinTimeRange ./ shuntToggleResistor; 
averageTogglePowerMinTimeRange = ... 
    averageToggleCurrentMinTimeRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageToggleVoltageMinTimeRange); 
averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMinTimeRange .* 1E6; 
 
% Calculate the maximum values wrt the time b/w tx 
averageToggleVoltageMaxTimeRange = ... 
    ((heightToggleDivisionTriRelative * widthToggleDivisionTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture1TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture1Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCapture2TriAbsolute * widthToggleCapture2Tri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnTriRelative * widthToggleCompOnTri / 2) + ... 
    (heightToggleCompOnRectRelative * widthToggleCompOnRectMaxTime)) ... 
    ./ txIntervalRange + ... 
    heightToggleCompOffRect; 
averageToggleCurrentMaxTimeRange = ... 
    averageToggleVoltageMaxTimeRange ./ shuntToggleResistor; 
averageTogglePowerMaxTimeRange = ... 
    averageToggleCurrentMaxTimeRange .* ... 
    (vcc - averageToggleVoltageMaxTimeRange); 
averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMaxTimeRange .* 1E6; 
 
% Plot Power (uW) vs. Time b/w Tx (s) 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title(['Interval Algorithm Power Consumption' ... 
    ' w/Toggle wrt Time b/w Tx @ 14 br/min']); 
xlabel('Time b/w Tx (s)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
 
% We sort of need to cheat in order to get the desired area coloring 
% effect. We are just overlaying that shaded max area plot with the min 
% area plot in order to show the difference. 
area(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange,'facecolor','y'); 
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area(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange,'facecolor','w'); 
 
% Show the grid on top 
set(gca,'Layer','top'); 
 
% Plot the min and max values on top of everything else 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange,'gs-'); 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange,'gs-'); 
 
% Set the x-axis limit to hide the side lines from the area plots 
xlim([min(txIntervalRange) max(txIntervalRange)]); 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Plot combination RR and Time b/w Tx plots that will encompass all prior 
% plots to allow for comparison. Note: the interval algorithm will not have 
% an estimation for 6 br/min since this is outside of its operating range. 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% Plot wrt to respiratory rate 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Power Consumption wrt RR @ 10-s Time b/w Tx'); 
xlabel('Respiratory Rate (br/min)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
 
% First plot the interval timing w/ toggle estimate so that it appears in 
% the background 
area(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange,'facecolor','y'); 
area(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange,'facecolor','w'); 
set(gca,'Layer','top'); 
h1 = plot(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange,'gs-'); 
plot(respRateIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange,'gs-'); 
xlim([min(respRateIntervalRange) max(respRateIntervalRange)]); 
 
% Then plot all the other curves on top of it. Note: The interval algorithm 
% without toggling and the RF transmission estimates are frequency 
% independent and will be plotted as a straight line. 
h2 = plot(respRateIntervalRange,...      
    averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(... 
    find(txIntervalRange==10) * ... 
    ones(size(respRateIntervalRange))),'bd-'); 
h3 = plot(respRateCountRange,... 
    averageCountPowerMicroWattsRRRange,'ro-'); 
h4 = plot(respRateIntervalRange,... 
    averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(... 
    find(txIntervalRange==10)* ... 
    ones(size(respRateIntervalRange))),'m^-'); 
 
% Print the legend 
legend(... 
    [h1, h2, h3, h4],... 
    'Breath Interval Timing w/ Comp Toggle Max and Min',... 
    'Breath Interval Timing w/o Comp Toggle',... 
    'Breath Counting',... 
    'RF Transmission Alone',... 
    'Location','Best'); 
 
% Plot wrt to time b/w tx 
figure; 
grid on; 
hold on; 
title('Power Consumption wrt Time b/w Tx @ 14 br/min'); 
xlabel('Time b/w Tx (s)'); 
ylabel('Power (uW)'); 
 
% First plot the interval timing w/ toggle estimate so that it appears in 
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% the background 
area(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange,'facecolor','y'); 
area(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange,'facecolor','w'); 
set(gca,'Layer','top'); 
h1 = plot(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange,'gs-'); 
plot(txIntervalRange,averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange,'gs-'); 
xlim([min(txIntervalRange) max(txIntervalRange)]); 
 
% Then plot all the other curves on top of it. 
h2 = plot(txIntervalRange,...      
    averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'bd-'); 
h3 = plot(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageCountPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'ro-'); 
h4 = plot(txIntervalRange,... 
    averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange,'m^-'); 
 
% Print the legend 
legend(... 
    [h1, h2, h3, h4],... 
    'Breath Interval Timing w/ Comp Toggle Max and Min',... 
    'Breath Interval Timing w/o Comp Toggle',... 
    'Breath Counting',... 
    'RF Transmission Alone',... 
    'Location','Best'); 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Extract specific values at RR = 14 br/min and 10-s/15-s/30-s/1-min 
% time b/w tx intervals. 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% Obtain the matrix indices for the specific intervals of 10/15/30/60 s 
powerTimeTableIndices = [... 
    find(txIntervalRange==10),... 
    find(txIntervalRange==15),... 
    find(txIntervalRange==30),... 
    find(txIntervalRange==60)]; 
 
% Order of addition to the table will be: 
%   - Tx Alone 
%   - Count Alg Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/o Toggle Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Max Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Min Alone 
%   - Count Alg w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Max w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Min w/ Tx 
 
% Set up the table with proper column titles and empty access slots 
powerTimeTable = [10,15,30,60]; 
powerTimeTable = [powerTimeTable;zeros(9,4)]; 
 
% Calculate the rows in which tx is off or is inapplicable 
powerTimeTable(2,:) = ... 
    averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(powerTimeTableIndices); 
powerTimeTable(3,:) = ... 
    averageCountPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(powerTimeTableIndices); 
powerTimeTable(4,:) = ... 
    averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(powerTimeTableIndices); 
powerTimeTable(5,:) = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxTimeRange(powerTimeTableIndices); 
powerTimeTable(6,:) = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinTimeRange(powerTimeTableIndices); 
 
% Calculate the rows in which tx is on 
powerTimeTable(7,:) = powerTimeTable(2,:) + powerTimeTable(3,:); 
powerTimeTable(8,:) = powerTimeTable(2,:) + powerTimeTable(4,:); 
powerTimeTable(9,:) = powerTimeTable(2,:) + powerTimeTable(5,:); 
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powerTimeTable(10,:) = powerTimeTable(2,:) + powerTimeTable(6,:) 
 
 
%************************************************************************** 
% Extract specific values at 10-s time b/w tx intervals and 6/15/30/90 
% br/min respiratory rates. Note: the interval algorithm will not have an 
% estimation for 6 br/min since this is outside of its operating range. 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% Obtain the matrix indices for the specific intervals of 10/15/30/60 s 
powerRRTableCountIndices = [... 
    find(respRateCountRange==6),... 
    find(respRateCountRange==15),... 
    find(respRateCountRange==30),... 
    find(respRateCountRange==90)]; 
powerRRTableIntervalIndices = [... 
    find(respRateIntervalRange==15),... 
    find(respRateIntervalRange==30),... 
    find(respRateIntervalRange==90)]; 
 
% Order of addition to the table will be: 
%   - Tx Alone 
%   - Count Alg Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/o Toggle Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Max Alone 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Min Alone 
%   - Count Alg w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Max w/ Tx 
%   - Interval Alg w/ Toggle Min w/ Tx 
 
% Set up the table with proper column titles and empty access slots 
powerRRTable = [6,15,30,90]; 
powerRRTable = [powerRRTable;zeros(9,4)]; 
 
% Calculate the rows in which tx is off or is inapplicable 
powerRRTable(2,:) = ... 
    averageTxPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(... 
    find(txIntervalRange==10)) * ... 
    ones(size(powerRRTable(2,:))); 
powerRRTable(3,:) = ... 
    averageCountPowerMicroWattsRRRange(powerRRTableCountIndices); 
powerRRTable(4,[2:4]) = ... 
    averageIntervalPowerMicroWattsTimeRange(... 
    find(txIntervalRange==10)) * ... 
    ones(size(powerRRTable(2,[2:4]))); 
powerRRTable(5,[2:4]) = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMaxRRRange(... 
    powerRRTableIntervalIndices); 
powerRRTable(6,[2:4]) = ... 
    averageTogglePowerMicroWattsMinRRRange(... 
    powerRRTableIntervalIndices); 
 
% Calculate the rows in which tx is on 
powerRRTable(7,:) = powerRRTable(2,:) + powerRRTable(3,:); 
powerRRTable(8,[2:4]) = powerRRTable(2,[2:4]) + powerRRTable(4,[2:4]); 
powerRRTable(9,[2:4]) = powerRRTable(2,[2:4]) + powerRRTable(5,[2:4]); 
powerRRTable(10,[2:4]) = powerRRTable(2,[2:4]) + powerRRTable(6,[2:4])  
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Appendix D: Problems and Issues 
There are few experiments in which people do not encounter unforeseen problems 

or issues. This appendix explains those that were experienced during this study. 

D.1. Interrupt Priorities 

The CC430 has fixed interrupt priorities; for example, depending on what timer 

module is used, an interrupt from the radio module may be prioritized higher or lower 

than a timer interrupt. Not understanding how the different interrupts interact with each 

other can cause unexpected behavior to the unwary. 

D.2. Receiver Bug 

With its current code iteration, sometimes the receiving module will fail to reset 

itself so that the timeout LED will be constantly on. This indicates that it is no longer 

receiving any RF data, since new information would reset the timeout timer.  

The general logic for the receiving module is sound. This notion has been 

established from two observations: (1) Prior to setting the receiver module up for 

communication via RS232, all indication was done via blinking LEDs, and no timeout 

was observed; (2) The current logic correctly displays data received for several RF 

transactions before entering a timeout “loop”. 

Concerning the real-world application of these transmitting and receiving devices, 

this sort of bug is gravely unacceptable, especially in the medical field; however, since 

the receiving apparatus is not the concentration of this thesis, a full and detailed 

debugging session of the code has been left for future implementations. The receiving 

module’s purpose is simply to illustrate that an RF signal from the transmitter can be 

correctly received by the receiver; what the receiver does with this information, such as 

preparing the information for display, does not have an effect on this thesis’s focus, 

which is the power consumption of the transmitter. 

For the curious, the original LED iteration of the receiver code can be found in 

Appendix A, with an explanation of why RS232 needed to be implemented. 
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D.3. Near-Field Phenomenon 

During an early experiment, in which sample code from TI, explained in 

Appendix A, was used to test the RF functionality, it seemed like the RF signal was 

incredibly unreliable; the signal was only received possibly less than half of the time. 

However, the two modules were sitting in the close proximity of a few inches. When the 

two modules were separated further, maybe a meter or so, the signal seemed to be 

received 100% of the time for a few isolated trials. 

Changing the distance between the modules was done several times with a few 

transmissions for each; and from the reactions of the modules, it looks like a near-field 

phenomenon was the cause for unreliability.  

Although the near-field phenomenon affects the reliability of transmission to the 

point that characterizing it is very vital to the safety and reliability of the real-world 

application, understanding it is not necessary for this thesis’s purpose. This thesis 

compares the power consumption for two computer algorithms; although altering the 

distance between the transmitter and receiver will affect the RF circuit and software 

settings, thus affecting the overall power consumption, the extra power consumption is 

not associated with the algorithm logic and execution. The contribution of power 

consumption by the RF module is factored out from this thesis, since the frequency of 

transmissions required depends on the situational application of the end devices. Despite 

its negligibility in this thesis, the RF power consumption remains as a very important 

variable for the overall system that must be studied in the future. 

D.4. Buggy IDE 

The IDE used for programming the CC430 was CCS4, and like most other 

complicated software the package did not come without a few bugs. For example, if a 

user steps through the code and expects a certain variable to be updated, the IDE does not 

indicate this update properly in its variable displays. The author has had a similar 

experience in the past with CCS. Validation of correct code execution was done the “old-

fashioned”, more reliable way, using external indicators such as an LED. 
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D.5. Power Supply Through JTAG 

For debugging purposes, it is very convenient to power the evaluation board 

through the JTAG programming cable from a computer; however, future studies utilizing 

this technique should be wary that this creates a great amount of noise when measuring 

the voltage in the setup mentioned in Chapter 4. Therefore, it is recommended that a 

separate power supply be used when conducting any measurements that scrutinize the 

characteristics of the CC430 electrical capabilities.  
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Appendix E: Terminology 
This appendix provides a reference for understanding the content of this thesis. 

The sub-appendix titled “Disambiguation” describes everyday terms or phrases that 

might carry a particular significance or weight or convey a certain connotation with 

regard to this study. Also, sometimes, the standardization or consolidation of terms in 

many fields results in a collision of language and jargon. This conflict can cause 

documents that address all these fields to be confusing; conventions in one field might 

have a completely different meaning in another. In an attempt to mitigate this confusion, 

the sub-appendix titled “Conventions” clarifies which conventions are used in this thesis. 

In addition, the “Abbreviations” sub-appendix denotes the meaning of any shorthand or 

abbreviations used. 

E.1. Disambiguation 

This thesis focuses on the subsystem of a larger system. In order to differentiate 

between the two systems, the term “project” refers to the scenario of the encompassing 

system, whereas the term “study” refers to the situation of the subsystem. The term 

“overall system” refers to the system of the project, and the term “subsystem” refers to 

the system of this study.  

There are two relatively identical circuits used in this study; in order to 

differentiate between these circuits and since communication will be unidirectional, each 

will be referred to by their major operation regarding their wireless functionality. Future 

studies that require bidirectional communication, nodal networks, or the like should 

rename the circuits accordingly. The transmitting circuit, or “transmitter”, is meant to be 

attached to the patient being monitored and its low-power optimization is the motivation 

of this study. The receiving circuit, or “receiver”, is meant to be integrated into a 

monitoring system that displays the received data to the person overseeing the patient, 

typically a medical practitioner. The transmitter may also be referred to as “on-patient”, 

while the receiver may also be referred to as “off-patient”. 
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E.2. Conventions 

All respiratory rates will be given in the typical unit of breaths per minute unless 

otherwise stated. To avoid confusion, this study will represent breaths per minute with 

br/min rather than BPM, which can also stand for beats per minute when conducting a 

heart rate measurement. If other increments of time are preferred, similar notations will 

be used, such as br/s to represent breaths per second. 

E.3. Abbreviations and Shorthand 

The abbreviations and shorthand utilized in this thesis are summarized in Table 

E.1 for easy reference. 
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Table E.1: Abbreviations and Shorthand. 

Abbreviation Explanation 
µA microampere(s) 
µV microvolt(s) 
µW microwatt(s) 
AC alternating current 
ADC analog-to-digital converter 
ASP analog signal processor 
br/min breath(s) per minute 
CCS4 Code Composer Studio Version 4.x 
CO2 carbon dioxide 
CPU central processing unit 
DC direct current 
DMA direct memory access 
DSP digital signal processor 
DVS dynamic voltage scaling 
ECG electrocardiogram 
Hz hertz 
IC integrated circuit 
ICU Intensive Care Unit 
IDE Integrated Development Environment 
I/O input/output 
LCD liquid crystal display 
LED light-emitting diode 
LPM low-power mode 
mA milliampere(s) 
MHz megahertz 
mV millivolt(s) 
mW milliwatt(s) 
PCB printed circuit board 
PMM power-management module 
RAM random-access memory 
RF radio frequency 
RR respiratory rate 
RTC real-time clock 
SoC system-on-chip 
TI Texas Instruments Incorporated 
UCS unified clock system 
USCI universal serial communication interface 
WDT watchdog timer 
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